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Abstract
In the automotive or the aviation industry complex software is often created using model-based languages
to abstract from the given problem and to easier create a comprehensible solution. Examples for such
languages are data flow-oriented languages (e.g., The Mathworks MATLAB/Simulink or ETAS ASCET) or
event-oriented languages (e.g., The Mathworks Stateflow or state charts in IBM Rational Rhapsody). Since
creating these kind of models is still a complex and expensive task, often new variants of an existing
product are created by copying the existing functionality and modifying these copies to the changed
needs. Maintaining large numbers of related models, which were created using these so-called clone-
and-own approaches is complicated, as the information about their relationship (i.e., their commonalities
and diﬀerences) is rarely documented. Family mining solves these problems by automatically comparing
a set of selected models and identifying their common and varying parts. During maintenance, this
information can be used to understand the relationship between the models, to fix errors in all model
variants, or to update some of their functionality to a new version.
The contribution of this thesis is the adaption of the existing family mining approach for block-based
languages to state charts. For this adaption, we analyze diﬀerent state chart notations from diﬀerent
industrial tools and create a common meta-model to store state charts and apply family mining to them.
In order to adapt the existing approach, we create additional algorithms to successfully apply it to state
charts. Based on the adapted algorithms, we introduce an improved approach for family mining of state
charts, which takes advantage of the state chart’s characteristics and, thus, performs more eﬃciently. Both
approaches are evaluated and compared using the BCS SPL case study, which models the body comfort
system for a car using state charts to describe its internal behavior.
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Zusammenfassung
Komplexe Software wird in der Automobil- oder Luftfahrtindustrie häufig unter Nutzung von modell-
basierten Sprachen entwickelt, um von der gegebenen Problemstellung zu abstrahieren und eine ver-
ständliche Lösung zu erstellen. Beispiele für solche Sprachen sind datenflussorientierte Sprachen (wie
z.B. The Mathworks MATLAB/Simulink oder ETAS ASCET) oder ereignisorientierte Sprachen (wie z.B. The
Mathworks Stateflow oder State Charts in IBM Rational Rhapsody). Da die Erstellung solcher Modelle wei-
ter eine komplexe und aufwendige Aufgabe ist, werden neue Varianten eines existierenden Produktes
häufig durch Kopieren der existierenden Funktionalität und Anpassung dieser Kopien an die geänderten
Anforderungen erstellt. Die Pflege großer Mengen solcher verwandter Modelle, die mittels dieser clone-
and-own Ansätze erstellt wurden, ist kompliziert, da die Informationen über ihre Verwandtschaft (d.h. ihre
Gemeinsamkeiten und Unterschiede) selten dokumentiert ist. Family Mining löst diese Probleme, indem
es automatisch eine Menge von ausgewählten Modellen miteinander vergleicht und deren gemeinsame
und variierende Teile identifiziert. Während der Wartung dieser Modelle können diese Informationen ge-
nutzt werden, um die Verwandtschaft zwischen den Modelle zu verstehen und für alle Modelle gleichzeitig
Fehler zu beheben bzw. Funktionen auf einen neuen Stand zu bringen.
Der Beitrag dieser Arbeit ist die Adaption unseres existierenden Family Mining Ansatzes für block-
basierte Sprachen für State Charts. Für die Adaption analysieren wir verschiedene State Chart Notationen
industrieller Tools und erstellen für diese ein gemeinsames Meta-Model, das es erlaubt, State Charts zu
speichern und den Family Mining Ansatz für sie anzuwenden. Um den existierenden Ansatz zu adaptie-
ren, stellen wir zusätzliche Algorithmen vor, um seine einzelnen Phasen für State Charts anzuwenden.
Basierend auf dem existierenden Ansatz stellen wir einen verbesserten Ansatz für Family Mining von
State Charts vor, der bestimmte Eigenschaften von State Charts ausnutzt und daher eﬃzienter arbeitet.
Wir evaluieren und vergleichen beide Ansätze, indem wir sie auf die BCS SPL case study anwenden, die
das body comfort system für ein Auto modelliert und dazu State Charts zur Beschreibung des internen
Verhaltens nutzt.
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1 Introduction
Model-based languages are often used in industry to reduce the overall complexity of software in
domains with large software systems [2]. Such domains are, for example, the automotive industry or
the aviation industry. Model-based languages allow developers to abstract problems to a more com-
prehensible level and, thus, to reduce the development time and resulting costs. Examples, for such
model-based languages are data flow-oriented languages, such as The Mathworks MATLAB/Simulink1
and ETAS ASCET2, or event-oriented languages, such as The Mathworks Stateflow3 or state charts in
IBM Rational Rhapsody4.
A common practice in industry to create variant-rich systems for these model-based languages, is
to copy existing products and to modify them to changed needs [2, 17]. These so-called clone-and-
own approaches lead to diﬀerent issues and how family mining can solve them, which we further
explain in Section 1.1. Furthermore, we motivate in Section 1.2, why family mining cannot only be
applied to block-based models, but should be adapted to state charts, so that the issues of clone-
and-own approaches are also solved for them. In Section 1.3, we outline the research goals, which
we follow during this thesis and explain how we approach them. In Section 1.4, we point out the
overall contributions of this thesis.
1.1. Motivation
In industry, variant-rich systems are often created, when diﬀerent customers need the same basic
functionality, but have diﬀerent specialized needs. For example, two customers want to buy an
oven. One of the customers needs an circulating air oven to make roast meat, but the other one
does not need this functionality and wants to have a grill, in order to make crème brûlée. The basic
functionality of the two oven variants is the same (e.g., heating, lighting, control elements, …), but
some of the functionality is diﬀerent (i.e., in this example the modes of the oven). In industry, such
variant-rich systems are often created by applying clone-and-own methods [2, 17]. Clone-and-own
approaches use copies of existing systems, which were implemented, for example, using block-
based modeling techniques, or some high level programming language. The copied files are then
modified to changed needs, for example, when a diﬀerent variant of the system is needed for another
customer. These changes can include modifications of elements (e.g., a line of code is changed),
deletions (e.g., a line of code is deleted), and additions (e.g., a line of code is added).
In Figure 1.1, we present an example for a system with diﬀerent variants, which evolved using
clone-and-own. The basic oven (i.e., with analog control elements, upper and bottom heat, and
light) is used as a basis (“cloned”) and modified (“owned”) to create the two variants grill oven (i.e.,
the basic oven with an additional grill) and circulating air oven (i.e., the basic oven with
1http://www.mathworks.de/products/simulink/
2http://www.etas.com/ascet/
3http://www.mathworks.com/products/stateflow/
4http://www.ibm.com/software/awdtools/rhapsody/
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basic oven
(upper and bottom heat, light
& analog control elements)
circulating air oven
(basic oven + circulating air)
grill oven
(basic oven + grill)
luxury oven
(circulating air oven + defrost mode
+ grill + digital control elements
- analog control elements)
Figure 1.1.: Clone-and-own example
additional circulating air functionality). When creating the luxury oven, the developers used the
circulating air oven variant, added a defrost mode and a grill, and replaced the analog control
elements with digital control elements.
The described clone-and-own strategy is very convenient, because it allows to create the desired
variants without much eﬀort, because existing functionality can be reused easily. On the other hand,
problems arise in the long run, because the information about applied changes between the variants
often is not documented. Consequently, developers have problems to understand the relationship
between the diﬀerent product variants and loose the overview over the contained variability and
the overall dependencies between these products. They can only be certain, that the copied variant
evolved from some specific original variant, but there is no information about the actual changes
between these variants. Also, there is not necessarily only one core variant for all of the products,
because developers use the variant of the existing system, which is the closest to the desired final
product (cf., Figure 1.1, where not all variants are created from the basic oven).
Consequently, one big issue are errors, identified in one of the variants, because developers cannot
tell, which other variants might be compromised, as the diﬀerent variants have evolved over time
and might have changed a lot. Searching for identified errors in the diﬀerent variants becomes a
tedious task, and a lot of reimplementation might be needed to fix the errors in all variants. For
example, fixing an error in the luxury oven (e.g., the oven always heats up to 20◦C above the desired
temperature), might be easy, but identifying if the previous variants (circulating air oven and
basic oven) and any variants evolving from them (e.g., the grill oven, which evolved from the
basic oven) contain the same errors, is expensive, since they have to be checked manually. In
addition, fixing the identified errors might also be expensive, because the developed bugfix might
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not be suitable for all variants, as they evolved over time. The same problems apply, when some
functionality should be updated in all variants (e.g., the mechanism setting the temperature has
changed, because the corresponding part is used from a diﬀerent supplier), as the implementation
of the functionality might have changed in some variants, when they were adapted to changed needs.
Overall, we can see that maintaining diﬀerent variants of a system, which were created using clone-
and-own methods, is a tedious and expensive task.
Another issue with clone-and-own, is the reuse of parts in new variants. We cannot reuse all im-
plementation artifacts, since we can only use one variant as a basis for new variants. For example,
when creating the luxury oven, we can only use the circulating air oven variant or the grill
oven variant as a basis, but not both at the same time, because they cannot be merged easily. Conse-
quently, we have to decide, which variant we want to use as a basis and reimplement the functional-
ity, which we cannot adapt. In our example, we would have to reimplement the grill functionality.
Of course, this is not desired, because this approach is ineﬃcient, and it would be more convenient,
if we could reuse every functionality, which is already created for another variant.
To overcome all these issues, family mining is used to automatically identify the commonalities and
diﬀerences between diﬀerent variants of a system, which evolved using clone-and-own strategies [6,
24]. By automatically comparing the variants and their implementation artifacts (e.g., the inner
components of the oven) with each other, the variability between them is identified. After comparing
the variants and identifying the variability, a fine-grained overview of the results can be created,
which helps developers to understand the changes and dependencies between variants and eases
maintenance of the created software. With suitable generators, such a representation could also be
used to generate all compared variants from the identified artifacts, or even new variants combining
the artifacts from diﬀerent variants. Consequently, the reuse of developed artifacts is improved,
because they can be reused more easily.
1.2. Family Mining of State Charts
Both language types, data flow-oriented languages and event-oriented languages, allow to model
complex systems with diﬀerent means. Data-oriented languages normally use atomic blocks and
connectors to create systems, which process data introduced to them via inport blocks. Thus, these
models are also called block-based models. The data passed to the models is processed by the
functions of the atomic blocks, which usually use mathematical operators to alter data, that is passed
to them via incoming connectors. After processing the data, the corresponding results are emitted
via their outgoing connectors and after traversing the complete system, the final results are emitted
via its outports. Using the connectors between the blocks the data flow is modeled and complex
systems can be created. These kind of models are, for example, used to represent complex control
circuits for driver assistance systems in cars.
An example for such a system is an adaptive cruise control (ACC) system, which automatically keeps
a specified distance to other cars and does not exceed a defined maximum speed. This system is
realized as a control circuit to continuously adjust the car’s speed and its distance to other cars
by processing the inputs from sensors (e.g., distance sensors and speed sensors) to influence the
system’s behavior by controlling its actuators (e.g., the breaks and the accelerator). The sensor inputs
are processed by the blocks of the model, which calculate the corresponding control variable to
change the behavior of the actuators and correspondingly the behavior of the car.
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Event-oriented languages, on the other hand, use states and transitions to model their systems
with state charts. A state represents an execution state in the system and allows to alter the system’s
variables by diﬀerent actions. Starting at an initial state, the data is processed in the diﬀerent states
of the system. Events from outside of the system trigger state changes via the system’s transitions,
which can also modify the system’s variables by their actions.
An example for such an event-driven system could be a windscreen wiper in a car, which is con-
trolled with a setting lever. In the initial position of the lever, the state chart is in the initial state and
the wiper is stopped. When the user changes the position of the lever an event is triggered and the
movement of the wiper is started. Depending on the mode selected by the current lever position,
the speed of the wiper is changed or stopped. All windscreen wiper modes are represented by states
and changing the lever position triggers events, which provoke the corresponding state changes via
the state chart’s transitions.
For both model types, data flow-oriented models and event-oriented models, clone-and-own ap-
proaches are applicable to create related variants of the same systems. For example, the created
control circuit for the ACC system might need to be modified to be usable in another car. Also
the software for the windscreen wiper might need to be change, when, for example, a diﬀerent
windscreen is used or it is build in another car. For both examples, creating a copy of the existing
software and modifying it to the changed needs (i.e., applying clone-and-own approaches) is a quick
and cheap solution, since the common parts can be reused and only small parts have to be modified.
Thus, this approach is commonly used in industry for both model types.
These clone-and-own approaches bring drawbacks along, which can be solved by family mining.
We argue, that data flow-oriented models and event-oriented models are closely related according
their basic structure, because both use nodes and edges to represent their functionality. Similar
to block-based models, diﬀerent variants of state charts can be created using clone-and-own ap-
proaches. Consequently, we argue that adapting our current family mining approach for block-
based models [7] to state charts is sensible and should help to solve the discussed clone-and-own
issues for these models.
1.3. Goals and Approach
As our main goal is to adapt our current family mining approach for block-based models to state
charts, we need to find solutions to address the following research goals (RGs). Below each of these
RGs we present the basic approach, which we follow to address them.
Research Goal 1: Find a generic state chart representation for diﬀerent state chart notations from literature
and industry and compare their notations.
For RG1 we have to create a common meta-model for state chart notations from diﬀerent indus-
trial tools and notations used in the literature. This meta-model is needed to transfer state charts
from these varying notations into a generic format, which is the basis for the adaption of the existing
family mining approach for block-based models to state charts. Thus, instead of adapting the ex-
isting approach for one of the notations, we are able to create a common approach, which allows to
apply the adapted family mining algorithms to all notations summarized in this meta-model. In or-
der to create the common meta-model for state charts, we analyze and compare the notations from
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Harel [5], who first defined state charts, with the notations from The MathWorks Stateflow R2012b5,
ETAS ASCET 6.1.36, IBM Rational Rhapsody 8.0.67, Esterel Technologies SCADE Suite R15a8, and the UML
specification [15].
Research Goal 2: Identify the diﬀerences and commonalities between block-based models and state charts.
RQ2 is a prerequisite for RQ3, since identifying the diﬀerences and commonalities between these
notations helps to adapt the existing algorithms. First of all, we identify whether elements from the
two notations are similar to each other. For these elements, we have to check if the corresponding
compare algorithms can be adapted from block-based models to state charts or if new ones have
to be created. Furthermore, we identify elements, which are not contained in block-based models
and, thus, require to create new algorithms in order to compare them with each other.
Research Goal 3: Adapt the existing family mining approach for block-based models to state charts.
For RG3, we adapt the existing family mining approach for block-based models [7] to state charts
and use the insights, which we obtained from RG2. We adapt all phases and their algorithms, which
are used during the family mining of block-based models. We have to adapt the compare algorithms
for model elements, which were identified in RG2 to be similar for block-based models and state
charts. Furthermore, we have to create new algorithms for all elements, which are not contained in
the existing approach.
Research Goal 4: Investigate whether we can improve the adapted algorithms for state charts, in order to
process them more eﬃciently.
After adapting the existing approach for block-based models to state charts, we investigate whether
the adapted approach can be improved by taking advantage of certain state chart characteristics, in
order to execute the family mining more eﬃciently. Examples could be elements, which have a
diﬀerent meaning or importance in state charts compared to block-based models and, thus, change
the way we have to execute the family mining algorithms.
Research Goal 5: Evaluate whether the adapted family mining approach for state charts and possibly im-
proved variants of this approach create correct results.
After adapting the existing family mining approach to state charts and creating possibly improved
variants of these algorithms, we check the correctness of the created results by evaluating them with
state charts from a case study.
Research Goal 6: Evaluate the performance of the adapted family mining approach for state charts and pos-
sibly improved variants.
During the analysis of the correctness, we gather measures, which allow to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the adapted family mining approach. For improved variants created in RG4, we can also
gather these measures and utilize them to compare the performance of these diﬀering family min-
ing approaches.
5http://www.mathworks.com/products/stateflow/
6http://www.etas.com/ascet/
7http://www.ibm.com/software/awdtools/rhapsody/
8http://www.esterel-technologies.com/products/scade-suite/
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1.4. Contribution
In this thesis, we adapt the existing family mining approach for block-based models [7] to state
charts. First, we analyze and compare diﬀerent state chart notations to create a common meta-
model for them. The created meta-model is used to store state charts, which should be compared
using the adapted family mining approach. During the adaption of the existing family mining ap-
proach for block-based models to state charts, we not only adapt the existing algorithms, but extend
it with further algorithms in order to be able to compare all contained elements. Furthermore, we
improve the adapted algorithms by using characteristics common to state charts, which allow to
execute the family mining algorithms more eﬃciently. The results created by both family mining
approaches are evaluated regarding correctness and performance by using the state charts from the
BCS SPL case study.
Consequently, the contribution of this thesis is as follows:
We compare diﬀerent state charts notations from literature and industry.
We create a common meta-model representation for diﬀerent state chart notations.
We adapt the existing family mining approach for block-based models [7] to state charts.
We improve the adapted family mining approach to be more eﬃcient by taking advantage of
certain state chart characteristics.
1.5. Outline
This thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, we explain the details of block-based models and
the output format of our current family mining approach. These details are needed to explain our
previous work [6, 24] and our current family mining approach [7] for block-based models. Next, we
analyze diﬀerent state chart notations in Chapter 3 to find a way, how we can abstract from these
notations to a common meta-model. This meta-model is used to store models, which we want
to compare with our family mining algorithms. Correspondingly, we also analyze the diﬀerences
between block-based models and state charts, in order to better understand the commonalities and
diﬀerences between them to adapt the current family mining approach to state charts in the next
section. In Chapter 4, we explain the changes, which have to be applied to the current algorithms,
in order to successfully apply family mining to state charts. Besides, we introduce a new algorithm
for family mining on state charts, which takes advantage of certain state chart characteristics to
compare them more eﬃciently. In Chapter 5, we explain the details of our current implementation
for family mining of state charts and how we realized the adapted and the new algorithm. This
implementation and the underlying algorithms are evaluated in Chapter 6 by applying them to
state charts from a case study. We evaluate, whether the results created by the algorithms are correct
and how the adapted algorithm and the new algorithm perform compared to each other. Finally, in
Chapter 7, we give a summary of our results and present future work to further improve the family
mining approach for state charts.
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In this chapter, we give an introduction to the notion of block-based models (cf., Section 2.1). In
Section 2.2, we explain feature models and family models, and why we chose family models over feature
models to store the results of family mining. In the following section, we explain two previous
approaches, which we used for family mining of block-based models (cf., Section 2.3), and which
lead to our current approach, which we explain in Section 2.4.
2.1. Block-based Models
In this section, we describe block-based models, which are expected by our previously realized ap-
proaches [6, 24] and our current approach. The basic elements described in this section are used by
all block-oriented modeling languages, such as The MathWorks MATLAB/Simulink1, ETAS ASCET2,
or Esterel Technologies SCADE Suite3.
Block-based models consist of atomic blocks, which have a name and some functionality. This
functionality is commonly defined by code in some high level programming language (e.g., C code),
or a block type provided by the library of the used block-oriented modeling language (e.g., a Gain or
Sum block in The MathWorks MATLAB/Simulink). According to the defined functionality these blocks
process data, which can be submitted to them through their inports. The results of the calculation
are emitted via their outports. These ports define the blocks’ interfaces [24]. In order to exchange
data between the blocks, connectors exist and can be used to connect the blocks’ ports with each
other. Besides, the mentioned attributes, defining the blocks’ identity (i.e., name, functionality, and
interface), other parameters exist, that can be neglected during the family mining (e.g., the blocks’
color, or their location in the model), because these attributes do not aﬀect how these blocks behave.
In order to allow diﬀerent levels of abstraction, most block-oriented modeling languages allow to
create arbitrarily nested hierarchies by adding blocks to other blocks.
In Figure 2.1, we present an example for a small block-based model. This model, represents the
addition of two values. As we can see, the two values, which should be added together, are emitted
to the model via the blocks Input1 and Input2. The emitted values are transfered to the block Sum
via the outgoing transitions of both blocks and the Sum block processes the values (i.e., adds them
together) and emits the final result via its outgoing transition to block Output1.
Input1
Input2
Output1Sum
Figure 2.1.: Example for a block-based model
1http://www.mathworks.com/products/simulink/
2http://www.etas.com/ascet/
3http://www.esterel-technologies.com/products/scade-suite/
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Figure 2.2.: Example for a feature model
2.2. Feature and Family Models
In this section, we introduce and compare feature models and family models, which are diﬀerent no-
tations for variant-rich systems. These visualizations are commonly used to model systems with
diﬀerent configuration options. Furthermore, we argue, why we use family models over feature
models to represent the results of the family mining.
2.2.1. Feature Models
Czarnecki et al. [1] introduce problem space and solution space as notions for variant-rich systems. The
problem space models which features can be added to a system, but does not give any details about
their concrete implementation. Features are labels, which define possible configuration options
for a system with diﬀerent variants [1]. A good means to model the variability in the problem space,
are feature models, because they capture the dependencies between these features. In Figure 2.2,
we present the feature model for a small Stack product line, which allows to configure diﬀerent
stack systems by selecting and deselecting features. As we can see the Stack has two mandatory fea-
tures (i.e., features that have to be included in every legal configuration of the system), Base and
Implementation. In addition, the feature model defines, that we can select the features Undo and
Peek, which allow to undo the last step (Undo) and to get the first element on the stack without
removing it (Peek). These optional features are part of the system’s variability, because they do not
necessarily have to be part of the possible configurations. As the Implementation feature is manda-
tory, we have to select either an implementation using an ArrayList or a LinkedList. These fea-
tures are alternative, because the relation between them defines mutual exclusion (i.e., at least on of
these feature has to be selected, but not more than one). Thus, they are part of the systems variabil-
ity, because they allow to configure diﬀerent variants. In addition to the mentioned possibilities
to configure the system, there are also or relations, which define that at least one feature has to be
selected. As we can see, none of the features in Figure 2.2 shows concrete implementation details,
because they are only labels, which define the configuration space. Consequently, feature models only
show the variability of diﬀerent system variants abstractly and how the features can be combined to
create these variants.
2.2.2. Family Models
In contrast to feature models (cf., Subsection 2.2.1), family models define the solution space and give
a complete overview about the implementation-specific variability. The solution space shows the
details of the implementation and which concrete implementation artifacts define possible vari-
ants. These family models are a view for annotated 150% models (or for short 150% models), which
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Figure 2.3.: Two related models, created with the clone-and-own approach
FM_Model1_Model2
In1
In2
VariantSubsystem
Product
Sum
Out1
Gain
Out2
Figure 2.4.: Example for a family model
contain not only the implementation artifacts for one product variant, but for all possible system
variants. The artifacts in the 150% model are annotated with information about their variability
and traceability across the elements is enabled. Thus, developers can easily understand which im-
plementation artifacts belong to the diﬀerent system variants. We argue, that family models are
well-suited to overcome the problems introduced by clone-and-own approaches, because the work
of developers is improved, since they get an overview about the system’s variability with all concrete
implementation artifacts. For example, these models allow them to fix errors, that are aﬀecting
diﬀerent variants of the overall system, by fixing the errors in the corresponding implementation
artifacts.
The two models in Figure 2.3 were created using the clone-and-own approach. As we can see, the
Sum block in Model 1 is replaced by the Product block in Model 2. In addition to that, another
outport Out2 and a Gain block were added to Model 2. An algorithm comparing these two models,
should return the family model in Figure 2.4. As we can see, the alternative blocks Sum and Product
are identified, and marked accordingly with “⇔”. They are added to the VariantSubsystem, in
order to group them together. The two optional elements Gain and Out2 from Model 2 are marked
with “?”, to indicate that they do not have to be part of every system variant. All other mandatory ele-
ments (i.e., In1, In2, and Out1) are marked with “!” to indicate, that they have to be part of all system
variants. The representation used in Figure 2.4 is based on the representation used by pure::variants,
which is a framework for developing and managing software product lines (SPLs) distributed by
pure-systems4. This is also the representation for family models, which we will use throughout this
thesis.
4http://www.pure-systems.com/
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Figure 2.5.: Workflow for the approach in [6]
2.3. Previous Family Mining Approaches
In this section, we will describe previous approaches [6, 24], that we used to apply family mining
to block-based models. In Subsection 2.3.1, we explain our first approach, which had drawbacks
regarding the number of compared blocks and the supported diﬀerences in the models. In Subsec-
tion 2.3.2, we show the improvements of our second approach and explain its drawbacks and why
we had to improve it, resulting in our current approach, explained in Section 2.4.
2.3.1. Automatic Synthesis of Family Models by analyzing block-based Function
Models
The approach in [6] consists of a workflow with three phases Matching Phase, Deciding Phase, and
Expanding Phase. In Figure 2.5, we present this workflow. In the Matching Phase, the blocks from two
model variants are compared and matched according to there structural similarity. The approach
creates pairs of blocks by comparing every block from the first model variant with all blocks from
the second model variant, which were not matched previously. For the approach in [6], we defined
that the first model variant is always the model, which was selected first. During the comparison two
structural attributes are considered. First, the interface (i.e., the number of in- and outports) is com-
pared and the two blocks are considered as not similar, when their interfaces diﬀer (i.e., one of the
blocks has a diﬀerent number of in- or outports than the other). Consequently, this approach lacks
support for blocks with diﬀering interfaces, but similar functionality (cf., the approaches described
in Subsection 2.3.2 and Section 2.4, which overcome this limitation). The second attribute is the
block’s neighborhood, which describes the context of the blocks and the blocks connected with this
context. Blocks, which are closer to the compared blocks get a higher weight in the neighborhood
similarity than blocks with a larger distance. For the neighborhood similarity only the interface of
the neighbors and their block types (i.e., functionality) are considered. The pair of compared blocks
with the highest similarity is removed from the list of non-matched blocks and added to the list of
matched blocks. Consequently, the approach terminates, since the list of non-matched blocks has
to be empty at some point.
In the Deciding Phase, all matched pairs are processed and their variability is added to the first
model variant. When the pair’s blocks are the same, they can be considered as mandatory elements,
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Figure 2.6.: Workflow for the approach in [24]
since they exist in both model variants. Consequently, no additional steps are needed for these
blocks and they can be marked directly as mandatory blocks. In contrast, all blocks, which are not
the same, are considered as alternatives. Therefore, the pair’s block, which does not exist in the
first model variant, has to be added, in order to represent the correct variability. These alternatives
are represented by creating a subsystem, which contains the block from the first model variant and
the newly added block as variants. Both blocks are marked as alternative blocks. As the compared
models can have diﬀerent sizes, there can be left over blocks, which were not matched to another
block in the other model. These blocks are considered and marked as optional blocks and can be
added directly to the first model variant, if they do not already exist (i.e., if the block is an optional
block from the model compared with the first model variant).
Finally, during the Expanding phase subsystems containing alternative blocks are expanded to big-
ger subsystems. Starting from a subsystem containing alternative blocks all neighboring blocks are
considered. If one of the neighbors is also a subsystem containing alternative blocks, the subsystem
will be integrated into the considered subsystem. This step is executed for all subsequent blocks,
until a mandatory block is found, or another block, which was already processed. After this last step,
a 150% model exists, which can be used as an input for the next model comparison, or exported to
a family model representation.
2.3.2. Interface Variability in Family Model Mining
To overcome the limitation of our first approach in [6], that no blocks with diﬀering interfaces can
be compared, we created the approach in [24]. This approach also changes the way, how we process
the blocks from the diﬀerent models. In Figure 2.6, we present the work flow, for this approach.
In order to explain our approach, we will compare the models in Figure 2.7. When starting the
comparison, we label their blocks and connectors with unique identifiers (i.e., for our example, i0,
i1, …, i6 and j0, j1, …, j4, respectively). The next step is to select a base model from the list of
models, that should be compared. For this approach, it is defined, that the base model is always the
model with the highest number of blocks (i.e., in our example, the model in Figure 2.7b), because it
enables the approach to identify optional elements. All other models are compare models, which are
compared with this model. For every compare model, the comparison is started by comparing each
of its start blocks with a start block selected from the base model at the start of the comparison (i.e.,
in our example i3). These start blocks are the input blocks of a model and are the initial entry point
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Figure 2.7.: Example models used to explain the approach
for data, that should be processed by the model (i.e., i0, i2 and i3, i5). When comparing two blocks
with each other a so-called compare element is created, containing the two compared blocks and their
similarity value (i.e., a value between 0 and 1 representing the blocks’ similarity), calculated accord-
ing to a metric (e.g., comparing i3 with i0 results in a similarity of 100%). A compare element, is
represented by a dashed circle (i.e., the element from the base model), a solid circle (i.e., the element
from the compare model), and a line connecting these two circles, showing their similarity and that
they were compared. The metric defines, which attributes of blocks should be considered and what
weight these attributes get in the overall similarity (e.g., the block’s functionality has a higher weight
than the names). Besides, the metric defines, that interfaces are compared by calculating the aver-
age between the neighbors, which are the same and the overall number of neighbors. Consequently,
blocks with diﬀering interfaces can be compared by this approach.
All created compare elements are stored in a so-called compare tree, which documents all compar-
isons and shows the order of the executed comparisons. These compare trees can have diﬀerent
branches, when there are diﬀerent matching possibilities. In Figure 2.8, we show the compare tree
for the comparison of the two models in Figure 2.7. In our example, there are two start blocks in the
compare model (i.e., i0 and i2), and thus, we have to create two branches with all subsequent com-
parisons, since both elements can represent a good match for block i3. Beside these branches, we
have to create branches, when more than one subsequent block is connected to a compared block.
After comparing the start blocks of the models, we create a list of all successors and predecessors
of the compared blocks by analyzing the data flow and following the blocks’ transitions. This list
contains only possible candidates for the next comparisons, and we have to remove all elements,
which were previously compared. For example, in a later phase of the comparison, the analysis
of possible candidates in component i4 returns the components i3 and i5. As component i3 is
already used in a previous comparison, we do not take it into account during following comparisons.
The resulting list is used for the next comparisons by comparing the base model blocks with
the compare model blocks. This step is repeated, until no new compare elements are created and
every block has been considered in every branch. During the comparisons it is possible, that no
new blocks are found in the compare model, which are compared with the block from the base
model. Consequently, these base model blocks are compared with null, as they represent optional
elements (e.g., the comparison of i6). After finishing the comparisons, the similarity of the diﬀerent
branches in the compare tree is calculated and the branch with the highest similarity is selected as
the result of the comparison.
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Figure 2.8.: Compare tree comparing the blocks of the two models
With the selected branch, it is now possible to create the 150% model by processing the elements
and storing the identified variability according to their similarity in the base model. The variability
is interpreted by using thresholds, which are also defined by the metric and identify, whether two
compared elements are mandatory, alternative, or optional. The created 150% model is used as a
new input for the merging of all subsequent compare trees. After merging all results into one 150%
model, this model can be exported into a family model.
The presented approach from [24] still has two drawbacks, which are considered in the previous
approach (cf., Section 2.4). First, the data structure used to store the intermediate results is traversed
repeatedly during the comparisons (e.g., when checking whether a block is already considered in
all branches), which would not be eﬃcient for industrial-scale models. Second, the approach is not
able to find all optional elements and only identifies them, when they are located at the end of the
data flow. However, the approach gives a good idea, how blocks with diﬀering interfaces can be
compared using the right metric.
2.4. Current Family Mining Approach
In this section, we introduce the improved family mining approach [7]. This approach expects block-
based models as described in Section 2.1 and consists of a workflow with three phases [7]. In Fig-
ure 2.9, we present this workflow. Before starting the Comparing Phase an arbitrary base model has
to be selected from the input models. In the Comparing Phase (cf., Subsection 2.4.1), the blocks in
the remaining compare models are compared with the blocks in the base model and compare elements
representing possible matches are created. These elements compare two blocks and store their
calculated similarity. Using the created list of possible matches during the Matching Phase (cf., Sub-
section 2.4.2), we find distinct matches for the blocks of each compare model according to the blocks
from the base model. With the list of distinct matches, we are able to determine the variability in
the Merging Phase (cf., Subsection 2.4.3). In this phase, we use a copy of the base model and merge
it with the matched results of the first compare model and annotate the variability. The resulting
annotated 150% model, containing all common and varying parts of the compared models, is used
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Figure 2.9.: Workflow for the current family mining approach in [7]
as an input for the merging of the next compared model. After merging the determined variability
of all models, we can export the resulting 150% model to some family model representation (e.g.,
with pure::variants). In order to illustrate the approach, we will compare the two The MathWorks
MATLAB/Simulink models in Figure 2.3 in the following three subsections.
2.4.1. Comparing Phase
Prior executing the comparison of multiple models an arbitrary base model has to be determined.
The other models are so-called compare models and are compared with the previously selected base
model (e.g., Model 2 for our example). The comparison of two models is started by selecting the
start blocks from the base model and comparing them with all start blocks from the compare model.
These start blocks are input blocks of a model and provide the initial access to the data flow and
thus are a perfect starting point for our data flow-oriented comparison of related models. For both
models in our example the blocks In1 and In2 are the only start blocks. When comparing a block
from the base model with a block from a compare model a so-called compare element is created. Such
a compare element stores the blocks from the base model and the compare model with a similar-
ity value according to a metric. This metric holds diﬀerent weights for the properties of the blocks
and allows to calculate the similarity value of the compared blocks in the interval from 0 to 1. The
metric can be adapted to the corresponding model type (e.g., The MathWorks MATLAB/Simulink or
Esterel Technologies SCADE Suite) and domain-specific knowledge according to diﬀerent use cases.
Properties considered in such a metric are the blocks’ names, functions and their interfaces (i.e.,
the number of similar in- and outports). During the comparison of the blocks’ interfaces, we com-
pare the blocks’ neighbors (i.e., predecessors and successors connected to the compared blocks via
connectors). When comparing these neighbors only the names and functions of the blocks are con-
sidered and we calculate the fraction of similar neighbors to the overall number of neighbors. The
overall similarity stored in compare elements shows how similar the compared blocks are.
After comparing the start blocks of the compare models with the start blocks from the base model,
we follow the data flow and create the lists of subsequent blocks for these blocks (i.e., Sum for Model
1 and Product for Model 2). Each of the subsequent blocks from the base model is compared with
each block from the list of subsequent blocks in the compare models, creating new compare ele-
ments. This step is repeated until no new blocks are found when following the data flow and, thus,
the comparison does not create new compare elements. When comparing models with diﬀerent
sizes (i.e., diﬀerent number of blocks), it is possible, that we do not find any new subsequent blocks
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in the compared models. Consequently, each of the remaining model blocks is compared with null,
as these blocks might represent optional elements. Such a comparison with null implies that the
corresponding block might represent an additional element, which will be marked as optional in
the resulting family model. For the two related models in Figure 2.3 the resulting list of com-
pare elements is: (In1,In1), (In1,In2), (In2,In1), (In2,In2), (Sum,Product), (Gain,Out1),
(Out1,Out1), and (Out2,null)
2.4.2. Matching Phase
In the Matching Phase, for each compared model, we walk through the list of possible matches,
created during the Comparing Phase. Iterating over these lists, we try to find distinct matches for
each block compared with a block from the base model. While walking through the list of compare
elements, we check whether other compare elements exist that contain either the same base model
block or the same compare model block. If no other compare element exists, we can directly match
the two blocks from the corresponding compare element (e.g., (Product,Gain)). If we find other
compare elements containing the same blocks, we select the compare element with the highest
similarity and delete all ruled out compare elements from the list of possible matches. For example,
when looking at (Gain,Out1), we also find (Out1,Out1), which has a higher similarity, since the
blocks’ type and name are the same. Consequently, we match (Out1,Out1) and delete the ruled out
compare element (Gain,Out1) from the list of possible matches.
Sometimes, we have situations, where we cannot directly match blocks, because there exist other
relevant compare elements with the same similarity value. Consequently, no distinct match is pos-
sible and we move these ambiguous elements to the end of the list and continue matching, hoping
that other matches resolve these conflicts. If the conflict cannot be resolved and we revisit these
ambiguous elements, we have to present these problematic compare elements to the developers, in
order to get a manual decision, which is the most appropriate match.
After processing all compare elements, there are certain cases, where we did not match every
block with another block from the other model or null. For example, during the matching of
(Out1,Out1) the compare element (Gain,Out1) is deleted from the list of possible matchings,
since it is ruled out because of the lower similarity value. For each of these blocks without a matching
partner, a new compare element comparing the corresponding block with null is created. The
resulting final list of matched blocks for our example is: (In1,In1), (In2,In2), (Sum,Product),
(Out1,Out1), (Out2,null), and (Gain,null)
2.4.3. Merging Phase
In the final Merging Phase, the 150% model is created, which afterwards can easily be exported to
a family model representation (e.g., using pure::variants). In order to create this 150% model, we
use a copy of the base model and process the list of matched blocks for the first model from the
previous phase. During the processing, we interpret the similarity value of all compare elements,
which was calculated during the Comparing Phase according to the metric used to compare the blocks
with each other. In order to distinguish between common elements (i.e., mandatory elements) and
diﬀering elements (i.e., alternative and optional elements), we use diﬀerent thresholds defining how
to interpret the similarity values of the compare elements. For example, such a threshold could
define that a compare element with a similarity value of 95% or more contains mandatory blocks
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and that a compare element with a similarity value of 0% is optional. All other compare elements
with 0% < x < 95% would be considered as alternative blocks. Similar to the metric, these thresholds
can also be adapted to diﬀerent model types and use cases.
Using the determined variability information, we can mark the blocks in the 150% model accord-
ingly. For mandatory and optional elements, we can mark the blocks directly, whereas for alternative
elements we have do some extra work. First, we have to create a so-called VariantSubsystem, which is
marked mandatory and later contains the possible variability. Second, we copy the elements, that
are alternatives to each other, from their current hierarchy level into this VariantSubsystem and
mark them as alternatives. The resulting 150% model is used to merge all other models, one after
another into the final 150% model. For the two models in Figure 2.3, we detect that In1, In2, and
Out1 are mandatory elements, since they are contained in both model variants. Product and Sum
are detected as alternative elements and are moved to a mandatory VariantSubsystem accordingly.
The two blocks Gain and Out2 are marked as optional elements, since they are only contained in
Model 2.
After creating the final 150% model, we can easily export the mined information about common-
alities and diﬀerences between the compared models and create the corresponding family model.
The resulting family model for our example is shown in Figure 2.4.
2.5. Summary
In this chapter, we presented block-based models, which are used as inputs for our previous family
mining approaches (cf., Section 2.3) and our current family mining approach (cf., Section 2.4). We
created the current approach, because our previous approaches had certain limitations. The first
approach cannot compare models, which contain blocks with diﬀerent interfaces. The second ap-
proach has limitations regarding the performance and its results, because it processes the used data
structure repeatedly during the comparisons and certain variability is not identified correctly (i.e.,
some optional blocks are not identified). In addition, to the presented block-based models as in-
puts, we also compared feature models and family models and argue, that family models should be
chosen as output format over feature models. Main reason is, that they give an overview about the
variability of the implementation artifacts and not only the configuration options of the system.
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Notations
In this section, we describe the basic elements of state charts, as they were defined by Harel [5], and
extend these with elements utilized by four tools commonly used in the industry to create state
charts. These tools are The MathWorks Stateflow R2012b1, ETAS ASCET 6.1.32, IBM Rational Rhapsody
8.0.63, and Esterel Technologies SCADE Suite R15a4. We choose these tools for our analysis, because
all of them allow to create state chart representations and are commonly used in industry (e.g., the
automotive, aviation, and transportation domains) to model large-scale systems. Consequently, by
choosing these tools, we consider highly used and relevant tools, from domains, where large sys-
tems are developed and clone-and-own strategies are often applied. In addition to these tools, we
consider the elements introduced by the UML specification [15]. By extending Harel’s [5] notion of
state charts with elements commonly used in industry tools and the UML specification [15], we create
an overview of utilized elements, that is as complete as possible, so we can use this information to
create a suitable meta-model representation for a wide range of state chart types. Consequently, we
will only list all possible elements introduced by Harel [5], the UML specification [15], and the four
tools, rather than comparing the notations and pointing out, which tools provide certain possibil-
ities or limitations.
State charts are commonly used to express an abstract description for the behavior of a system in a
state-based manner [5]. A state represents an execution state of the corresponding system. The cur-
rent state can change when a transition to another state exists and the event and the condition defined
by the transition are met. In contrast to the definition by Harel [5] and IBM Rational Rhapsody, all
other considered tools and the UML specification [15] use the term state machine. In the course of this
thesis, we will use the term state chart.
State charts are a notion to model deterministic finite automatons (DFAs) and extend their semantics
with further elements [5]. DFAs model systems with a finite set of states, which need to include
exactly one start state, which shows, where the execution of the system is started [8]. In addition,
DFAs can also define accepting states, which end the execution of the system [8]. A DFA can only be
in one state at the same time and consequently, does not allow parallel execution. Between states of
a system transitions can exist, which allow to move from one state to another, in response to some
external input [8].
In Figure 3.1, we present a small example for a DFA. It represents, a system, which describes the
modes of a network attached storage (NAS) system and consists of three states Standby, Off, and On.
1http://www.mathworks.com/products/stateflow/
2http://www.etas.com/ascet/
3http://www.ibm.com/software/awdtools/rhapsody/
4http://www.esterel-technologies.com/products/scade-suite/
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Figure 3.1.: Example for a deterministic finite automaton (DFA)
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Figure 3.2.: Example for a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA)
At the execution start (i.e., when the system is plugged into a power outlet) the NAS system powers
on and enters the Standby state. Every time, the NAS system receives a “wake on LAN” command, it
enters the On state and wakes up from the standby mode. When the system is idle for 5 minutes, the
system enters the Standby state again. In both modes, it is possible to push a button on the NAS
system and power the system oﬀ (i.e., the accepting Off state is entered).
At every state of a DFA, there cannot be more than one outgoing transition with the same input
event. Otherwise, the execution of the system would be nondeterministic, because it would not be
clear, which transition has to be taken, when the corresponding input event occurs [8]. Such a
system would be a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA). In Figure 3.2, we present an example, for
such an NFA, which allows to turn two LEDs on and oﬀ. When pushing the button in the start state
Off, the NFA nondeterministically decides, which transition it takes, and whether it turns on LED1
or LED2. Consequently, we cannot tell, which of the LEDs is turned on, when we push the button.
When pushing the button again, the nondeterministically chosen LED is turned oﬀ.
Harel [5] describes how state charts can model DFA and extends their semantics with further ele-
ments, such as parallel states to model parallel systems, hierarchical states to reduce the complexity
of the systems, and state activities to execute actions when entering a state [5]. All these elements
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Figure 3.3.: State charts
are discussed in Chapter 3 and further extended with other elements introduced by a number of
industrial tools, which allow to create such state charts.
We explain states and special notations for certain state types in Section 3.1. Transitions, linking
these states, are explained in detail in Section 3.2. As already mentioned, these two chapters do not
compare the diﬀerent tools, but give a list of all possible elements for state charts. In Section 3.3, we
present a summarizing table, giving an overview of the possibilities and limitations of the notations
analyzed in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. In Section 3.4, we explain the meta-model, which we created
from the analysis in the previous sections. And in the last section (i.e., Section 3.5), we discuss the
identity of state charts elements. The identity defines how much the diﬀerent model parts influence
the functionality of the model and, thus, analyzing this property helps us to better understand the
challenges during the adaption of the current approach to state charts.
3.1. States
States describe the state of a system at a certain point in the execution. According to Harel [5],
states are represented as rounded rectangles, which can encapsulate other states to express hierarchy.
These states are connected with transitions, which are depicted by directed edges with an arrow at
the end [5]. We explain these transitions in detail in Section 3.2 and concentrate on states for the
moment. The UML specification defines the notion of regions [15]. Any state chart or state has a region,
which contains all sub elements. Furthermore, the UML specification [15] defines, that stereotypes can
be assigned to elements in state charts, which allow to define diﬀerent roles for these elements. As
IBM Rational Rhapsody is a tool realizing state machines according to the UML specification [15], it
also provides the possibility to assign these stereotypes to states and transitions.
3.1.1. Initial states
States can be marked as default states (shown by a transition starting at a black bullet, going to the
corresponding state [5]), showing which state is entered when the state chart, or a hierarchy state is
entered. In Figure 3.3, we show an example for a state chart. It consists of two states A and B, which
are connected by the transition a. In this example, A is defined to be the default state.
All four tools have diﬀerent, but similar notions of default states. The MathWorks Stateflow and IBM
Rational Rhapsody both use a transition, as Harel’s state charts, to indicate that a state is a default
state, except for they call these transitions a default transition. Both tools allow to set labels for these
transitions, for example, to initialize variables at the start of execution. In ETAS ASCET and Esterel
Technologies SCADE Suite the default state is marked by setting a corresponding flag on the state,
which indicates that it is a default state. In ETAS ASCET, this kind of state is called a start state, and
in Esterel Technologies SCADE Suite, it is an initial state. In the UML specification [5], default states are
called initial pseudostates. A pseudostate in the UML is used to combine and direct transitions [15], and
thus, does not represent a “normal” state with any functionality. In the course of this thesis, we will
use the term initial state.
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(a) Hierarchical state with a default transition
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C
a
(b) Hierarchical state without a default transition
Figure 3.4.: Hierarchical states
3.1.2. Hierarchy States and Sub State Charts
In Figure 3.4, we show an example for hierarchy states, as they are introduced by Harel [5]. The state
chart consists of a state A and one hierarchy state C, containing a state B. In Figure 3.4a, A is defined
to be the initial state for the state chart, but we also have to define a initial state inside the hierarchy
state C (i.e., in this example state B), because otherwise, we do not know which state we should enter
during the execution, when entering state C. Another way of defining, which state should be entered
when entering a hierarchy state is a direct transition, crossing the bounds of the hierarchy state. In
Figure 3.4b, a direct transition from state A to state B inside of state C exists, showing that this state
is executed when entering the hierarchy.
In the UML specification these states are called composite states. In Esterel Technologies SCADE Suite,
hierarchy states are called hierarchical decomposition and are realized by adding state machines to a
state instead of directly adding sub-states to the state.
Harel [5] also discusses unclustering, which allows to define for any hierarchy state, that its contents
are only shown in another view. This allows to reduce the complexity of state charts and improves
the readability. In the UML specification [15], this kind of notion is called submachine state, in The
Mathworks Stateflow it is called a subchart, and in IBM Rational Rhapsody it is called a sub-statechart.
In the course of this thesis, we will use the term sub state chart.
IBM Rational Rhapsody realizes this element, by marking such states with miniature state chart
pictograms, which indicate that this state contains such a sub state chart. In Figure 3.5, we present
an example for a hierarchy state with a sub state chart. The state B in Figure 3.5a contains a sub
state chart, indicated by the miniature pictogram of an initial state pointing to a state. When the
user double-clicks on this state another window opens and presents the contents of the sub state
chart. In Figure 3.5b, we show the contents of the corresponding sub state chart. In ETAS ASCET,
sub state charts are realized indirectly, because the developer does not have to directly add them,
but every hierarchy state is automatically realized as such a sub state chart, which is opened with a
double-click.
This notion is only “syntactic sugar” for hierarchy states, in order to reduce the complexity when
reading state charts, because hierarchy states directly display their contents (cf., Figure 3.4a) and
A
B
a
(a) Hierarchical state with a sub state chart pictogram
BA a
(b) Contents of the sub state chart
Figure 3.5.: Sub state charts
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Figure 3.6.: Shallow and deep history
sub state charts only display their contents, when the user double-clicks on them (cf., Figure 3.5).
Consequently, the sub state chart notion does not add any additional functionality compared to
hierarchy states, because both notions allow to model hierarchy and the only diﬀerence is the way
state charts are displayed.
3.1.3. History States
When a hierarchy state is reentered (i.e., after leaving the hierarchy state and entering it again after-
wards), normally the initial state defined for the hierarchy state is reentered. However, sometimes
it is convenient to reenter the state that was left, when leaving the hierarchy state. For this purpose
Harel [5] introduces history states in two forms. Shallow history is indicated by an H in a solid circle
and only remembers the history for the level, where it is defined. Deep history on the other hand, is
also indicated by an H in a solid circle, but with a star (i.e., a *) beside it and remembers the history
all the way down to the lowest level in the hierarchy. For example, in Figure 3.6a, the history state
G only remembers, whether it was left from state C or state D and not which state inside them was
last visited. In contrast, in Figure 3.6b the history state G would not only remember whether it was
left from state C or state D, but also which inner state (i.e., state A, state B, state E, or state F) was last
visited and reenters the corresponding state.
The terms shallow history and deep history were not introduced by Harel [5], but are part of the
UML specification for state machines [15]. The deep history operator is only “syntactic sugar” for
adding the history manually to every hierarchy level. All of the considered tools, except for IBM Ra-
tional Rhapsody and the UML specification [15], only support shallow history. Besides, the terms diﬀer
slightly. In The MathWorks Stateflow the history element is called history junction, in ETAS ASCET, it is
only a history flag on a state, and in IBM Rational Rhapsody and Esterel Technologies SCADE Suite, it is
called a history connector. The UML specification defines the term history pseudostate [15]. In the course
of this thesis we will use the term history state.
3.1.4. Parallel States
The previously described states only allow to model XOR states. In other words, during the execution
only one state could be active at a time. However, sometimes it is necessary to model concurrent
execution and to allow state charts to be in more than one state at a time. According to Harel [5],
this orthogonality is modeled by using hierarchy states and separating the parallel executed states
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Figure 3.7.: Parallel states
by a dashed line [5]. As concurrency allows a state chart to be in more than one state at a time, the
corresponding states are also called AND states. An AND state does not necessarily need to have a
name assigned to it [5]. In this context, the UML specification uses multiple regions to separate the
concurrent parts of the parallel state [15]. In Figure 3.7, we show an example for such an AND state.
The AND state Y contains two regions G and H with the states A, B, E, and F. When executing such an
AND state, the system has to be in all of the regions. Consequently, the initial state for the example
in Figure 3.7, is (A,E). During the execution, the parallel executed regions can change their state
simultaneously (e.g., in Figure 3.7, when a change from (A,E) to (B,F) occurs) or independently (e.g.,
in Figure 3.7, when a change from (B,F) to (B,E) occurs). In the UML specification [15], these parallel
states are called orthogonal composite states, in IBM Rational Rhapsody, they are called orthogonal states,
in The MathWorks Stateflow, they are called parallel states, and in Esterel Technologies SCADE Suite, they
are realized by adding multiple state machines to a state and consequently are called parallel state
machines. In the course of this thesis, we will use the term parallel state.
3.1.5. State Actions
States can execute diﬀerent kinds of actions. Harel [5] introduces entry actions, exit actions, and
throughout actions. Entry actions are executed, when a state is entered via an incoming transition
and exit actions are executed, when a state is left via an outgoing transition. Throughout actions
are executed continuously while the system is in the corresponding state.
The MathWorks Stateflow calls throughout actions in their context a during action and also defines
two additional actions. The bind action binds variables or events to the corresponding state. After-
wards, only this state or any of the state’s children can change the bound variable or emit the bound
event. The on action allows to set diﬀerent types of temporal actions, which allow to execute the action
after some temporal condition is fulfilled. This action type has two parameters. The first parameter
is some positive integer n, which defines, according to one of the four temporal operators used,
what happens when the event in the second parameter occurs. The after operator defines that the
action should only be executed after the event occurred at least n times. The before operator defines
that the action should only be executed before the event occurred n times. The every operator defines
that the action should only be executed when the event occurred for the n-th time. And finally, the
at operator defines that the action should only be executed at every n-th occurrence of the event.
In ETAS ASCET, throughout actions are called static actions, and IBM Rational Rhapsody uses action
on entry and action on exit instead of entry action and exit action, respectively. The UML specification
uses labels to define the actions for states and uses entry, exit, and do for entry actions, exit actions,
and throughout actions, respectively [15]. Regarding state actions, Esterel Technologies SCADE Suite is
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Figure 3.8.: Final states
a special case, because it defines its state actions with block-based models, as we described them in
Section 2.1. In the course of this thesis, we will use the terms entry action, exit action, during action,
bind action, and on action.
3.1.6. Final States
The UML specification [15], IBM Rational Rhapsody, and Esterel Technologies SCADE Suite introduce the
notion of final states to state charts, which was not defined by Harel [5], but is used in classical
automaton theory, where it is called accepting state [8, 18]. When such an accepting state is visited,
the execution of the state chart is terminated, and this state cannot be left with any other transition.
In Figure 3.8, we present an example for a final state. After taking the only transition from state A,
we reach the accepting final state, which is indicated with a filled circle with another circle around
it. The UML specification [15] and Esterel Technologies SCADE Suite both use the term of final states,
whereas in IBM Rational Rhapsody they are called termination states. In Esterel Technologies SCADE
Suite, a final state is not an extra element that can be added to the state chart, but normal states can
be marked as final states by adding another edge around the state. In the course of this thesis, we
will use the term final state.
3.2. Transitions
Transitions link the system states with each other and are depicted by directed edges with an arrow
at the end. Transitions always have a source state and a target state, which consequently prohibits
dangling edges (i.e., edges without a source state or a target state). In Figure 3.3, we can see such an
arrow connecting state A with state B. Transitions not only connect states with other states, but can
also create so-called self loops connecting a state with itself. In Figure 3.9, we can see such a self loop
connecting state B with itself.
3.2.1. Transition Labels
In contrast to connections in block-based models, transitions can have a label with diﬀerent prop-
erties. Harel [5] introduces transition labels of the form α(P)/S. α represents an event that has to
occur, in order to take the corresponding transition. P is some condition, that has to be fulfilled,
otherwise the transition is not taken, even if the corresponding event occurred (i.e., both, the event
and the condition, have to be fulfilled in order to take the transition). And the last value S of the
label represents an action, which is executed when the transition is taken. In Figure 3.10, we present
an example for transition labels. As we can see, the transition from state A to state B is only taken,
if the event ev occurs and the condition a == 0 is met. In this case, a = 1 is executed.
BA a
b
Figure 3.9.: Self loops
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BA
ev (a == 0) / a = 1
ev (a == 1) / a = 0
Figure 3.10.: Transition labels
Except for diﬀerent wording the UML specification [15], ETAS ASCET, IBM Rational Rhapsody, and
Esterel Technologies SCADE Suite use the same transition labels as Harel [5]. The UML specification [15],
ETAS ASCET, IBM Rational Rhapsody, and Esterel Technologies SCADE Suite all use the word trigger
instead of event. Besides, IBM Rational Rhapsody and the UML specification [15] both use guard instead
of condition and Esterel Technologies SCADE Suite uses trigger condition. Instead of the term action,
the UML specification [15] uses behavior-expressions. In the course of this thesis, we will use the terms
event, condition, and action.
The MathWorks Stateflow distinguishes between two diﬀerent types of actions for transitions. Tran-
sition actions are normal actions as defined by Harel [5], which are executed after the source state
is left and before the target state is entered. The other action type are condition actions, which are
executed as soon as the transition’s condition is evaluated as true.
Nejati et al. [14] allow to assign multiple labels to transitions by using OR-operators. In Figure 3.11a,
we present a state chart with two transitions from state A to state B. These two transitions can be
merged into one transition by combining the two labels with an OR-operator (cf., Figure 3.11b). As
we can see, this notion is only “syntactic sugar” for creating multiple transitions.
3.2.2. Conditionals and Selections
In order to simplify complex transitions, two notations exist. Harel [5] introduces conditionals, which
are indicated by a C in a solid circle. This conditional allows to summarize transitions with the same
event, but diﬀering conditions. Consequently, we can use this notion for if-then-else conditions. In
Figure 3.12, we can see how a conditional can improve the readability of such if-then-else conditions.
In this example, the event ev is moved from all the outgoing transitions from state D in Figure 3.12a
to only one outgoing transition from state D in Figure 3.12b. This outgoing transition enters a
conditional, which has outgoing transitions for all conditions from the transitions in Figure 3.12b
and represents the if-then-else part. The functionality of both state charts in Figure 3.12 is the
same, but overall the readability and complexity is reduced by omitting duplicate information and
reducing the number of transitions.
In The MathWorks Stateflow conditionals are called connective junctions, in ETAS ASCET, they are
called junctions, in IBM Rational Rhapsody, they are called condition connectors, in Esterel Technologies
BA
ev (a == 0) / a = 1
ev (a == 1) / a = 0
(a) Without multiple transition labels
BA
ev (a == 0) / a = 1
OR
ev (a == 1) / a = 0
(b) With multiple transition labels
Figure 3.11.: Multiple transition labels
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Figure 3.12.: Conditionals
SCADE Suite, they are called fork transitions, and in the UML specification [15], they are called choice and
are realized as pseudostates. In the course of this thesis, we will use the term conditional.
Besides conditionals, Harel [5] also introduces selections, which allow to enter states in a event-to-
state mapping. In Figure 3.13a, we see an example, where the developer decided to model a set of
clearly defined selection options as states. Consequently, selecting one of the options corresponds
to emitting the event “xy selected”, where xy is one of the options (i.e., in this example A or B).
The selection notation (i.e., a transition going to an S in a circle) in Figure 3.13b allows to omit the
corresponding transitions and automatically selects the states A and B, mapping the corresponding
events when they are emitted. Thus, the total number of transitions in the state chart is reduced
and the readability is improved.
Both notations are “syntactic sugar” for state charts, as they do not influence the functionality, but
only allow to reduce the complexity of state charts.
3.2.3. Merges
Harel [5] introduces a means to organize transitions going into a state, in order to reduce the com-
plexity and improve the readability, but does not present a name for this notion. The UML specifi-
cation [15] uses the term junctions and realizes this element as a pseudostate. IBM Rational Rhapsody
uses the term junction connector. The MathWorks Stateflow and ETAS ASCET both use the same terms
for their notion of conditionals. In Figure 3.14a, we present an example without junction connectors.
As we can see, state C has two incoming transitions with diﬀering events ev1 and ev2.
A
B
F
D
B selected
A selected
(a) Without selection
A
B
F
D
S
selection
(b) With selection
Figure 3.13.: Selections
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Figure 3.14.: Merges
With a growing number of transitions this might get confusing, which is solved by the junction
connector (cf., Figure 3.14b), because it joins a number of transitions going to the same state, before
entering the corresponding state. As we can see, the junction connector is just “syntactic sugar”
for the notation with multiple transitions going into one state and only reduces complexity with-
out aﬀecting the functionality. In the course of this thesis, we will use the term merge, which we
introduce, because it best reflects the functionality of this notion.
3.2.4. Transition Priorities
All tools, except for IBM Rational Rhapsody and the UML specification [15], allow to assign priorities
to transitions. These priorities extend Harel’s [5] notion and are integers added to the transitions
going out from a state and assign an execution order to the transitions. During the execution, every
transition is checked in the order of the numbers, and the first transition is taken, whose events
and conditions are fulfilled. In Figure 3.15, we present a state chart with priorities assigned to the
transitions. If, for example, the event a occurred, the execution order would still be in the order
of the priorities. So, in this example, the last checked transition will be taken, because it is the
transition with the event a assigned to it.
3.2.5. Forks and Joins
The UML specification [15] and IBM Rational Rhapsody introduce forks and joins to split or join tran-
sitions. The notion of a fork should not be mistaken with fork transitions in Esterel Technologies
SCADE Suite, which represent conditionals. A fork allows to split a transition in two or more out-
going transitions, which then enter diﬀerent regions in a parallel state. Accordingly, a join merges
two or more incoming transitions coming from diﬀerent regions in a parallel state. In Figure 3.16,
we present an example for forks and joins. The transition coming from state A is split into two
transitions going into state B and state C, respectively. The outgoing transitions from state B and
state C are joined together in one transition going in to state D. In the UML specification [15], these
elements are realized as pseudostates.
BA
D
C
b
1
c
2
a
3
Figure 3.15.: Transition priorities
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Figure 3.16.: Forks and Joins
3.2.6. Weak, Strong, Synchro, and Resuming Transitions
Regarding the way transitions behave, Esterel Technologies SCADE Suite is a special case, because it
distinguishes between weak transitions (indicated with a blue bullet at the end of the transition) and
strong transitions (indicated with a red bullet at the start of the transition). This distinction only
aﬀects the behavior during execution after the corresponding transition condition becomes true,
as a strong transition directly activates the target state and does not execute the source state action.
In contrast, a weak transition delays the activation of the target state by one cycle and first executes
the action of the source state.
Beside, these two transition types, Esterel Technologies SCADE Suite also introduces synchro transitions
(indicated with an H* in a circle at the end of the transition) and resuming transitions (indicated with
a green triangle at the start of the transition and a blue bullet at the end of the transition). A synchro
transition delays the execution of the target state until all final states from all parallel executions in
a parallel state are finished.
Resuming transitions on the other hand, remember the inner execution state of a state, when it
is left, and reenter it, when the state is reactivated. This notion is very similar to history states, and
the only diﬀerence is, that we assign the history element to a transition, which allows to reenter the
previous state only when entering the state via a certain transition. In Figure 3.17, we present an
example for such a resuming transition. If the state C is left and is reentered via the transition from
state A, it continues in the previous execution. If, on the other hand, the state C is reentered via the
transition from state B, the execution of state C starts in its initial state.
3.2.7. Termination Connectors
Another element introduced by the UML specification [15] and IBM Rational Rhapsody, is the termi-
nation connector, which terminates the execution of the state chart and deletes the corresponding
instance. In Figure 3.18, we can see the termination connector, which is marked with an X. In the
UML specification [15], this element is called termination pseudostate. In the course of this thesis, we
will use the term termination connector.
A
C
H
B
Figure 3.17.: Resuming transitions
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A a
Figure 3.18.: Termination connectors
3.2.8. Diagram Connectors
IBM Rational Rhapsody uses diagram connectors, which allow to improve the readability and to reduce
transitions crossing other transitions or the boundaries of states (cf., Figure 3.19a). In order to use
this element, we need to use two diagram connectors, which have the same name. In Figure 3.19b,
we present such an example. Here, the two diagram connectors with the name D will connect. As we
can see diagram connectors are only “syntactic sugar” for transitions, in order to reduce the number
of crossed boundaries or transitions.
3.2.9. Spontaneous Transitions
All notions presented allow to use spontaneous transitions, which means that these transitions do
not have any events or conditions, which have to be fulfilled in order to take the corresponding
transition. Consequently, these transitions are directly taken when the source state is entered. In
Figure 3.20, we present such a spontaneous transition. Upon entering state A directly the transition
to state B is taken (after any actions defined in state A are finished), because all prerequisites are
fulfilled.
3.2.10. Enter Points and Exit Points
Two elements defined by the UML specification [15] and IBM Rational Rhapsody are enter points and exit
points. Both elements are used for submachine states or hierarchy states, in order to avoid transitions
crossing the edges of these states. In Figure 3.21a, we present an example, where transitions cross
the edges of the state C. This is eliminated in Figure 3.21b, by using enter points and exit points.
As we can see, enter points and exit points are only “syntactic sugar” for transitions crossing the
boundaries of states. In the UML specification [15], these elements are realized as pseudostates.
G
C
A
D
B
(a) Without diagram connector
G
C
A
D
D
B
D
(b) With diagram connector
Figure 3.19.: Diagram connectors
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Figure 3.20.: Spontaneous transitions
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(a) Without Enter Points and Exit Points
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B
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(b) With Enter Points and Exit Points
Figure 3.21.: Enter Points and Exit Points
3.3. Overview of the analyzed State Chart Notations
For the purpose of comparing the possibilities and limitations of the notations analyzed in Sec-
tion 3.1 and Section 3.2, we created Table 3.1, giving an overview over their language elements. In
the left column, we show the identified elements. For each notation, we created a column, show-
ing the name for the corresponding element if it is supported by the notation, but its name diﬀers
from the other notations. If the names are the same for all notations, we only show, whether the
corresponding notation supports them or not.
3.4. Meta-model
In this section, we describe the meta-model, which we will use in the course of this thesis to create
instances of state charts and compare them with each other. Since our goal is to use our family
mining approach for diﬀerent tools, we use the results of the previous analysis to create the meta-
model.
In Figure 3.22, we show a part of the whole class diagram for the meta-model. This part only
shows how state charts and their states are modeled, omitting transitions, their actions, and actions
for states. As we can see, the root element for a state chart is the StateChart class, which stores
the total number of states, regions, and transitions contained in the corresponding state chart (i.e.,
stateCount, regionCount, and transitionCount). All diﬀerent state types extend the abstract
class State, which allows to assign stereotypes to these states. We distinguish between the concrete
classes InitialState, NormalState, FinalState, and TerminationConnector. Since final states
and termination connectors both end the execution of a state chart (i.e., they are end states), the
corresponding classes inherit from the abstract class EndState. This allows to treat both types
of end states in the same manner, if desired. The TerminationConnector identified during the
analysis is a special transition, which can be represented by a Transition going to a State of type
TerminationConnector. We could have realized all state types by using only one class for states
with diﬀerent boolean flags, indicating what kind of state the corresponding instance represents.
We decided against such a solution, because we would have needed further logic to ensure, that a
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state is only one of the corresponding types. By using a more complex inheritance hierarchy (cf.,
Figure 3.22), we do not need such validation to ensure mutual exclusion between the diﬀerent types.
Every of the concrete state classes implements at least one of the two interfaces IncomingState
and OutgoingState. These two interfaces determine, whether the corresponding state can have
incoming or outgoing transitions. Consequently, the NormalState class implements both inter-
faces, since it can have both, incoming and outgoing transitions. The InitialState class only
implements the OutgoingState interface, because initial states are the start of the execution, and
therefore, only can have outgoing transitions. Correspondingly, EndStates only implement the
IncomingState interface, because they end the execution and cannot have any outgoing transi-
tions.
Each StateChart has a root region, which is an instance of the Region class. The Region class
stores at least one normal state, and, if they exist initial states and end states. The Region class
was introduced to the meta-model, in order to allow to model parallel states with multiple regions.
Besides allowing to model parallel states, these regions enable us to create states with hierarchy
by adding only one region to the corresponding state. Only normal states can be hierarchy states
or parallel states, thus, only the NormalState class allows us to add sub-regions. In order to allow
navigation in both directions, each region also has a NormalState as a parent. The only case where
this parent can be null is when the corresponding region is the root region of the state chart.
According to the regions, each state also has a parent to define the region it belongs to. As states
can only be added to regions, this parent can never be null. The State class has two methods
isHierarchical() and isParallel(), which check for the corresponding state, whether it is a
normal state. When this precondition is met, the methods check whether the corresponding normal
state is a hierarchy state (i.e., it contains exactly one subregion), or a parallel state (i.e., it contains
more than one subregion).
In Subsection 3.1.2, we also introduced sub state charts, and argued that they are only “syntactic
sugar” for hierarchy states, because both notions display hierarchy, and only their visual repre-
sentation is diﬀerent. Thus, we do not model sub state charts separately and NormalStates are
the only class, which allows to define history, because the history operator is not sensible for non-
hierarchical states as initial states or end states. The history is modeled by using the History-
Operator enum, which has the three values NONE (the default value), SHALLOW, and DEEP to represent
states without history, with shallow, and with deep history.
In Figure 3.23, we present the part of the class diagram, showing how the diﬀerent state action
types are realized. As we can see, only normal states can hold state actions, because initial states
and end states only start, or end the execution of the state chart and consequently do not execute
any actions. All state actions inherit from the abstract Action class, which allows to store the code
for the corresponding action. Since we can also have actions for transitions, we added the abstract
classes StateAction and LabelAction as another hierarchy level to distinguish between these two
types. In the lowest hierarchy level, we have the classes for the diﬀerent state actions, which inherit
from StateAction. These classes are EntryAction, ExitAction, DuringAction, BindAction, and
OnAction. OnActions are a special case, because they define that actions are executed according to
some temporal operator and a number of occurrences (i.e., the temporalValue variable). We use
the TemporalOperator enum with the AFTER, BEFORE, EVERY, and AT operators to specify when the
action should be executed.
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StateChart
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[1..1] rootRegion
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[1..*] normalStates
[0..1] initialState
[0..*] endStates [1..1] parent
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Figure 3.22.: Class diagram for the states
NormalState
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EntryAction ExitAction DuringAction BindAction OnAction
temporalValue : EInt = 0
temporalOperator : TemporalOperator = AFTER
HistoryOperator
NONE
SHALLOW
DEEP
TemporalOperator
AFTER
BEFORE
EVERY
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LabelAction
[0..*] actions
Figure 3.23.: Class diagram for the state actions
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[0..*] incomingTransitions [0..*] outgoingTransitions
[1..1] source[1..1] target
[0..1] label
[0..*] conditionActions
[0..*] transitionActions
Figure 3.24.: Class diagram for the transitions
In Figure 3.24, we present the part of the class diagram, which shows the details of transitions
and their transition labels. As we can see, a Transition always has a source and a target state.
These states implement the IncomingState and OutgoingState interfaces, and, consequently, hold
a list of incoming transitions, outgoing transitions, or both if they implement both interfaces. A
transition can have a priority, stereotypes, and a transition type. This type is realized by using the
TransitionType enum with the five values NORMAL (the default value), WEAK, STRONG, SYNCHRO, and
RESUMING.
Each transition can hold a transition label. If this label is not set, the transition represents a
spontaneous transition. Such a transition label has events and conditions. In addition, it can hold
TransitionActions and ConditionActions. These action types both inherit from LabelAction,
in order to be able to process both types in the same manner.
As we explained in Subsection 3.2.5, Forks and Joins are used to split or join transitions, that are
entering or leaving diﬀerent regions of a parallel state. Since, these two elements do not directly
influence the functionality, but only show, that the transition going out from a state enters or leaves
the regions of a parallel state simultaneously, they are only “syntactic sugar”. They can easily be
represented by multiple transitions leaving from a state and entering the regions, or the other way
round. Thus, we do not use separate elements for forks and joins. The other elements introduced as
“syntactic sugar” in Section 3.2 are not modeled, because they do not add any additional information
for the family mining approach to the meta-model, since they do not influence the functionality,
and only allow to reduce the complexity when visualizing state charts. Consequently, conditionals,
selections, merges, diagram connectors, and enter and exit points are not modeled in the meta-
model, as they can be modeled using simple Transitions.
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StateChart
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Figure 3.25.: Class diagram for further elements
In Figure 3.25, we present some further elements of the meta-model, which we introduce in or-
der to process state charts more easily. All elements, which we want to compare (i.e., States,
Transitions, Regions, and StateCharts) implement the ComparableStateChartElement inter-
face, which allows to assign a name and a unique id (e.g., a universally unique identifier (UUID)) to these
elements. The ComparableStateChartElement interface, in turn, implements the Parameterized-
Element class, which allows to annotate elements by adding parameters to a Map, which maps
Strings to Strings.
In Table 3.2, we summarize, how all identified language elements, of the diﬀerent tools, can be
represented using the classes and attributes of the meta-model described in this section. In the
left column, we can see the identified elements from the analyzed notations, and in the right col-
umn, we summarize the classes and attributes representing them in the meta-model. As we can
see, all important elements identified during the analysis are represented in the meta-model. Con-
sequently, the created meta-model can be used to create instances of state charts for the diﬀerent
compared notations, and, thus, allows to apply family mining to them using suitable algorithms.
3.5. Identity of State Chart Elements
Before we can adapt our current approach for family mining of block-based models (cf., Section 2.4)
to state charts, we reason about the identity of the elements in both model types. The identity of an
element defines, which parts influence the functionality of a model, and which of these properties
are important, when comparing two elements. Properties influencing the functionality of an ele-
ment are, for example, the block types of blocks in block-based models, because they define how the
corresponding block behaves during execution. On the other hand, properties such as the block’s
name or its color, are not influencing the functionality. By analyzing the identity of state chart el-
ements, we better understand, which properties need to be considered during the comparison of
diﬀerent elements. Besides, we identify challenges, which might hinder the adaption of the current
approach, and how we can tackle them, in order to successfully apply family mining to state charts.
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Identified element Meta-model representation
State charts StateChart
Stereotypes stereotypes field in States and Transitions
States State
Initial states InitialState
Hierarchy states NormalState with one Region element
Sub state charts NormalState with one Region element
History states history field for HistoryOperator in NormalState
Deep / shallow history HistoryOperator enum values DEEP and SHALLOW
Parallel states NormalState with more than one Region element
State actions StateActions: EntryAction, ExitAction, DuringAction, BindAction, and OnAction
Final states FinalState (inherits from EndState)
Transitions Transition and TransitionLabel
Transition event events field in TransitionLabel
Transition condition conditions field in TransitionLabel
Transition actions TransitionActions: ConditionAction and TransitionAction
Conditionals multiple Transitions
Merges multiple Transitions
Selections multiple Transitions
Transition priorities priority field in Transitions
Forks and Joins multiple Transitions
Termination connectors Transition to TerminationConnector (inherits from EndState)
Diagram connectors Transition
Spontaneous transitions Transition without TransitionLabel
Enter Points and Exit Points Transition to State in Region
Weak / strong transitions type field in Transition with TransitionType enum values WEAK and STRONG
Synchro / resuming transitions type field in Transition with TransitionType enum values SYNCHRO and RESUMING
Table 3.2.: Overview over the meta-model classes
3.5.1. Identity of Elements in Block-based Models
For the family mining of block-based models, we mainly consider the properties of the blocks con-
tained in the models and their neighborhood. Connectors are only considered indirectly during
the comparison of blocks and neighbors, as we follow them and identify the blocks’ successors and
predecessors (only when comparing the neighborhood). Since connectors for block-based models
only show the data flow and do not influence the functionality / behavior of the models, they are
not represented in the used similarity metric. The properties considered for blocks during family
mining of block-based models are summarized in Table 3.3. As we can see, the identity of a block is
defined by three properties, which are not directly influencing the block’s functionality (i.e., name,
inports, and outports), and one property, which defines its behavior during the execution (i.e., the
block type). The name has very low impact on the similarity metric of two compared blocks, since
it does not influence the functionality of the block, and it does not need to be unique. Besides, it
can contain spelling mistakes, which might distort the results during comparison. The similarity
metric of the inports and outports is calculated by comparing the neighbors connected to the block.
For example, when comparing the inports of two blocks, we compare the number of similar pre-
decessors of the compared blocks by comparing their names and functions. Two predecessors are
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Property Influences the functionality Impact on similarity metric
name – very low
block type X very high
inports (X) low
outports (X) low
Table 3.3.: Properties defining the identity of blocks in block-based models
considered similar, if their name and block type are the same. By calculating the average of simi-
lar predecessors with respect to the total number of predecessors, we identify the similarity metric
of the block’s neighborhood. The same method applies for the outports of blocks, except that we
compare the successors.
As the neighborhood of compared blocks defines their execution environment, the inports and
outports have an indirect influence on the blocks’ functionality and a higher impact on the simi-
larity metric of the blocks than their names. Consequently, we assign a slightly higher impact to
these properties. The only properties for blocks in block-based models, which have direct influ-
ence on the block’s functionality are the block type and any associated parameters. Thus, they have
very high impact on the similarity metric during the comparison of two blocks, since they define
how the block behaves during execution. In addition, the names of block types are unique for most
block-based languages, since most of these languages provide a library with elements that can be
used, and have unique names. For example, in The MathWorks MATLAB/Simulink a library exists,
which contains diﬀerent block types such as Sum, Integrator, and Product blocks. These block
names are unique for the whole library and consequently very easy to compare.
3.5.2. Identity of States in State Charts
Defining the identity of state charts is more complex, since not only the states (i.e., the equivalent
for blocks in block-based models), but also the transitions (i.e., the equivalent for connectors in
block-based models) have to be considered, because their labels also define parts of the state chart’s
functionality, since they can trigger events with their actions.
In Table 3.4, we present a table with all important properties of states. As we can see, we consider
eleven properties for states. Similar to the identity of blocks in block-based models, the name of a
state has very low impact on its behavior, since it does not influence the functionality, does not need
to be unique and can contain spelling mistakes. The two properties, whether a state is a start state
or an end state do not influence the execution in such a way, that they have a direct influence on
the functionality, because they only influence where the execution starts or ends, but not how the
system behaves (cf., state actions). Consequently, start states and end states have a low impact on the
similarity metric of two states. Parallel states only allow to create multiple regions for a state, which
are executed in parallel. As the functionality of the corresponding state is defined by its sub-states
and sub-transitions, we assign a very low impact on the similarity metric to this property, because
it only influences the execution indirectly.
The hierarchy distance between two states has no influence on the functionality, because it only
shows, whether two states are on the same hierarchy level, and in this case, how many hierarchy
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A
C
B
Figure 3.26.: Example for hierarchy levels
levels exist in between. The hierarchy level of a state is defined by the number of hierarchical par-
ents, where the root region of a state chart has hierarchy level zero. With every added hierarchical
state the hierarchy level is increased. In Figure 3.26, we present an example for hierarchy levels.
In this example, state A is on hierarchy level zero, since it is directly contained in the root re-
gion. Consequently, state B is on hierarchy level one and state C is on hierarchy level two. With
these hierarchy levels, we can calculate the hierarchy distance between two compared states by using
Equation 3.1.
hd = |hl(s1)− hl(s2)| (3.1)
This equation takes uses the function hl , which returns the hierarchy level of the compared states
s1 and s2, and calculates the absolute diﬀerence between these hierarchy levels. The result (i.e.,
hd) shows the distance between the compared states, where zero means, that they are on the same
level and, consequently, are more likely to be a reasonable comparison. Every value greater than
zero shows, how many hierarchy levels are between the two states. For example, comparing the two
states state A and state C in Figure 3.26 would result in hd = 2. As the hierarchy level only shows
how likely it is, that two states are similar according to their hierarchy level, we assign a low impact
on the similarity metric to this property.
Similar to block-based models, the neighbors of states have only indirect influence on the func-
tionality of a state chart and, thus, have a limited impact on the similarity metric. When comparing
the neighbors of states, we apply the same algorithm as for block-based models, but have to compare
the names and the actions of the states, instead of block types. The stereotypes of states have no
influence on the functionality and consequently their impact on the similarity metric of compared
states is low.
The history of hierarchical states influences the functionality of the corresponding states, because
it changes the execution when the hierarchy is left and re-entered later, as it remembers the last ex-
ecuted state and re-enters it. Consequently, the execution is altered and the impact of this property
on the similarity metric is high. Every state (except for initial states) is dependent on events, since
the state is only executed when some event occurs and it is triggered by this event. Consequently,
we compare the transition labels of all transitions entering the compared states. As this property
influences the execution strongly, it has very high impact on the similarity metric of compared
states.
The main functionality of a state is defined by its actions, which are executed when the state
is entered and the preconditions for the corresponding actions are fulfilled. Hence, the triggered
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Property Influences the functionality Impact on similarity metric
name – very low
start state (X) low
end state (X) low
parallel state (X) very low
hierarchy distance – low
neighbors (X) low
stereotype – low
history state X high
dependent on events X very high
triggered actions X very high
events triggering change X low
Table 3.4.: Properties defining the identity of states in state charts
actions of a state strongly influence the functionality and have a very high impact on the similarity
metric of compared states, because they can change variables and can trigger new events. Every state
(except for end states) has events triggering changes, since states can have outgoing transitions, which
are triggered when some event occurs. Consequently, these events are triggering a change of state.
As these transitions are also incoming transitions for other states, these events are also considered
during the comparison of these states, when comparing the property dependency on events. Thus,
we assign a lower impact on the similarity metric to them, although they strongly influence the
functionality.
3.5.3. Identity of Transitions in State Charts
In Table 3.5, we present a table with all important properties of transitions. Similar to states, the
name has a very low impact on the similarity metric of two compared transitions, since it does not
influence the functionality, does not need to be unique and can contain spelling mistakes. The
stereotypes of transitions do not have any influence on the functionality and, consequently, their
impact on the similarity metric of compared transitions is low. The type of the transition (i.e., weak,
strong, resuming, synchro) influences the way a transition is executed and, thus, has a higher im-
pact on the similarity metric of compared transitions, but still does not influence the functionality
as much as events, conditions, or the transitions’ actions. The priority of transitions controls their
execution order and, thus, influences the functionality. Similar to transition types, it does not in-
fluence the functionality as much as events, conditions, or the transitions’ actions. Consequently,
it has a low impact on the similarity metric of compared transitions.
Events and conditions strongly influence the execution of state charts, as events trigger state
changes and conditions influence when transition are executed (including their actions and en-
tering a triggered state). Hence, these two properties have high impact on the similarity metric of
compared transitions. The actions executed by the transitions (transition actions and condition ac-
tions) have the highest influence on the functionality, because these actions can trigger new events
and change variables and states. Thus, we rate the impact of these properties on the similarity
metric of compared transitions very high.
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Property Influences the functionality Impact on similarity metric
name – very low
stereotype – low
type X low
priority X low
events X high
conditions X high
condition actions X very high
transition actions X very high
Table 3.5.: Properties defining the identity of transitions in state charts
As we can see, adapting the current approach needs to consider, states and transitions, in order
to produce reasonable results. In addition, more properties have to be considered to compare state
charts, because compared to our current approach for block-based models many more elements
contribute to the functionality of a model.
3.5.4. Creating a Concrete Metric
The analysis of the impact of the described properties for states and transitions on the correspond-
ing similarity metrics allows us to define a concrete metric for the comparison of state chart elements.
A concrete metric defines weights (i.e., a value between 0.0 and 1.0), which assign diﬀerent impor-
tance to the considered properties. For example, the name of a state gets a lower weight than the
triggered events property, because it has a lower impact on the state’s functionality and, thus, on the
corresponding similarity metric. We distinguish between two main categories for properties, static
properties and dynamic properties. Static properties do not have any impact on the functionality of
the corresponding element (e.g., the name does not influence the functionality), whereas dynamic
properties influence the behavior during the execution and, thus, the functionality of the element
(e.g., the triggered events property influences the behavior of the state).
In Equation 3.2, we present the calculation of the overall similarity s of two elements e1 and e2 by
considering the elements’ static properties sp and dynamic properties dp. This equation needs a
set of weights W which consists of three subsets Wsp (W, Wdp (W, Wo (W. Wsp and Wdp define
the weights for the static and dynamic properties of the compared elements. Wo defines the overall
weights applied to the sums of weighted static and dynamic properties.
s(e1, e2) = ws ·
m−1
∑
i=0
wspi · sspi(e1, e2) + wd ·
n−1
∑
j=0
wdpj · sdpj(e1, e2) (3.2)
The weight for static properties ws ∈ Wo and the weight for dynamic properties wd ∈ Wo allow
us to assign diﬀerent importance to the overall similarity of these properties. The functions sspi
and sdpj calculate the similarity of the elements’ static property spi and dynamic property dpj, re-
spectively. Such a function should define an algorithm to compare the corresponding properties of
two elements e1 and e2 (e.g., for two state names a simple string comparison for equality could be
suﬃcient) and return a similarity value between 0.0 and 1.0 in order to show their similarity. These
similarities are multiplied with the corresponding weights wspi ∈ Wsp and wdpj ∈ Wdp, which are
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defined by the similarity metric. After summing up all weighted similarities for the static and dy-
namic properties, these sums are multiplied with the corresponding weights ws ∈Wo and wd ∈Wo,
resulting in the final similarity s of the compared elements.
For example, when comparing two elements a and b with two static properties x and y and one
dynamic property z, we compare the properties of the elements with each other and calculate their
similarity (e.g., ssp0 = 0.5 for x, ssp1 = 0.25 for y, and sdp0 = 0.75 for z) and multiply them with
the corresponding weights (e.g., wsp0 = 0.25, wsp1 = 0.75, and wdp0 = 1). After summing up the
weighted similarities of static properties (i.e., 0.5 · 0.25+ 0.25 · 0.75 = 0.3125 for our example) and
dynamic properties (i.e., 0.75 · 1 = 0.75 for our example), we multiply them with the corresponding
weights (e.g., ws = 0.25, wd = 0.75) and know the final similarity s of the compared elements (i.e.,
s(a, b) = 0.3125 · 0.25+ 0.75 · 0.75 = 0.640625 ≈ 64.06%).
Important to notice is, that the sums of all weight subsets (i.e., Wsp (W, Wdp (W, and Wo (W)
should always be exactly 1.0, because otherwise these subsets would not use the full range to weight
the diﬀerent properties (i.e., if the sum is less than 1.0), or would produce similarities greater than
100% (i.e., if the sum is greater than 1.0).
In this section, we do not introduce a concrete metric for state charts, because we argue that
concrete metrics are highly dependent on the used state chart types. For example, IBM Rational
Rhapsody allows to use stereotypes, which cannot be used in The Mathworks Stateflow. Consequently,
a corresponding metric should consider such circumstances and should only comprise properties
available in the corresponding tools. In Chapter 6, we introduce such a concrete metric, which we
use to evaluate our implementation of family mining for state charts with IBM Rational Rhapsody
state charts from a case study.
3.6. Summary
In this chapter, we analyzed the state chart notations by Harel [5], The MathWorks Stateflow, ETAS
ASCET, IBM Rational Rhapsody, Esterel Technologies SCADE Suite, and the UML specification [15], in
order to identify, what kind of language elements they introduce to model state charts. In addition,
we presented a table, which allows to compare the diﬀerent notations and to identify, which tool
uses which language elements, and how they are called in each tool. Furthermore, we presented a
meta-model for state charts, which can be used to transfer state charts, created with the analyzed
notations, into our internal representation and apply family mining to them. Finally, we analyzed
the identity of elements in block-based models and state charts. This identity defines how much
impact elements have on the functionality of the corresponding model and how much attention
needs to be paid to these elements, when comparing the models.
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In this chapter, we discuss all challenges, which need to be tackled in order to successfully adapt
the phases of the current algorithm for block-based models to apply family mining to state charts
and, furthermore, present the solutions, which we utilize to solve them. During the analysis of
the existing workflow for block-based models, we identified an issue regarding the way we process
multiple models. In Section 2.4, we describe our current workflow (in the following referred to as
the OldWorkflow), where we select one base model and compare all other models with this base
model. The results of these comparisons are merged into one final 150% model. In Subsection 2.3.1,
we describe the workflow for our previous approach [6], which selects one base model and compares
it with one of the other models. The results are merged back into a 150% model, which is the
input for the next comparison with another model. In Section 4.1, we explain in detail why this
workflow will create better results than the OldWorkflow and argue that the existing workflow
should be refactored. Keeping the ideas of this refactored workflow (in the following referred to as
the NewWorkflow) in mind, we discuss in the following sections, how the phases of the current
family mining algorithm for block-based models can be adapted to state charts.
In Section 4.2, we explain, how we can adapt the Comparing Phase of the current approach for block-
based models (cf., Subsection 2.4.1), in order to apply family mining to state charts. This entails to
adapt the comparison of blocks to states and find a way, how transitions and regions can be com-
pared. In Section 4.3, we explain the adaption of the current Matching Phase (cf., Subsection 2.4.2) to
the created compare elements. And finally, we explain how the matched compare elements can be
merged into one model, by adapting the current Merging Phase (cf., Subsection 2.4.3). In Section 4.5,
we explain the challenges during the adaption of the family model exporter from the current ap-
proach. And finally, in Section 4.6, we introduce a new idea for a family mining algorithm, which
takes advantage of the characteristics of state charts to compare them with each other.
4.1. Refactoring the Workflow
In Figure 2.9 in Section 2.4, we show the OldWorkflow for family mining for block-based models.
As we can see, we select a base model from the set of models, that should be compared. All other
models are defined as compare models. In the Compare Phase, each of these compare models is
compared with the selected base model. The resulting lists of possible matches are distinctively
matched in the Matching Phase, and in the Merging Phase the resulting lists of distinct matches are
merged one after another into the base model to create a 150% model for the compared models.
The resulting 150% model is either used as another input to merge the next model, or is exported
as a family model.
The described OldWorkflow only compares the compare models with the selected base model
and merges the results into a final 150% model. The results of the OldWorkflow might be im-
precise, because certain situations are not identified correctly. We use the three models in Fig-
ure 4.1 to discuss one possible issue, which is related with the OldWorkflow. As we can see,
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Input1
Input2
Output1Product
(a) Model 1
Input1
Input2
Output1Sum
(b) Model 2
Input1
Input2
Output1Sum
(c) Model 3
Figure 4.1.: Example for possible problems with the OldWorkflow
Model 3 is a copy of Model 2 and Model 1 only diﬀers from these two models because of its
Product block instead of the Sum block. Using the current family mining approach for block-based
models and assuming that Model 1 is selected as the base model, we create two lists of distinct
matches for the three models. For the comparison between Model 1 and Model 2, this list is the
same as for the comparison between Model 1 and Model 3: (Input1,Input1), (Input2,Input2),
(Product,Sum), and (Output1,Output1).
During the Merging Phase, the three compare elements (Input1,Input1), (Input2,Input2), and
(Output1,Output1) from both comparisons are easy to process, because, according to the calcu-
lated similarity, they should be the same and, consequently, should be identified as mandatory
blocks. The problematic compare elements are the (Product,Sum) compare elements from both
comparisons. When exporting the family model, after merging the identified variability from the
comparison of Model 1 and Model 2, the resulting family model would look like in Figure 4.2a. As
we can see, the alternative blocks Sum and Product are correctly identified as such. In the following
merging step, the corresponding 150% model is used as an input to merge the results from the com-
parison of Model 1 with Model 3 into the final 150% model. One would expect, that the Sum block
from Model 3 is identified as the same block as the Sum block from Model 2, which was previously
identified to be alternative to the Product block from Model 1. Consequently, there should not be
any change to the created 150% model from the first merging step. However, we compared both
compare models, Model 2 and Model 3, with the base model Model 1 and cannot identify, that the
two Sum blocks are the same, because both compare elements are (Product, Sum). Thus, after the
second merging step the 150% model would contain another alternative Sum block. In Figure 4.2b,
we present the resulting family model.
In order to prevent this undesired behavior, we could change the order of the compared models
and use, for example, Model 2 as the base model. All compare elements for the two compare models
FM_Model1_Model2
Input1
Input2
VariantSubsystem
Product
Sum
Output1
(a) Family Model for Model 1 and Model 2
FM_Model1_Model2
Input1
Input2
VariantSubsystem
Product
Sum
Output1
Sum
(b) Family Model for Model 1, Model 2, and Model 3
Figure 4.2.: Family models for the compared models in Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.3.: NewWorkflow for family mining for state charts
Model 1 and Model 3 would be the same, except for the compare elements (Sum, Product) and
(Sum,Sum), respectively. These two compare elements allow us to correctly identify the variability
between the Sum and the Product block, and also show that the Sum block from Model 2 is the same
as the block from Model 3. In this case, the resulting family model would meet the expectations
and would look like in Figure 4.2a.
Using this approach, the results of family mining would be very non-deterministic, since the
results would be highly dependent on the order of the processed models. This behavior is not de-
sirable, because the results would vary a lot. Consequently, we refactor the workflow of the current
approach for family mining for block-based models during the adaption for state charts and argue
that the existing OldWorkflow should also be modified to overcome the presented issue. In Fig-
ure 4.3, we present the refactored NewWorkflow, which is similar to the workflow presented in
[6]. As we can see, the selected base model is only used as an initial input for the comparison with
the first compare model and furthermore, for the first merging step. Afterwards, the created 150%
model is used for the comparison with the next compare model and also is the basis for the next
merging step. For each compared model, the NewWorkflow walks through all phases (i.e., the
Comparing Phase, the Matching Phase, and the Merging Phase) of the family mining approach. This
cycle is repeated until all models were compared and merged into a final 150% model.
For our example, we would first compare Model 1 with Model 2 and identify the correspond-
ing variability. We present the resulting family model in Figure 4.2a. Afterwards, the 150% model,
which was used to export the family model in Figure 4.2a is the input for the next comparison. The
created compare elements after the comparing step are: (!In1,In1), (!In1,In2), (!In2,In1),
(!In2,In2), (⇔Product,Sum), (⇔Sum,Sum), and (!Out1,Out1). As we can see, these compare
elements contain exclamation marks (i.e., mandatory elements), arrows (i.e., alternative elements),
and question marks (i.e., optional elements), showing information about the previously identified
variability. For example, Product and Sum were previously identified as alternatives to each other.
Consequently, new compare elements contain the corresponding variability information (i.e., in this
case the⇔) for these elements and this information has to be considered during the processing of
new compare elements.
In case of mandatory or optional elements inside a new compare element, we do not have to
consider this information until we start the Merging Phase, where we have to decide, whether the
existing variability has to be changed according to the new compare element. For example, an
existing mandatory element can become optional, if it is not contained in a new compared variant
of a model.
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In case of alternative elements, we also have to consider previously assigned variability informa-
tion during the Comparing Phase and Matching Phase. When comparing a new element with an ele-
ment, which was previously identified to be alternative, we also have to consider the information,
that it is part of an alternative group. In block-based models, we introduced a hierarchical block
grouping and containing the alternative blocks, which is called a VariantSubsystem. In order
to reduce the number of hierarchical elements in compared state charts, we annotate alternative
groups with a number. All alternatives, which belong to the same group have the same group num-
ber (e.g., the alternatives Sum and Product would have the same group number). When comparing
another state with such a group, we have to create all possible compare elements for the states
from the alternative group compared with the new state (i.e., in our example (⇔Product,Sum) and
(⇔Sum,Sum)). Since there can only be one match per element, we have to decide, which element
from the alternative group matches best with the new element. During the Merging Phase, this deci-
sion can either result in a new alternative element in the existing alternative group, or no changes,
when the new element is equal to one of the existing elements in the alternative group. For our ex-
ample, the best match would be (⇔Sum,Sum). Consequently, no new alternative has to be created
during the Merging Phase, because the two Sum blocks are the same. Thus, the 150% model from the
previous Merging Phase is not modified (i.e., the resulting family model is Figure 4.2a).
In this section, we argue that the OldWorkflow for family mining for state charts (and also for
block-based models) should be refactored (cf., Figure 4.3) to solve the presented problem. During
the adaption of the OldWorkflow to the new NewWorkflow, we have to consider the presented
ideas:
For each compared model, we have to walk through the whole family mining process: Com-
paring Phase, Matching Phase, and Merging Phase.
The base model is only used as an initial input for the Comparing Phase and the Merging Phase.
When comparing more than two models, the results of the previous step are used as new
inputs for the next Comparing Phase and for the next Merging Phase.
When comparing a Block A with another Block B, which was previously identified to be
alternative to some other blocks, we have to compare Block A with Block B and all its al-
ternatives. From these compare elements, we have to select the best compare element, since
there can only be one distinct match for a block with such an alternative group. The selected
compare element either represents a new alternative to all existing alternative elements, or
an element, which is equal to some existing element and, thus, does not have to be added the
alternative group. In case of family mining for state charts, we have to apply the same ideas
during the comparison of transitions.
4.2. Adapting the Comparing Phase
For the adaption of the current Comparing Phase, it is important to find a way to consider all relevant
elements in state charts, which have an identity and, thus, have impact on their functionality. In
Section 3.5, we discussed this identity and now have to consider this information to compare states
and transitions with each other. In case of states, many concepts from the current approach can
be adapted, since blocks and states have a similar structure, except for their properties and certain
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Figure 4.4.: State charts, compared to explain the adaption
diﬀerences in their structure (e.g., blocks use sub-blocks to model hierarchy, whereas regions are
used as an extra layer to model sub-states). In addition, we have to identify an easy way to integrate
the comparison of transitions into the current approach, in order to compare all relevant elements
used in state charts.
When adapting the Compare Phase from the current approach for block-based models, we use the
same algorithm to create the compare elements. We select a base state chart from the list of all input
state charts and use all other state charts as compare state charts. These are the equivalents for base
models and compare models from the current approach for block-based models. In Figure 4.4, we
present two state charts, which we compare, in order to explain the adaption of the current approach.
In this example, we assume that Model 1 is selected as the base state chart. For the base state chart
and all compare state charts, we find the initial states and use them as the start for our comparison
(i.e., in Model 1, we find initial state, and in Model 2, we find initial state). These initial
states are the equivalents for the lists of start states from the current approach for block-based
models. In contrast to the current approach for block-based models, we only have a single state
as start point, since state charts can only have one start point. Consequently, the creation of the
first compare element only compares the found initial states of the models, which are currently
compared (i.e., (initial state,initial state) in our example).
The current approach for block-based models now creates a list of all subsequent blocks by fol-
lowing the outgoing connectors and storing the connected target blocks in lists. These lists are
then used to create new compare elements by comparing each list element from the base model
with all list elements from the compare model. This step is repeated until no new compare ele-
ments are created. As the transitions in state charts also have an impact on their functionality, we
also have to compare transitions with each other. We could have compared all states in the state
charts first, and afterwards, we could have started another comparison for all transitions. Instead,
we decided to compare states and transitions in one run of the compare algorithm, in order to be
more eﬃcient, as we only iterate once over the models. Thus, the next step during the comparison
of state charts is to create the lists of all subsequent transitions for the initial states (i.e., transition
initial transition in Model 1 and transition initial transition in Model 2), instead of all
subsequent states.
Now, the lists of all subsequent transitions are compared with each other (i.e., the compare element
(initial transition,initial transition) is created in our example), and only then we create
the lists of all subsequent states from these transitions (i.e., state A in Model 1 and state D in
Model 2) and compare them with each other (i.e., compare element (A,D) is created for our exam-
ple). Important to notice is that, the lists used for subsequent states and transitions are represented
by two disjunct lists, in order to better distinguish between the elements, which are compared.
Afterwards, again the lists of subsequent transitions are created (i.e., transition a in Model 1 and
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Block A
(a) Non-hierarchical Block A
Block B
(b) Non-hierarchical Block B
Figure 4.5.: Comparing two non-hierarchical blocks
transition c in Model 2) and compared with each other (i.e., compare element (a,c) is created for
our example). This step is repeated until no new compare elements are created (i.e., after creating
the compare elements, (B,E), (b,d) and (C,F) we stop). As we can see, the basic adaption of the
current algorithm for block-based models to compare state chart elements with each other is easy if
we do not use any hierarchical states or parallel states in state charts, since we can directly compare
states and transitions with each other. In order to prevent the algorithm from running into an infi-
nite loop (e.g, a state has a self-loop or a transition back to a state, which was previously processed),
we check for each iteration, whether the found elements were already considered during the com-
parison. If not, the algorithm continues with the creation of new compare elements. Otherwise, it
has to stop, in order to prevent an infinite loop.
4.2.1. Comparing Hierarchical Block-based Models
Similar to hierarchical blocks in block-based models, comparing two states with a hierarchical re-
gion or parallel regions is more complex. For block-based models, we distinguish between four
diﬀerent comparison types for blocks:
1. A non-hierarchical block from the base model is compared with a non-hierarchical block from
the compare model (cf. Figure 4.5).
The first comparison type is already explained in Subsection 2.4.1, and we present an example
in Figure 4.5. As we can see, it is easy to realize a comparison of Block A with Block B, since
we only have to compare the properties of the blocks, which are listed in Table 3.3.
2. A non-hierarchical block from the base model is compared with a hierarchical block from the
compare model, or the other way round (cf. Figure 4.6).
For the second comparison type, we only compare the blocks’ names and their neighborhood,
since we cannot compare the block type of a non-hierarchical block with the block type of a
hierarchical block. In Figure 4.6, we present such an example. As we can see, the names and
interfaces of Block A and Block C can easily be compared. The functionality of these blocks
cannot be compared, since their block type diﬀers (e.g., in The Mathworks MATLAB/Simulink
we would compare the block type of Block A with the block type Subsystem of Block C).
Block A
(a) Non-hierarchical Block A
Block C
Block D OutIn
(b) Hierarchical Block C
Figure 4.6.: Comparing a non-hierarchical block with a hierarchical block
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(b) Hierarchical Block C
Figure 4.7.: Comparing two hierarchical blocks
3. A hierarchical block from the base model is compared with a hierarchical block from the
compare model (cf. Figure 4.7).
For the third comparison type, we compare the blocks’ names and interfaces, but do not com-
pare their block type, as it is the same for both blocks. Instead, we compare the contents of
the hierarchical blocks by recursively starting the compare algorithm for these blocks. Af-
terwards, we also run the matching algorithm (cf., Subsection 2.4.2) for the created compare
elements and add the matched results to a list in their parent compare element. In Figure 4.7,
we present such an example. As we can see, we can easily compare the names and inter-
faces of Block A and Block C. For the blocks contained in these hierarchical blocks, we start
the compare algorithm again and compare In, Block B, and Out with In, Block D, and Out
from the other model. The created compare elements (In,In), (Block B,Block D), and
(Out,Out) are then matched and added as sub compare elements to the compare element
(Block A,Block C).
4. One of the compared blocks is null:
a) The base model block is compared with null.
b) The compare model block is compared with null.
The fourth comparison type is very easy to handle, since we only have to create compare
elements, which compare the block from the base model or the compare model with null
(i.e., the compare elements would be (block,null) and (null,block), respectively).
4.2.2. Comparing Hierarchical State Charts
In order to apply family mining to state charts, we have to adapt the algorithms described in Sub-
section 4.2.1 in order to compare hierarchical and parallel states with each other. Besides, we have
to develop algorithms to compare transitions with each other, since they are an important part of
the functionality in state charts (cf., Section 3.5) and are not considered in block-based models.
Comparing States In order to adapt the algorithms described in Subsection 4.2.1 for hierarchical
and parallel states, we have to add further comparison types. Consequently, we have the following
list of comparison types:
1. A non-hierarchical and non-parallel state from the base state chart is compared with a non-
hierarchical and non-parallel state from the compare state chart (cf., Figure 4.8).
Similar to the first comparison type for block-based models, the comparison of two non-
hierarchical and non-parallel states can easily be adapted from the current approach, since
the way the properties of the two element types are compared, is basically the same. The
corresponding properties are listed in Table 3.4. In Figure 4.8, we present an example for two
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Aa b
(a) Non-hierarchical and non-parallel State A
Bc d
(b) Non-hierarchical and non-parallel State B
Figure 4.8.: Comparing two non-hierarchical and non-parallel states
non-hierarchical states. As we can see, we can compare their properties and interfaces without
further eﬀort and are able to directly create the corresponding compare element.
2. A non-hierarchical and non-parallel state from the base state chart is compared with a hier-
archical or parallel state from the compare state chart, or the other way round (cf., Figure 4.9).
Similar to the second comparison type for block-based models, we can only compare the
name, interface, and in addition all properties, which do not directly influence the functional-
ity of the state, when we compare a non-hierarchical and non-parallel state with a hierarchical
or parallel state. All properties influencing the functionality (i.e., dependent on events, trig-
gered actions, events triggering change, and history state) is defined by the sub-states of the
hierarchical or parallel state and not by their actions.
In Figure 4.9, we present such an example. As we can see, we can adapt the current approach for
block-based models by comparing only the name, the interface, and the properties, which do
not influence the functionality of the state (e.g., stereotypes and the hierarchy distance), when
we compare the state in Figure 4.9a with Figure 4.9b or Figure 4.9c. During the comparison of
the states, the interfaces are compared by comparing their neighborhood, meaning, that we
compare the states’ direct predecessors and successors regarding their name and their actions.
By calculating the average of predecessors and successors, which are the same according to
these properties, we receive the similarity of the states’ interfaces.
3. A hierarchical state from the base state chart is compared with a hierarchical state from the
compare state chart (cf., Figure 4.10).
Similar to the third comparison type for block-based models, we can use a recursive approach
to compare hierarchical states. In Figure 4.10, we present two hierarchical states, which we
can compare by comparing all properties, which do not directly influence their functionality
(e.g., name, interface, and hierarchy distance). All properties influencing the functionality
(i.e., dependent on events, triggered actions, events triggering change, and history state) are
Aa b
(a) Non-hierarchical and non-
parallel State A
D
Cc d
(b) Hierarchical State C
c dE
D
F
(c) Parallel State D
Figure 4.9.: Comparing a non-hierarchical state with a hierarchical or parallel state
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(a) Hierarchical State A
D
Cc d
(b) Hierarchical State C
Figure 4.10.: Comparing two hierarchical states
defined by the sub-states of the hierarchical state and not by their actions. Consequently, we
start a new compare run for the sub-regions of State A and State C and compare their sub-
states (i.e., initial state, State B and initial state, State D) and sub-transitions (i.e.,
initial transition and initial transition). Afterwards we run the matching algorithm
on the created compare elements (i.e., (initial state,initial state), (State B,State
D), and (initial transition,initial transition)). The resulting compare elements for
states and transitions are stored in the created compare element for the compared regions of
State A and State C, which is stored in the parent compare element (State A,State B).
The similarity of a region compare element can be calculated by summing up all similarities of
the contained sub compare elements for states and transitions and dividing them by the total
number of contained elements. The new compare element for regions is not really necessary
for the comparison of hierarchical states, because we could simply compare the sub-contents
of these states and add the corresponding compare elements to the compare element of the
compared hierarchical states. Since, we need the region compare element during the com-
parison of parallel states, in order to distinguish between the sub-contents of the diﬀerent
regions, we also use it for hierarchical states.
4. A parallel state from the base state chart is compared with a parallel state from the compare
state chart (cf., Figure 4.11).
The fourth comparison type for state charts uses some of the ideas, which we apply in order
to compare hierarchical states. A parallel state consists of multiple regions. Consequently, we
can use the same approach as for hierarchical states and compare all properties, which do not
directly influence the functionality of the parallel states (e.g., name, interface, and hierarchy
distance), since their functionality is defined by their sub-states and sub-transitions. For the
comparison of the sub-regions, we have to do some extra work, since we do not know, which
combinations of the regions are the most similar. Nonetheless, the algorithm to compare
two regions is the same as for hierarchical states (i.e., we compare all sub-contents and match
them).
In Figure 4.11, we present two parallel states State A and State D. As we can see, the par-
allel states consist of two regions for State A and three regions for State D, respectively.
In order to find the best result during the comparison of these regions, we have to com-
pare all possible combinations of the regions from State A and State D. For this example,
we assume that the regions are named after the state contained in them. Consequently, the
list of combinations is (Region B, Region E), (Region B,Region F), (Region B,Region
G), (Region C, Region E), (Region C,Region F), and (Region C,Region G). In order to
find the best combination, we can use the standard match algorithm, which only has to be
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(a) Parallel State A
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(b) Parallel State D
Figure 4.11.: Comparing two parallel states
adapted to work for regions. Given that, the compare elements (Region B,Region E) and
(Region C,Region G) are the best matches for the example in Figure 4.11, Region F is the
only remaining region, since it was not matched with another region. This region has to be
compared with null, because it represents an optional region.
5. A hierarchical state from the base state chart is compared with a parallel state from the com-
pare state chart, or the other way round (cf., Figure 4.12).
The fifth comparison type for state charts, is very similar to the comparison of two parallel
states, because we compare a hierarchical state (i.e., with one region) with a parallel state (i.e.,
with more than one region). Consequently, we can apply the same idea and create all possible
combinations from the found regions and run the adapted match algorithm to find the best
combination. This algorithm will find the best compare element for the region from the
hierarchical state. All remaining regions from the parallel state are treated as optional regions
and, consequently, are compared with null. In Figure 4.12, we present an example for this
comparison type. In this example, we have to create the compare elements (Region B,Region
E) and (Region B,Region F) and find the best compare element. The remaining region, has
to be treated as an optional element and is compared with null.
6. One of the compared states is null:
a) The base state chart state is compared with null.
b) The compare state chart state is compared with null.
B
Aa b
(a) Hierarchical State A
c dE
D
F
(b) Parallel State D
Figure 4.12.: Comparing a hierarchical state with a parallel state
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(a) 150% model after comparing non-hierarchical and
non-parallel State A and State B
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(b) Non-hierarchical and non-parallel State C
Figure 4.13.: Comparing an alternative state with another state
The sixth comparison type can be handled similarly to the fourth comparison type for block-
based models, since we only have to create compare elements, which compare the state from
the base state chart or the compare state chart with null (i.e., the compare elements would be
(state,null) and (null,state), respectively).
7. More than two state charts are compared and a state, already marked as alternative, is com-
pared with a state from a compare state chart.
The seventh comparison type is introduced, because we introduced the NewWorkflow for
family mining (cf., Section 4.1). When comparing more than two state charts, we have to con-
sider states, which are already annotated with variability, and which are marked as alternative.
During the comparison, all states from the corresponding alternative group have to be com-
pared with the compared state and the best combination has to be selected.
In Figure 4.13, we present such an example. In a previous comparison, State A and State
B were identified to be alternative. When comparing State C with ⇔State A, we identify
that State A is part of the alternative group with⇔ State B and that we have to compare
both states with State C. In order to prevent, comparing the same alternative group again
with the same state, we have to remember, that we already processed this alternative group.
For example, this could happen when State A and State B have the same mandatory pre-
decessor. Consequently, we would create the lists of successors from this state (i.e.,⇔ State
A and⇔ State B), which we would have to compare with State C. Since⇔ State A and
⇔ State B are part of the same alternative group, we would repeat the same comparisons
for these states. For large alternative groups this would produce unnecessary overhead, which
would slow down the overall algorithm. After creating the possible compare elements for the
corresponding alternative group, we identify the best match for the comparison of the alter-
native group with the corresponding state (e.g., (⇔State A,State C)). The other compare
elements (i.e., for this example (⇔State B,State C)) are eliminated from the list of possible
matches, since they have a lower similarity than the best match.
Comparing Transitions The comparison of transitions with each other is much easier, since we do
not have any hierarchical elements and can directly compare the transitions. Consequently, we
distinguish only between the following two comparison types:
1. A transitions from the base state chart is compared with a transition from the compare state
chart.
For this comparison type, we can directly compare the properties of the transitions, which are
listed in Table 3.5, and store the results in transition compare elements.
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2. One of the compared transitions is null:
a) The base state chart transition is compared with null.
b) The compare state chart transition is compared with null.
This comparison type can be handled similarly to the states, since we only have to create
compare elements, which compare the transition from the base state chart or the compare
state chart with null (i.e., the created compare elements would be (transition,null) and
(null,transition), respectively).
4.2.3. Pseudocode for the Adapted Comparing Phase
In Algorithm 4.1, we present the pseudocode for the adapted Comparing Phase. The compare al-
gorithm needs two state charts scb and scc as input, which represent the base state chart and the
compare state chart, respectively. In Line 2 and Line 3 two lists for the created possible state and
transition compare elements (i.e., CEps and CEpt ) are initialized. Furthermore, in Line 4 and Line 5
two lists are initialized with the initial states from the base state chart (initialbs ) and the compare
state chart (initialcs ) and afterwards the compare algorithm for states is started.
By calling the method in Line 8 the comparison of states is started. In the following, the algorithm
checks, whether the two lists succbs and succcs passed to this method are empty. If both lists contain
at least one state (cf. Line 9), all possible combinations for these states are created in Line 12. If
one of the lists is empty, (cf. Line 15 or Line 19) the elements from the other non-empty list are
compared with null (cf. Line 17 and Line 21). All created compare elements are stored in the list of
possible compare elements for states (CEps ).
After comparing all states contained in the lists passed to the compareStates() method, the lists of
successors for the states from the base state chart are created in Line 24 and for the states from the
compare state chart Line 25. As explained in Section 4.2, the algorithm continues to compare the
successor transitions for these states. Thus, the created lists contain transitions and if one of these
lists is not empty, the compareTransitions() method is called in Line 27. In order to prevent com-
parison loops, the implementation of the successor determination methods should check, whether
they were already processed in a previous comparison and, thus, should not be considered in fol-
lowing comparisons.
The compareTransitions() method body is only outlined, since it basically contains the same con-
tents as the compareStates() method. It only diﬀers insofar, that it compares transitions instead of
states and that its created successor lists contain states instead of transitions. With these lists it calls
the compareStates() method instead of the compareTransitions() method. Consequently, these two
methods are called alternately as described in Section 4.2.
We do not provide further pseudocodes to explain the algorithms executed by the compare()meth-
ods, which are called by the compareStates() and compareTransitions() methods, since they can be
realized by following the explanations and enumerations in Subsection 4.2.2. As the comparison of
multiple regions is a little more complex, such that, we directly call the matching algorithm after
creating the corresponding compare elements, we explain in Algorithm 4.2 how states with regions
can be compared.
In this case, the two states sbhp and schp , which are either two parallel states, or one hierarchical state
and one parallel state, are passed to the method. The algorithm first initializes the list CEpr for the
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Input: Two state charts scb, scc ∈ SC, scb 6= scc
Output: Lists CEps and CEpt with all possible compare elements for states and transitions
1 method compare(scb, scc)
2 CEps ← ∅;
3 CEpt ← ∅;
4 initialbs ← initialState(scb);
5 initialcs ← initialState(scc);
6 compareStates(initialbs , initialcs);
7 return;
8 method compareStates(succbs , succcs)
9 if |succbs | > 0 and |succcs | > 0 then
10 foreach sb ∈ succbs do
11 foreach sc ∈ succcs do
12 CEps ← compare(sb, sc);
13 end
14 end
15 else if |succbs | > 0 then
16 foreach sb ∈ succbs do
17 CEps ← compare(sb, null);
18 end
19 else if |succcs | > 0 then
20 foreach sc ∈ succcs do
21 CEps ← compare(null, sc);
22 end
23 end
24 succbt ← succ(succbs);
25 succct ← succ(succcs);
26 if |succbt | > 0 or |succct | > 0 then
27 compareTransitions(succbt , succct);
28 end
29 return;
30 method compareTransitions(succbt , succct)
31 …
32 return;
Algorithm 4.1.: Pseudocode for the adapted Comparing Phase
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Input: Two parallel or hierarchical states sbhp , schp ∈ S, sbhp 6= schp , sbhp ∈ scb, schp ∈ scc, scb 6= scc
Output: List CEmr with all matched region compare elements
1 method compareHierarchicalParallelStates(sbhp , schp)
2 CEpr ← ∅;
3 CEmr ← ∅;
4 regionsb ← regions(sbhp);
5 regionsc ← regions(schp);
6 foreach rb ∈ regionsb do
7 foreach rc ∈ regionsc do
8 CEpr ← compare(rb, rc);
9 end
10 end
11 CEmr ← match(CEpr );
12 return CEmr ;
Algorithm 4.2.: Pseudocode for the comparison of regions
created possible region compare elements (cf. Line 2) and the list CEmr for their distinct matches
(cf. Line 3). In Line 4 and Line 5 the lists of regions contained in the two compared states are copied
to the two lists regionsb and regionsc. Each of the region elements in these lists is compared with
all region elements from the other list and the corresponding compare elements are stored in CEpr
(cf. Line 8). As a last step these compare elements are matched in Line 11 and the corresponding
results are stored in CEmr and are returned.
4.3. Adapting the Matching Phase
In order to find distinct matches for the compare elements created during the Comparing Phase,
we have to adapt the Matching Phase from the current approach for block-based models (cf. Subsec-
tion 2.4.2). As we have three diﬀerent compare element types (i.e., for states, transitions, and regions),
we need to adapt the matching algorithm as generically as possible in order to reduce the overhead
during the implementation of our approach. This matching algorithm iterates over the list of cre-
ated compare elements and tries to find distinct matches for model elements. While processing
the list of created compare elements, we check whether other compare elements exist that contain
either the same element from the base model or the same element from the compare model. If no
other compare element exists, we can directly match the two elements from the processed com-
pare element. If other compare elements are found, which contain the same elements, we select the
compare element with the highest similarity and delete all ruled out compare elements from the
list of possible matches.
In some cases, we cannot directly match elements, because there exist other relevant compare el-
ements with the same similarity value. Consequently, no distinct match is possible and we move
these ambiguous elements to the end of the list and continue matching, hoping that other matches
resolve these conflicts. If the conflict cannot be resolved and we revisit these ambiguous elements,
we have to present these problematic compare elements to the developers, in order to get a manual
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decision, which is the most appropriate match. After processing all compare elements and solving
possible conflicts, there are certain cases, where we did not match every element with another ele-
ment from the other model or null. For each of these elements without a matching partner a new
compare element comparing the element with null is created.
The current algorithm only takes the calculated similarity of the created compare elements into
account and does not access the properties of the compared elements (i.e., the compared blocks)
to determine the distinct matches. It only needs access to these compared elements inside of the
compare element, in order to check, whether better compare elements exist with the same base
element or compare element. Consequently, we can adapt the match algorithm in a generic way, in
order to treat all state chart elements (i.e., states, regions, and transitions) in the same manner and
by applying the same matching algorithm to them.
4.3.1. Pseudocode for the Adapted Matching Phase
In Algorithm 4.3, we present a short excerpt from the algorithm used for the matching of all compare
elements (i.e., for states, transitions, and regions). This algorithm is realized recursively and expects
a list of possible compare elements. This list should only contain compare elements from a certain
type (i.e., states, transitions, or regions) and not a mixture of diﬀerent types. Otherwise, the matching
algorithm does not create sensible results.
First the list of distinct matches CEm is initialized in Line 2 and afterwards the matching algo-
rithm is executed in Line 3 by calling the matchNext() method. The algorithm works directly on
the sorted list of possible compare elements and uses ambiguous and handled flags to distinguish
between compare elements, which are ambiguous (i.e., they cannot be matched distinctively, since
other relevant compare elements with the same similarity exist) and compare elements, which were
processed in a previous execution. When sorting the list, all compare elements without flags are
sorted to the start of the list, followed by the handled elements, the ambiguous elements, and the
elements, which are flagged handled and ambiguous.
If the first element x in the CEp list is not marked with any flag, the match algorithm tries to
distinctively match the corresponding compare element by calling the tryToMatch() method in
Line 9. This method first creates the list SBE in Line 19 with all compare elements from the listCEp,
which contain the same base element as x. If the created list is empty and the element compared to
the base element in x is null (cf. Line 20), x can directly be matched (cf. Line 21) and the matching
algorithm is called in Line 22 for the next element in CEp. Since distinctively matching a compare
element x rules out all other compare elements containing the same base element b or compared
element c, calling the match() method entails deleting the corresponding compare elements from
CEp, because they become invalid.
If the element from the compare state chart is not null (cf. Line 23), the algorithm has to check
whether another compare element y exists with the same element c from the compare state chart,
which has a higher similarity than x (cf. Line 24). In this case the checkComparedElement() method
proceeds similar to the tryToMatch() method and first identifies all compare elements, which con-
tain the same element c. If the corresponding list is empty, x can be directly matched. If there
exists another element y in this list, which has a higher similarity than x, the algorithm marks x
as handled, moves y to the start of CEp, and calls matchNext() again. If only compare elements y
with the same or a lower similarity as x exist, the algorithm marks all compare elements y and x,
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which have the same similarity, as ambiguous. Afterwards, the algorithm sorts the list and calls the
matchNext() method again. If only compare elements y with a lower similarity than x exist. In this
case, the algorithm directly matches x and continues with the next element from CEp by calling the
matchNext() method again.
The last case, which has to be considered is when the list SBE contains elements (cf. Line 26).
In this case, the algorithm first checks in Line 27 whether SBE contains any y with a higher sim-
ilarity than x. In this case, the hasBetterBaseElementMatch() method is used to identify, if the
corresponding compare element y is optimal, or if other compare elements exist with the same
compared element, but a higher similarity. If y is identified as optimal it is directly matched and
the algorithm tries to match another element by calling the matchNext() method in Line 28. If
there is no better compare element y, the algorithm checks for compare elements y, which have
the same similarity as x (cf. Line 30). In this case, the corresponding compare elements x and y
are marked ambiguous, CEp is sorted (cf. Line 31), and the algorithm continues with the next com-
pare element (cf. Line 32). If there are no compare elements y, which have the same similarity as
x, x might represent an optimal element and the algorithm only has to check in Line 34, whether
any other compare element exists, which has the same compared element and a higher similarity.
Afterwards, the algorithm continues with the next compare element in Line 35.
At the end of the execution there are no compare elements left in CEp and all elements from
the base state chart or compare state chart without a distinct match are processed in Line 15 by
comparing them with null. For example, this occurs for a compare element x, which compares the
states sb1 and sc1, when another compare element y comparing the states sb2 and sc1 has a higher
similarity. After matching y, the state sb1 does not have a matching partner and, thus, has to be
matched with null.
If the first element in CEp is marked as ambiguous, the algorithm was not able to distinctively
match this element, since other elements exist, which have the same similarity. When such an
element is identified by the matchNext() method in Line 6, all compare elements in CEp are at least
marked as ambiguous and the algorithms processes these elements by calling the processOptimal-
AndAmbiguousElements() method in Line 15. In this method, the algorithm solves the conflict by
using a decision wizard, which selects an element from a list of ambiguous elements. Afterwards
all flags are removed and the matching algorithm continues with the execution of the matchNext()
method, until the list is empty.
Compare elements, that were previously identified to contain an element from the compare state
chart, which is also contained in another compare element with a higher similarity, are flagged as
handled (i.e., in the checkComparedElement() method calls). When such an element is identified
in Line 8, the algorithm calls the decision wizard in order to solve the conflict (cf. Line 11) and
afterwards, tries to match x (cf. Line 12).
4.4. Adapting the Merging Phase
After creating a list of distinct matches in the Matching Phase, we have to adapt the Merging Phase
to merge the identified variability into one model, in order to create a 150% model. The merging
is highly dependent on the compared models, because the structure of the model types diﬀers. For
example, when merging block-based models, we have to develop an algorithm to merge the blocks,
any sub-states, and connectors of the compared models into the final 150% model.
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Input: List CEp with all possible compare elements, CEp ⊂ CEps or CEp ⊂ CEpt or CEp ⊂ CEpr
Output: List CEm with all matched compare elements
1 method match(CEp)
2 CEm ← null;
3 matchNext();
4 return CEm;
5 method matchNext()
6 if |CEp| > 0 and !isAmbiguous(next(CEp)) then
7 x ← next(CEp);
8 if !isHandled(x) then
9 tryToMatch(x);
10 else
11 processOptionalAndAmbiguousElements();
12 tryToMatch(x);
13 end
14 else
15 processOptionalAndAmbiguousElements();
16 end
17 return;
18 method tryToMatch(x)
19 SBE← getElementsWithSameBaseElement(x,CEp);
20 if getComparedElement(x) = ∅ and |SBE| = 0 then
21 match(x);
22 matchNext();
23 else if |SBE| = 0 then
24 checkComparedElement(x);
25 matchNext();
26 else
27 if hasBetterBaseElementMatch(x,CEp) then
28 matchNext();
29 else
30 if isAmbiguous(x, SBE) then
31 sort(CEp);
32 matchNext();
33 else
34 checkComparedElement(x);
35 matchNext();
36 end
37 end
38 end
39 return;
Algorithm 4.3.: Pseudocode for the adapted Matching Phase
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Figure 4.14.: Workflow for the adapted Merging Phase
This algorithm is highly adjusted to the structure of the used meta-model. Consequently, we
cannot simply adapt the current merge algorithm for block-based models to state charts, but have
to develop a suitable algorithm for state charts. Besides, we refactored the workflow for family
mining for state charts (cf., Section 4.1) and also compare elements, annotated with variability in
previous runs, with new elements. Consequently, the compare elements can contain base elements,
which have variability assigned to them (e.g. (?Transition X,Transition Y)), which has to be
taken into account when merging the compared state charts.
In order to merge the results of compared state charts, we have to find a way, how we can walk
through the models and merge all relevant information. For the whole merging process, we need
some entity, which checks the calculated similarity of a compare element and defines whether it
has to be treated as mandatory, optional, or alternative. Both, the calculation of the similarity and
the evaluation of the identified variability are interrelated as they are domain specific for the state
charts that should be compared. The only diﬀerence is that we calculate the similarity of compare
elements during the Comparing Phase and have to identify their variability in the Merging Phase.
Consequently, the entity to evaluate the identified variability should be the metric defined for the
compared state charts, because it also defines how the similarity values are calculated.
In order to identify the variability of compared elements, the metric should define thresholds to
distinguish, when a compare element is regarded as mandatory, optional, or alternative. Such thresh-
olds could, for example, define that compared elements are regarded as mandatory if their similarity
is greater or equal to 95%. Alternative elements could be regarded as such, when their similarity is
below 95% but greater than 0%. Consequently, optional elements would be identified as such, when
their similarity is exactly 0%. The input for the merging is the list of matched compare elements
for the compared models, a copy of the base state chart for the first merging step, or the merged
150% model from a previous iteration if more than two state charts are compared.
In Figure 4.14, we present the workflow to merge the matched results into the final 150% state
chart. To start the merging process in 1, we get the root region of the base state chart or the previ-
ously merged 150% state chart, the list of matched state compare elements, and the list of matched
transition compare elements.
Next, we follow 2 and merge all state compare elements into the root region of the base state chart
or the previously merged 150% state chart. During the merging of the states, we check for each of
the processed state compare elements, whether it contains hierarchical or parallel states. If none of
the merged states is hierarchical or parallel, we follow 5 and 6 to continue with the merging of the
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transition compare elements. After finishing the merging of the transition compare elements, we
follow 7 and stop the merging algorithm.
If we identify a hierarchical or parallel state during the merging of the state compare elements,
we follow 3 and merge the corresponding region compare elements. After merging the regions, we
follow 4 and merge all sub-contents for each of the found regions by recursively starting the merge
algorithm with the corresponding region, the found list of matched sub-state compare elements,
and the found list of matched sub-transition compare elements. After merging the sub-contents of a
region, we follow 7 from the last processed step (i.e., the merging of the sub-transition) and continue
the state merging process from the previous recursion, where we left to merge the hierarchy.
4.4.1. Merging States
In order to merge state compare elements with existing states, we have to diﬀerentiate between
multiple cases, since the compare elements can have diﬀerent variability information assigned to
them. Besides, during the merging of the base state chart and the first compared model, no vari-
ability is previously set for the base state chart’s states, because no previous merging was executed.
Consequently, we do not have to consider any information from previous executions. When merg-
ing more than two state charts, we run the merging algorithm multiple times and, thus, there is
variability set for states contained in the result from the previous merging runs.
We identified the following cases, which have to be covered, in order to merge two models, which
have not been previously processed to set their variability:
1. The compare element is mandatory and compares:
a) two non-hierarchical and non-parallel states.
b) two hierarchical states with the same hierarchy.
c) two parallel states with the same number of regions and the same hierarchy.
If no variability was previously set, we can process mandatory compare elements for non-
hierarchical and non-parallel states easily, because we only have to mark the corresponding
state in the base state chart as mandatory. Compare elements for hierarchical states or parallel
states can be handled in the same way. These cases can only occur for states with the same
hierarchy and the same number of regions, whose sub-elements are all mandatory, because,
otherwise, the compare elements would be treated as alternatives, since the compared states
would diﬀer to much. Consequently, these hierarchical states and parallel states can also be
marked mandatory.
2. The compare element is alternative and compares:
a) two non-hierarchical and non-parallel states.
b) a non-hierarchical and non-parallel state with a hierarchical state.
c) a non-hierarchical and non-parallel state with a parallel state.
d) two hierarchical states.
e) two parallel states.
f ) a hierarchical state with a parallel state.
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If a compare element for non-hierarchical and non-parallel states is alternative, we have to
add the state, which is not already contained in the base state chart, to the corresponding
region. Both states have to be marked alternative and we have to assign a group number to
them, in order to identify, which elements are alternative to each other. This group number
is needed, in order to distinguish between the diﬀerent groups, because there can be multiple
groups of alternative states in the same region. When processing a compare element, which
compares a non-hierarchical and non-parallel state with a hierarchical state or a parallel state,
we have to proceed in the same manner as for two non-hierarchical and non-parallel states,
because we have to represent the variability of the hierarchy correctly. We could also model
the variability in the hierarchy by marking one of the compared states mandatory and adding
the sub-contents as optional elements. This solution has advantages, as long as all properties
of the compared states are the same, because we would not represent the same information
twice (i.e., the states properties).
Problems arise, when the properties diﬀer, because we would loose information when setting
the states mandatory, since only one of the states is merged into the base state chart. For exam-
ple, when we compare a hierarchical State A containing property a with a non-hierarchical
and non-parallel State B containing property b, we would for example set State A manda-
tory and its sub-contents as optional. Consequently, we would only preserve the property a,
but loose the information about the existence of property b. Thus, this solution is not desir-
able, unless we develop a way to assign variability options to single properties of states.
When processing a compare element, which compares two hierarchical states or two parallel
states the similarity identified by the metric can be ambiguous, because two states can be
identified to be alternative when the contents of their sub-regions are not fully mandatory to
each other, since the overall similarity of these compare elements is calculated by creating
the average of the sub-contents’ similarities. According to the identified similarity, we would
have to mark the compared hierarchical states or parallel states alternative to each other. In
this case, we would face problems with mandatory sub-elements, since we would have to add
them to both alternatives of the parent state. This is not the desired result and, thus, we regard
these “alternative” hierarchical or parallel compare elements as mandatory and process their
variability by processing their sub-contents correctly.
In Figure 4.15, we present such an example. When comparing the two states State 1 from
both models, we identify, that their name and interface are the same. But as their sub-contents
diﬀer (State 1 in Model 1 contains State 2 and State 1 in Model 2 contains State 3), the
calculated overall similarity value for the compare element of the two states State 1 would
not be 100%. Consequently, the two states would be regarded as “alternatives” to each other,
although they are the same except for their sub-contents. In order to solve this issue, we regard
this compare element as mandatory and process its sub-contents correctly. Consequently,
State 1, the Initial states, and the transitions going from the Initial state to State 1 are
marked mandatory. Only the two states State 2 and State 3 and the transitions going from
state Initial to these two states are marked alternative to each other.
The same idea applies, when we compare a hierarchical state with a parallel state, since the
variability is contained in the hierarchy of the two compared states. This variability can be
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Figure 4.15.: Example for ambiguous comparisons of hierarchical elements
the diﬀerent number of regions (i.e., one region versus multiple regions), but also variability
in the contents of the regions. Consequently, one of the compared states is marked mandatory
and the variability in the regions is copied to this state and marked accordingly.
3. The compare element is optional and contains the following elements from the base state chart
or the compare state chart:
a) a non-hierarchical and non-parallel state.
b) a hierarchical state.
c) a parallel state.
Optional compare elements for non-hierarchical and non-parallel states are also easy to inte-
grate. If the element does not already exist in the base state chart, we have to add the cor-
responding state to the corresponding region in the base state chart and mark it as optional
(i.e., the state is only contained in the compare state chart). Otherwise, the state is already
contained in the base state chart and only has to be marked as optional. The same idea applies
for hierarchical states or parallel states, which are added to the corresponding base state chart
region, if they were not already contained, and are marked as optional. If the state has been
copied to the base state chart, all its sub-contents have to be copied to the base state chart
as well, and are marked as mandatory, since selecting the optional parent state in a product
should imply, that all its sub-contents are also selected.
In addition to the previous cases, we identified the following cases for comparisons, where one of
the state charts was previously annotated and already contains variability information. If the variability
was set in a previous merging run, we have to consider the already defined variability during the
merging of the next compare elements:
1. The state in the base state chart is mandatory and the compare element is mandatory. The
compare element compares:
a) two non-hierarchical and non-parallel states.
b) two hierarchical states with the same hierarchy.
c) two parallel states with the same number of regions and the same hierarchy.
This case can only occur, when both states have the same hierarchy and all their sub-contents
are also identified to be mandatory, because otherwise the states would be alternative, since
they would diﬀer to much. As the base state in the corresponding compare element was pre-
viously identified to be mandatory and the new compare element is also mandatory, we do not
have to do anything, since the variability is already marked correctly.
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2. The state in the base state chart is mandatory and the compare element is alternative. The
compare element compares:
a) two non-hierarchical and non-parallel states.
b) a non-hierarchical and non-parallel state with a hierarchical state.
c) a non-hierarchical and non-parallel state with a parallel state.
d) two hierarchical states.
e) two parallel states.
f ) a hierarchical state with a parallel state.
If the new compare element is identified to be alternative and compares two non-hierarchical
and non-parallel states and the previously marked non-hierarchical and non-parallel state is
mandatory, we have to add the state, which is not already contained in the base state chart.
This added state and the previously marked state both are marked alternative, and get a group
number assigned. This case can occur, when two non-hierarchical and non-parallel states are
compared or when a non-hierarchical and non-parallel state is compared with a hierarchical
state or a parallel state. When this case occurs for two hierarchical states, two parallel states or
a hierarchical state, which is compared with a parallel state, we apply the same ideas as for the
case where no variability was previously set. We keep the state, which was previously marked
as mandatory in the base state chart. If needed, we copy the sub-contents from the compare
state chart to this state and set the variability accordingly.
3. The state in the base state chart is mandatory and the compare element is optional. The compare
element contains:
a) a non-hierarchical and non-parallel state.
b) a hierarchical state.
c) a parallel state.
States that were previously identified to be mandatory can become optional, when they are not
contained in the compared state chart and have to be marked accordingly.
4. The state in the base state chart is alternative and the compare element is mandatory. The
compare element compares:
a) two non-hierarchical and non-parallel states.
b) two hierarchical states with the same hierarchy.
c) two parallel states with the same number of regions and the same hierarchy.
If the base state in a compare element was previously identified to be alternative and the new
compare element is identified to be mandatory, there is nothing to do, since the variability is
already represented correctly, as the alternative state and the compared state are identified to
be the same. This can only occur, when the compared states have the same hierarchy, the same
number of regions, and all their sub-contents are identified to be mandatory. Otherwise, they
would be regarded as alternatives.
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5. The state in the base state chart is alternative and the compare element is alternative. The
compare element compares:
a) two non-hierarchical and non-parallel states.
b) a non-hierarchical and non-parallel state with a hierarchical state.
c) a non-hierarchical and non-parallel state with a parallel state.
d) two hierarchical states.
e) two parallel states.
f ) a hierarchical state with a parallel state.
If the base state in a compare element is marked as alternative and the new compare ele-
ment is also identified to be alternative, we have to distinguish between diﬀerent cases. If a
non-hierarchical and non-parallel state and a hierarchical state, a non-hierarchical and non-
parallel state and a parallel state, or two non-hierarchical and non-parallel states are com-
pared, we apply the same ideas as for a comparison, where no variability was previously set.
In this case we can simply copy the new alternative state with all its sub-contents to the base
state chart, mark the state alternative, and add the correct group number. If two hierarchi-
cal states, two parallel states, or a hierarchical state and a parallel state are compared, we do
not change their variability and simply add the missing sub-contents to the corresponding
region and mark them and their counter part as alternative. As hierarchical states or paral-
lel states can only be marked as alternative, if they are compared with non-hierarchical and
non-parallel states, we would create alternative sub-groups in an alternative state.
6. The state in the base state chart is alternative and the compare element is optional. The compare
element contains:
a) a non-hierarchical and non-parallel state.
b) a hierarchical state.
c) a parallel state.
When a state was previously identified to be alternative and the compare element is identified
to be optional, the corresponding state from the alternative group was not found in the new
compare state chart. Consequently, the whole alternative group has to be marked as optional.
7. The state in the base state chart is optional and the compare element is mandatory. The compare
element compares:
a) two non-hierarchical and non-parallel states.
b) two hierarchical states with the same hierarchy.
c) two parallel states with the same number of regions and the same hierarchy.
If the base state in a compare element was previously identified to be optional and the new
compare element is identified to be mandatory, we do not have to do anything, since the vari-
ability is already represented correctly, because the optional state and the compared state are
identified to be the same. This can only occur, when the compared states have the same hier-
archy, the same number of regions, and all their sub-contents are identified to be mandatory.
Otherwise, they would be regarded as alternatives.
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8. The state in the base state chart is optional and the compare element is alternative. The compare
element compares:
a) two non-hierarchical and non-parallel states.
b) a non-hierarchical and non-parallel state with a hierarchical state.
c) a non-hierarchical and non-parallel state with a parallel state.
d) two hierarchical states.
e) two parallel states.
f ) a hierarchical state with a parallel state.
If the base state in a compare element is marked as optional and the new compare element
is alternative, we again have to distinguish between diﬀerent cases. If a non-hierarchical and
non-parallel state and a hierarchical state, a non-hierarchical and non-parallel state and a
parallel state, or two non-hierarchical and non-parallel states are compared, we can simply
copy the new alternative state with all its sub-contents to the base state chart, mark the two
states alternative, and add a group number. Besides, the whole alternative group has to be
marked optional. If two hierarchical states, two parallel states, or a hierarchical state and a
parallel state are compared, we only process and copy the sub-contents of the compared states
and mark their variability according to the calculations.
9. The compare element is optional. The compare elements contains one of the following ele-
ments from the compare state chart:
a) a non-hierarchical and non-parallel state.
b) a hierarchical state.
c) a parallel state.
If a new optional element is identified by a compare element it is part of the newly compared
state chart and has to be copied to the base state chart and marked optional. In this case the
same ideas apply as for a comparison, where no variability was previously set. Consequently,
optional hierarchical states or parallel states are copied to the corresponding region and all
their sub-contents are marked mandatory.
4.4.2. Merging Regions
Merging regions is closely linked to the merging of states, since states are contained in regions and
depend on them. Thus, when merging regions, the identified variability is treated considering the
identified variability of the states. We identified the following cases, which have to be covered, in
order to merge regions, which have not been previously processed:
1. The compared regions are identified to be mandatory.
If the two compared regions are identified to be mandatory, they can be directly marked ac-
cordingly.
2. The compared regions are identified to be alternative.
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Two compared regions, which are identified to be alternative to each other are also marked
mandatory, since their variability is defined by their sub-contents and not by the regions them-
selves.
3. The compared element is identified to be optional.
When a region is identified as optional it can either be already part of the base state chart,
or be part of the compare state chart. In the first case, we check whether any parent region
or parent state is already optional. If so, we mark the region mandatory, since it is already
contained in an optional or alternative region or state and selecting the corresponding parent
should imply selecting the sub-element. Beside, checking for any optional parents, we also
have to check for alternative parents, since setting two compared elements alternative creates
optional elements, when the two alternative elements are hierarchical. If none of the parents
is already marked as optional or alternative, the corresponding region is marked optional. In
the second case, the element can directly be added to the base state chart and marked optional.
In addition to the previous cases, we identified the following cases for comparisons, where one of
the state charts was previously annotated and already contains variability information:
1. The region in the base state chart is mandatory and the compare element is mandatory.
If the base region in a compare element was previously identified to be mandatory and the
new compare element is also mandatory, we do not have to do anything, since the variability
is already marked correctly.
2. The region in the base state chart is mandatory and the compare element is optional.
Regions that were previously identified to be mandatory can become optional, when they are
not contained in the next compared state chart. In this case, their variability has to be changed
from mandatory to optional.
3. The compared regions are identified to be alternative.
If the compared regions are identified to be alternative, we check whether the base region was
previously identified as optional, otherwise we set the region mandatory, since the alternative
variability is contained in the region.
4. The region in the base state chart is optional and the compare element is mandatory.
If the base region in a compare element was previously identified to be optional and the new
compare element is identified to be mandatory, we do not have to do anything, since the vari-
ability is already represented correctly, because the optional region and the compared region
are identified to be the same.
5. The compare element is optional.
If the new compare element is optional, we apply the same ideas as for a comparison, where
no variability was previously set and mark the variability accordingly.
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4.4.3. Merging Transitions
Merging transitions is highly dependent on the merging of states, since transitions have a source
and target state, which has to be marked with the correct variability, before any outgoing or incom-
ing transitions can be merged into the same model. We identified the following cases, which have
to be covered, in order to merge transitions, which have not been previously processed to set their
variability:
1. The compare element is mandatory and:
a) the transition’s source state is mandatory and its target is mandatory.
b) the transition’s source state is mandatory and its target is alternative.
c) the transition’s source state is alternative and its target is mandatory.
d) the transition’s source state is alternative and its target is alternative.
If the two compared transitions are identified to be mandatory, we have to distinguish between
diﬀerent cases. The easiest one is, that the source and the target state both are mandatory.
Consequently, we have to mark the transition between the states mandatory. If one of the
source or target states is mandatory and the other one is alternative, we have to create a copy
of the mandatory transition and set the alternative source or target state to reflect the correct
variability. For example, if there is a variability for the source state of the transition, we have to
create transitions going from the alternative source states to the mandatory target state. The
transitions have to be marked alternative and we have to assign a group number. If the source
and target state both are alternative, we have to create a copy of the mandatory transition for
both alternatives (i.e., the combination of the source and target state from the base state chart
and for the combination of the source and target state from the compare state chart).
2. The compare element is alternative and:
a) the transition’s source state is mandatory and its target is mandatory.
b) the transition’s source state is mandatory and its target is alternative.
c) the transition’s source state is alternative and its target is mandatory.
d) the transition’s source state is alternative and its target is alternative.
If the two compared transitions are identified to be alternative and the source and target state
both are mandatory, we have to add the alternative transition, which is not already contained in
the base state chart, set the source and target state to the states from the base state chart, and
mark both transitions alternative and assign a group count to them. The same idea applies,
when the source state, the target state, or both states are alternative to each other. In this case,
we have to add the alternative transition, which is not already contained in the base state chart,
set its source and target state according to the variability, mark the transitions as alternative,
and set a group count.
3. The compare element is optional and:
a) the transition’s source state is mandatory and its target is mandatory.
b) the transition’s source state is mandatory and its target is optional.
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c) the transition’s source state is optional and its target is mandatory.
d) the transition’s source state is alternative and its target is optional.
e) the transition’s source state is optional and its target is alternative.
f ) the transition’s source state is alternative and its target is alternative.
g) the transition’s source state is optional and its target is optional.
For optional transitions, we have to distinguish between multiple cases. If the source and target
state of an optional transition both are mandatory the two states can only be part of a sub-
region or sub-state, whose parent was marked optional, since we mark these sub-contents as
mandatory. This implies the selection of these mandatory sub-contents, when selecting the
optional parent. Consequently, we mark the corresponding transition mandatory. If either
the source or the target state is marked mandatory and the other one is optional, we have to
mark the transition, linking these states, optional. If either the source or the target state is
marked alternative and the other one is optional, we mark the transition optional, but do not
create another alternative of the transition with the alternative source or target state, since the
optionality implies that it has only be added for the variant containing the specific alternative
element. The same idea applies, when the source and the target state both are alternative. If
the source and target state of an optional transition both are optional, we can simply add the
transition and mark it optional.
In addition to the previous cases, we identified the following cases for comparisons, where one of
the state charts was previously annotated and already contains variability information. These cases are
very similar to the identified cases, when no variability was previously set and can be treated mostly
in the same manner.
1. The compare element is mandatory, and:
a) the transition’s source state is mandatory and its target is mandatory.
b) the transition’s source state is mandatory and its target is alternative.
c) the transition’s source state is alternative and its target is mandatory.
d) the transition’s source state is alternative and its target is alternative.
If the source and the target state both are mandatory, and the compare element is also manda-
tory, there is nothing to do, since the variability is already represented correctly in the base
state chart from a previous comparison. If either the source state, the target state, or both are
alternative, we have to create an alternative between the transitions. In addition, we need to
assign the correct group number to these transitions. This might result in alternative groups
with more than two transitions, since we might add another transition to an existing group.
2. The compare element is alternative and:
a) the transition’s source state is mandatory and its target is alternative.
b) the transition’s source state is alternative and its target is mandatory.
c) the transition’s source state is alternative and its target is alternative.
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If the compare element is alternative, we have to add either a new alternative to an existing
alternative group or create a new alternative group. In both cases, we apply the same ideas for
copying the new alternative transition to the base state chart with respect to the variability in
the source and target states, as for the cases when no variability was previously identified.
3. The compare element is optional and:
a) the transition’s source state is mandatory and its target is optional.
b) the transition’s source state is optional and its target is mandatory.
c) the transition’s source state is alternative and its target is optional.
d) the transition’s source state is optional and its target is alternative.
e) the transition’s source state is alternative and its target is alternative.
f ) the transition’s source state is optional and its target is optional.
If the compare element is optional, we check whether the parents of the source and target states
are already marked optional or alternative. In these cases, we mark the transition mandatory,
because we assume that the variability is already represented in the parents of these states. If
the previous condition does not apply, we check whether the transition was previously marked
as alternative. In this case, we additionally mark the transition optional to create an optional
alternative group. In all other cases, we can simply mark the transition as optional.
4.4.4. Pseudocode for the Adapted Merging Phase
In Algorithm 4.4, we present the pseudocode for the merging algorithm. The merge() method in
Line 1 expects the compare elements for all states and transitions and the base state chart, which
should later contain the merged variability. This method starts the merging of the elements by
calling the mergeElements() method in Line 2 with the given compare elements and the base state
chart’s root region.
The mergeElements() method, first processes all state compare elements ces and merges their
contents in the given region r (cf. Line 6). Afterwards it checks, whether the currently processed
compare element ces compares hierarchical or parallel states. In this case, it gets the base state from
the compare element ces (cf. Line 8) and the corresponding region compare elements and calls the
mergeRegions() method in Line 9.
The mergeRegions() method processes the given region compare elements cer one after another
and merges the corresponding regions into the given state. First, the method identifies the base
region for the corresponding cer (cf. Line 19) and gets the sub-contents (i.e., the sub-state and sub-
transitions compare elements CEmrs and CEmrt ) in Line 20 and Line 21. With these elements the
mergeElements() method is called recursively in Line 22 to merge them into the base state chart.
Because of the limited space, we did not show all details of the region merging algorithm, since
these algorithms can be implemented using the explanation and enumerations in Subsection 4.4.2.
After processing all states and regions, from possibly hierarchical or parallel states, the algorithm
merges all transitions into the corresponding base state chart region (cf. Line 13) by calling the
mergeTransitions() method. Similar to the merging algorithm of regions, we neglected the details
of the mergeStates() and mergeTransitions() methods because of the limited space.
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Input: Lists CEms and CEmt with all matched state and transition compare elements and state chart
scb
Output: State chart scm
1 method merge(CEms ,CEmt , scb)
2 mergeElements(rootRegion(scb),CEms ,CEmt);
3 return scm;
4 method mergeElements(r,CEms ,CEmt)
5 foreach ces ∈ CEms do
6 mergeStates(r, ces);
7 if isHierarchicalCE(ces) or isParallelCE(ces) then
8 sb ← getBaseElement(ces);
9 mergeRegions(sb, getRegionCEs(ces));
10 end
11 end
12 foreach cet ∈ CEmt do
13 mergeTransitions(r, cet);
14 end
15 return;
16 method mergeRegions(s,CEmr )
17 foreach cer ∈ CEmr do
18 …
19 rn ← getBaseElement(cer);
20 CEmrs ← getSubStateCEs(cer);
21 CEmrt ← getSubTransitionCEs(cer);
22 mergeElements(rn,CEmrs ,CEmrt);
23 end
24 return;
Algorithm 4.4.: Pseudocode for the adapted Merging Phase
These algorithms can be implemented using the explanations and enumerations in Subsection 4.4.1
and Subsection 4.4.3.
4.5. Adapting the Family Model Exporter
In this section, we explain the challenges, which arise with the adaption of the current family mining
exporter for 150% models of state charts. In order to understand the diﬃculties, we again have
to visualize the structure of block-based models. As explained in Section 2.1 and Section 3.5, the
functionality of block-based models is defined by their blocks and their connections do not have a
high importance, since they only link the blocks with each other and simply allow the exchange of
data without influencing it. Consequently, we do not represent the connections between the blocks.
In Section 3.5, we also discussed that state charts are more complex, since not only the states, but
also the transitions have an identity, as they influence the functionality of the state charts and have
an impact on the results of the calculation. Consequently, we cannot only export the states similar
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(a) Hierarchical state (without regions)
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(b) Hierarchical state (with regions)
Figure 4.16.: Comparison of family model representations for hierarchical states
to the blocks from block-based models, but also have to export the transitions, in order to represent
all important elements of state charts. Beside states and transitions, we also have to add regions
to the family models, because we need a way to group states together, which are part of regions in
parallel states. For hierarchical states, it would not be a problem to add the states directly to the
sub-hierarchy of the corresponding state. For parallel states, this solution would be ambiguous,
because it would not be obvious, which states are part of which region in the parallel state.
We identified these additional elements to be the biggest challenge for the adaption of the family
mining exporter. The main reason is, that the family model gets cluttered, because a large number
of additional elements need to be visualized. We already faced the same problem, when applying
our current approach to industrial scale block-based models with about 1000 blocks and a lot of
hierarchical blocks. The large number of elements, which need to be visualized in the family model,
make the variability in the compared models hard to understand. Consequently, the advantages for
developers, which we try to achieve, are obsolete, since it is nice to identify the variability contained
in the related models, but it is not helpful if the results cannot be understood by experts, because
the amount of information overwhelms them.
In Figure 4.16, we present two family models for hierarchical states. As we can see in Figure 4.16a,
we do not necessarily need regions as additional hierarchy elements in family models to understand,
that the sub-states of State1 are sub-states. In Figure 4.16b, we present the same family model with
an additional hierarchy level for Region1. This additional hierarchy element has no advantages as
long as we only have one region in a state.
In Figure 4.17, we present two family models for parallel states, in order to illustrate the advantages
of regions as additional hierarchy elements in family models. As we can see in Figure 4.17a, we
cannot understand, which states are part of which region, since they are only sub-states of State1.
Besides, this representation does not show a legal state chart, because State1 contains two initial
sub-states and two sub-states with the same name, which is not allowed. In Figure 4.17b, we present
the same family model with additional region elements. Now, we can understand, which states
belong to which region and have a legal state chart representation. Besides, we are now able to
mark Region2 as optional.
When using the version without additional region elements, we could also have marked all sub-
elements optional, but this would have increased the number of variation points, because each of the
elements could be selected or deselected individually, which is not the desired result. Consequently,
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Figure 4.17.: Comparison of family model representations for parallel states
using additional region elements allows us to represent the variability of the compared state charts
correctly by marking them accordingly.
As we can see in Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17, we used labels to illustrate, which elements in the
family models are states or transitions. From our point of view, this is only a workaround, since it
is not directly clear at a glance, which elements are states or transitions, because their visualization
(i.e., the brownish package) in front of them is always the same. Consequently, we argue that a
diﬀerent representation of the elements in state charts should be found.
In Figure 4.18, we present a first idea, how the visualization for family models could be improved.
In this family model, we used distinct pictograms for the diﬀerent elements to better distinguish
between them. States are represented by boxes with rounded corners, transitions are represented
by an arrow, and regions are represented by a symbol, which is normally used to indicate a line
break in texts. These pictograms are only first ideas, how the visualization could be improved, and
further research might find more suitable ones.
Another approach to reduce the complexity when analyzing family models for state charts, could
be to add transitions as sub-elements of their source states. This allows to more easily understand,
where the transitions start, although we still do not directly see the target states. In Figure 4.19, we
present an example, how this approach could be realized. We now can directly identify that there
are two alternative transitions starting at the Initial state and one transition starts at State1a and
State1b, respectively.
When using distinct pictograms for the diﬀerent elements in family models, we still have the
problem that large family models get confusing because of the large amount of information shown.
For example, with a lot of diﬀerences between the compared models many variation points exist.
One approach to overcome these problems could be variation point enlargement for the mined state
charts, in order to group variable parts with the same variability together. This approach reduces
the number of variation points, since, for example, multiple alternative elements are grouped to-
gether. In Figure 4.20a, we present a family model, which contains a region, whose sub-contents
are all marked alternative (initial states are always regarded as mandatory elements, since they are
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Figure 4.18.: Improved family model using pictograms for the diﬀerent elements
required in a legal state chart). Consequently, we can apply variation point enlargement and create
two regions, which are alternative to each other. These regions contain the corresponding elements,
which were previously identified to be alternative to each other. In Figure 4.20b, we show the re-
sulting family model. As we can see, there are two alternative regions Region 1, which contain the
mandatory initial state Initial and the mandatory states State1 and State2, respectively. Besides,
they contain the mandatory transition Initial from the initial state to the corresponding state.
The created larger variation points allow to directly select one of the two variants (i.e., the variant
containing State1 or State2) and, consequently, ease the configuration of product variants. This
kind of variation point enlargement should be further investigated, because in some situations it
creates undesired restrictions, that could reduce the number of possible variants we can generate.
For example, given that the two transitions Initial diﬀer in their actions (e.g., action a and action
b), which are executed when taking the corresponding transition, we could limit the number of
variants when applying variation point enlargement. With the family model in Figure 4.20a it is
possible to create four variants with the alternative states and transitions:
1. Transition Initial together with action a and State1.
2. Transition Initial together with action b and State1.
State: State1b
FM_Chart1_Chart2
State: Initial
Transition: Transition1b
State: State2
Transition: Initial1a
State: State1a
Transition: Initial1b
Transition: Transition1a
Figure 4.19.: Family model with transitions as sub-elements of their source states
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(b) With variation point enlargement
Figure 4.20.: Variation point enlargement
3. Transition Initial together with action a and State2.
4. Transition Initial together with action b and State2.
With the applied variation point enlargement in Figure 4.20b, we reduce the number of possi-
ble variants, since only two variants are left. Consequently, variation point enlargement should be
applied with caution, since it might produce undesired results.
As we can see, the discussed improvements are able to reduce the complexity of the family models
and help to easier understand the variability between the compared state charts. However, we still
can hardly see, which transitions connect which states. In order to overcome this limitation of the
used family model representation, we could use a wholly new approach. For example, we could
use the standard state chart visualization and use annotations or colors to distinguish between the
diﬀerent variants. In Figure 4.21, we present a small example for such a visualization. The shown
state chart is a representation for the family model in Figure 4.19. We do not use the standard default
transition representation in this state chart, because we need the initial state as an additional state
(i.e., Initial in this example) to represent the variability in the outgoing transitions. As we can see,
all states and transitions, which are mandatory (i.e., part of every product variant) are black and do
not have annotations assigned to them. The parts, which are part of a specific product variant are
annotated (i.e., with Chart1 and Chart2 for this example) and have a color, which is unique for the
corresponding product variant (i.e., red for Chart1 and blue for Chart2 in this example).
The presented approach could be combined with ideas by Fuhrmann et al. [4], who describe ideas
how the visualization of large models can be improved by using sophisticated layout algorithms and
a view management logic, in order to give developers an eﬃcient overview of the contents. This view
management logic collapses all hierarchical elements by default and only expands the sub-contents
if the user opens them. This way only a part of the variability is displayed. The user can selectively
open the parts, that are currently important for the analysis of the variability. In Figure 4.22a and
Figure 4.22b, we present a possible way how the visualization of family models could be improved
by the ideas of Fuhrmann et al. [4]. In Figure 4.22a, we show a simple family model for a state chart,
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State1b
State2
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Chart2
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Figure 4.21.: Family model represented as a state chart with annotations and color
which contains a mandatory initial state Initial, a mandatory hierarchical state State1, and an
optional state State2. As we can see, the hierarchical state State1 is collapsed and does not show its
sub-contents, but the colored annotations and the dashed border at State1 indicate, that variability
is contained in its hierarchy. When the user, for example, makes a double click on this state, the sub-
contents are expanded and the user can analyze the variability in further detail. If the user double
clicks again on the corresponding state, the sub-contents are collapsed and only the first hierarchy
level of the state chart is displayed. An idea to further reduce the complexity is to hide the contents
surrounding the expanded hierarchical state. This way, the user can focus only on the sub-contents.
On the other hand, the user might need this information to understand the variability contained
in the hierarchical state. Hence, allowing the user to set, whether the surrounding information is
displayed could be a good trade-oﬀ to allow both solutions depending on the use case. This example
also shows a limitation of the representation of family models in standard state charts, because we
cannot represent regions, as they are only modeled indirectly in the model. Consequently, marking
a region optional is only possible with a workaround, such as, adding the question mark indicating
the optionality of the region to the contents of the region itself.
The ideas to annotate standard state charts with variability information could be combined with
the classical family model view. For example the user could click on an element in the family model
representation and the corresponding element in the state chart is highlighted, or the other way
round. This way, we can better understand the relation between the state chart and family model
elements and might ease the navigation in the representation.
Another approach presented by Meyer [12] introduces layers to display the deltas of a delta-oriented
software product line. Deltas are used to modify an existing core product of a software product line
Initial State2
Chart1
Chart1
State1
Chart2
(a) Collapsed view of a hierarchical family
model
State1b
State2
State1a
Chart2
Initial
Chart1State1
Initial State2
Chart1
(b) Expanded view of a hierarchical family model
Figure 4.22.: Hierarchical family model views using some of the ideas by Fuhrmann et al. [4]
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by adding, removing, or modifying functionality. These deltas represent the steps that need to be
applied in order to create new product variants using the existing core product. The layer approach
by Meyer [12] creates a layer for the core product and allows to add layers for each delta, which is in-
troduced to create new product variants. By clicking on the entry for the corresponding delta in the
outline of the product line, the user can hide diﬀerent delta layers to get a better overview of other
deltas and to ease the editing process. This approach could be adapted to family models by using
the base state chart as a base layer and adding the identified variability between this state chart and
others to diﬀerent layers. This way, the developer can analyze the variability between the base state
chart and any other state chart by selecting the corresponding layer and hiding all information, that
is not needed for this analysis.
The discussion about possible solutions and about the advantages and disadvantages of the pre-
sented approaches to create family models for state charts, shows that this topic is not trivial and
needs further thoughts. As this topic is not part of this thesis and finding a suitable solution to
represent family models is a complex task, we only present first ideas. In order to find an eﬃcient
way to visualize family models for state charts, diﬀerent ideas have to be compared with each other,
and aﬀected user groups should be involved in the process of creating a suitable solution.
4.6. Introducing a new Compare Algorithm for State Charts
The current algorithm described in Section 2.4 and adapted for state charts in the previous sections
is highly adjusted to block-based models. During the adaption of this algorithm (in the following
referred to as the AdaptedFaMine algorithm) in the previous sections, we reused the basic ideas,
which were developed for block-based models, but introduced further algorithms, in order to allow
the comparison of diﬀerent state types (e.g., hierarchical states and parallel states), transitions, and
regions. Since the current implementation for block-based models was developed, having only
these kind of models in mind, the used data-flow analysis focuses on the characteristics of block-
based models. As described in Section 3.5 there are some diﬀerences between block-based models
and state charts, regarding their identities (i.e., the impact of the corresponding elements on the
functionality of the compared models).
In Figure 4.23, we show the workflow for our new algorithm (in the following referred to as the
ImprovedFaMine algorithm). The ImprovedFaMine algorithm combines the Comparing Phase and
the Matching Phase into a single phase. The basic idea is to take advantage of some characteristics,
which are unique for state charts.
The first diﬀerence between block-based models and state charts is the number of start blocks
and initial states. While block-based models can have an arbitrary number of start blocks on every
hierarchical level, state charts can only have one single initial state per hierarchy. Consequently,
we can take advantage of this fact and directly match the initial states of the compared state charts,
since this is the only possible combination of these states. As we already described in Section 3.5,
the transitions of state charts have an own identity and in contrast to block-based models have to
be directly considered with own compare elements in the comparison. Hence, the next step after
matching the initial states is to compare the transitions starting at these states. In both versions of
the current algorithm, the version for block-based models and the adapted version for state charts
(i.e., the AdaptedFaMine algorithm), we first create all compare elements for the whole model,
before using the matching algorithm to find distinct matches for the compared models. In our
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Figure 4.23.: The workflow for the new family mining algorithm
ImprovedFaMine algorithm, we create a list of compare elements for the compared outgoing tran-
sitions of the matched initial states. This list of possible compare elements for the outgoing transi-
tions is now matched to find the distinct matches for the transitions. Advantage of this approach is,
that we directly know, which subsequent states have to be matched, because each transition always
needs to have a source state and a target state, in order to represent a legal state chart transition.
Consequently, matching and finding a distinct match for each transition also implies, that we find
a distinct match for the subsequent states, because we directly see, which states have to be used to
create new compare elements. Since no transition can be matched more than once to another tran-
sition, the created compare elements for the subsequent states directly represent distinct matches.
For the states used in these distinct compare elements, we again create the list of subsequent transi-
tions and repeat the previously described steps, until the end of the compared state charts is reached
and no new compare elements can be created. Similar to the AdaptedFaMine algorithm, we have
to check for each iteration, whether the found elements were already considered during the com-
parison. This approach prevents the algorithm from running into an infinite loop if, for example, a
state has a self-loop or a transition back to a state, which was previously processed. For hierarchical
states or parallel states, we apply the same comparison ideas as for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm.
Consequently, we recursively start the ImprovedFaMine algorithm for new hierarchy levels.
In order to illustrate our ImprovedFaMine algorithm and to compare it with theAdaptedFaMine
algorithm, we use the two state charts in Figure 4.24. In this example, we use State Chart 1 as a
base state chart.
In order to compare two models, the first three steps for both approaches are the same. First,
we create the compare element (Initial,Initial) for the two initial states Initial from State
Chart 1 and State Chart 2. Second, we create the lists of all subsequent transitions for both ini-
tial states, which in this example only contain the transition Initial going from state Initial to
State2aState1Initial a
Initial
(a) State Chart 1
Initial
State2bState1Initial
State3
a
b
(b) State Chart 2
Figure 4.24.: Example state charts used to illustrate the ImprovedFaMine algorithm
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state State1. Third, we create the compare elements for the found transitions (i.e., (Initial,-
Initial) for this example). At this point the two algorithms start to diﬀer, since the Adapted-
FaMine algorithm creates the list of all subsequent states for the found transitions (i.e., (State1,-
State1) for this example). The ImprovedFaMine algorithm on the other hand, runs the matching
algorithm on the created transition compare elements and uses the matched compare elements
(i.e., (Initial,Initial) for this example) for the next steps.
While the AdaptedFaMine algorithm, compares each found subsequent state from the base state
chart with each found subsequent state from the compare state chart (i.e., (State1,State1) is cre-
ated), the ImprovedFaMine algorithm directly knows, which subsequent states have to be com-
pared, because the matched transitions’ target states (i.e., State 1 for both state charts) can di-
rectly be used to create the corresponding compare elements. Next, both algorithms create the
list of all subsequent transitions for the created compare elements (i.e., transition a for State
Chart 1 and transitions a and b for State Chart 2) and create the corresponding compare el-
ements (i.e., (a,a) and (a,b)). Again, the ImprovedFaMine algorithm executes the match algo-
rithm on these compare elements and identifies (a,a) and (null,b) as the corresponding distinct
matches. Consequently, the ImprovedFaMine algorithm directly creates and matches the com-
pare elements (State2a,State2b) and (null,State3), because these are the target states of the
previously matched transitions. The AdaptedFaMine algorithm has to identify the lists of subse-
quent states for the found transitions (i.e., State2a for State Chart 1 and State2b and State3
for State Chart 2) and create the corresponding compare elements (i.e., (State2a,State2b) and
(State2a,State3)). As a last step, the AdaptedFaMine algorithm runs the matching algorithm on
the resulting lists of state compare elements: (Initial,Initial), (State1,State1), (State2a,-
State2b), (State2a,State3) and transition compare elements: (Initial,Initial), (a,a), (a,b)
and creates the optional elements (null,State3) and (null,b). After this step, both results are
the same and the resulting list of distinct matches for the state charts in Figure 4.24 is: (Initial,-
Initial), (State1,State1), (State2a,State2b), (null,State3) for states, and: (Initial,-
Initial), (a,a), (null,b) for transitions.
As we can see, the two algorithms create the same list of distinct compare elements for this exam-
ple. In contrast to the AdaptedFaMine algorithm, our ImprovedFaMine algorithm only runs the
comparing and matching algorithm on transitions and uses this information to create the corre-
sponding distinct matches for states. Using this approach, the overall number of compare elements
during the matches is reduced, since the algorithm is run on a smaller set of compare elements. On
the other hand, the overall number of match algorithm calls is increased, because we call it multiple
times instead of only once at the end of the comparison.
In Table 4.1, we compare the ImprovedFaMine algorithm (in the right column) with the Adapt-
edFaMine algorithm (in the left column) using four characteristics:
The number of match algorithm calls needed to find the distinct compare elements for states
and transition in the compared state charts.
The overall number compare elements for states and transitions, which are created during
the execution of both algorithms.
The average number of state and transition compare elements, which need to be matched
when the matching algorithm is called for the corresponding elements. In order to calculate
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AdaptedFaMine algorithm ImprovedFaMine algorithm
(states / transitions) (states / transitions)
Matching algorithm calls 1 / 1 0 / 2
Number of created compare elements 5 / 4 4 / 4
Average number of compare elements during matching 4 / 3 – / 1.5
Number of distinct compare elements 4 / 3 4 / 3
Table 4.1.: Comparison of the two family mining approaches for the example in Figure 4.24
this characteristic, we count the overall number of compare elements for the compared types
(i.e., states or transitions), which are processed during matching. When counting these ele-
ments, we leave all compare elements aside, that were created by the matching algorithm after
it finished and an element was identified to be optional. For example, during the execution of
the ImprovedFaMine algorithm for our example in Figure 4.24, we processed three compare
elements during the matching of transitions ((Initial,Initial), (a,a), and (a,b)) and
created one optional compare element after matching (i.e., (null,b)). To calculate the aver-
age number of state and transition compare elements, which need to be matched when the
matching algorithm is called for the corresponding elements, we divide the counted number
of compare elements by the overall number of matching algorithm calls for the correspond-
ing element. Consequently, for our example the average number of transition compare ele-
ments, which need to be matched when the matching algorithm is called is 1.5, since we called
the matching algorithm twice for transition compare elements and counted three transition
compare elements.
The number of distinct compare elements for states and transitions (i.e., the number of com-
pare elements, which are kept after matching).
As we can see, the AdaptedFaMine algorithm only calls the matching algorithm twice, once for
the compared states and once for the compared transitions. Our ImprovedFaMine algorithm only
calls the matching algorithm to match transitions, because states are matched implicitly, but needs
to call the matching algorithm more often than the AdaptedFaMine algorithm, since it processes
the compare elements in segments. After comparing the initial states of two state charts, a new
segment is created, which compares and matches the subsequent transitions. Afterwards, we can
directly compare and match the target states of the compared transitions and create a new segment
for the subsequent transitions. These steps are repeated until the state charts are completely pro-
cessed. As we can see, the match algorithm needs to be called for each segment, in order to match
the transitions. For our example, the match algorithm is only called twice. Of course, this number
increases when larger state charts are compared, since more segments are needed to process the
state charts.
Advantage of our ImprovedFaMine algorithm is that we only use the matching algorithm for
transitions and, consequently, can only have ambiguous elements for these transitions, since states
are directly matched according to the matched transitions. Ambiguous elements occur, when com-
pare elements exist, that have the same similarity and contain the same base element or compare
element. In these cases, we cannot directly match one of the elements, but have to mark the corre-
sponding elements ambiguous and hope, that other matched elements help to solve these conflicts.
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If a conflict cannot be solved automatically, the corresponding elements are presented to the user
and a manual decision has to be found. As we only apply the matching algorithm for small segments
of the model, we further reduce the chance of ambiguous elements, because every time we call the
matching algorithm, only a small subset of all possible compare elements needs to be matched. For
our example, we have to match four state compare elements and three transition compare elements
during the Matching Phase of the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. The average number of compare el-
ements during the matching phases for our ImprovedFaMine algorithm is lower, since we do not
have to match states, because they are compared and matched implicitly, when we use the target
states of the matched transitions. During the matching of the compared transitions, we only have
to match a subset of the overall transition compare elements. Consequently, the average number of
transition compare elements, which are matched, is 1.5 for our example.
Another big advantage compared to theAdaptedFaMine algorithm is the number of created com-
pare elements, since the ImprovedFaMine algorithm needs to create less compare elements for
compared states. In Table 4.1, we can see, that the AdaptedFaMine algorithm creates five compare
elements to find distinct matches for states. That is because, we have to create all possible combi-
nations for the segments of states, (Initial,Initial) for the first segment, (State1,State1) for
the second segment, and (State2a,State2b) and (State2a,State3) for the last segment. After
running the matching algorithm on these four compare elements (State2a,State3) is ruled out
and we have to create the compare element (null,State3) to represent the optional state.
Our ImprovedFaMine algorithm, can use the results of the Matching Phases for the transition
segments, because the matched transitions allow us to directly create the correct compare elements
for their target states. Consequently, we can directly create the compare element (null,State3)
for our example and do not need to create the incorrect compare element (State2a,State3). The
number of created transition compare elements is the same for both approaches, because we still
need to execute the Comparing Phase and the Matching Phase for transitions in both approaches. In
our example, we reduced the number of created state compare elements by one element, but with
larger state charts the eﬀect should be higher, especially when a large number of combinations
needs to be created for a segment.
The presented numbers only give a small insight into the diﬀerences of the algorithms and pos-
sible advantages of the ImprovedFaMine algorithm compared to the AdaptedFaMine algorithm.
The algorithms should be further evaluated and compared with larger models, in order to better
understand the diﬀerences between the approaches.
In order to realize the workflow for the ImprovedFaMine algorithm in Figure 4.23, we have to
interleave the execution of the Comparing Phase and the Matching Phase, because we directly call
the matching algorithm on the created transition compare elements of the processed segments. The
Matching Phase can remain unchanged compared to the Matching Phase of theAdaptedFaMine algo-
rithm, because we want to use the same ideas for the matching algorithm, but call it on a smaller set
of compare elements. The Merging Phase also remains unchanged compared to the NewWorkflow
of the AdaptedFaMine algorithm (cf. Figure 4.3), because the structure of the generated results is
the same and we can use the same algorithms to merge them back into one model. Consequently,
we can also reuse an implementation of a possible exporter for a family model representation. As we
can see, only the algorithms for the Comparing Phase change for the new family mining algorithm,
which eases the implementation, because most parts can be reused.
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4.6.1. Pseudocode for the Improved Algorithm
In Algorithm 4.5, we present the pseudocode for the ImprovedFaMine algorithm. This algorithm
combines the Comparing Phase and Matching Phase. It is started by calling the compare() method in
Line 1 with two state charts scb and scc as input, which represent the base state chart and the compare
state chart, respectively. This method initializes the lists CEms and CEmt in Line 2 and Line 3, which
store the matched state and transition compare elements. Afterwards the initial states from scb and
scc are compared and directly matched by calling the compareStates() method in Line 4.
The compareStates() method checks, whether one of the compared states is null. In Line 8, two
states are compared, which are not null and in Line 10 and Line 12 a state from the base state
chart, which is not null is compared with a state from the compare state chart, which is null, or
the other way round. In contrast to the algorithm in Algorithm 4.1, the created compare elements
are not stored in a list of possible compare elements, but are stored in the list of matched state
compare elements CEms , since they represent distinct matches (cf. Section 4.6). After creating the
corresponding compare elements, the algorithm creates in Line 14 and Line 15 the lists of successor
transitions for the compared states and passes them in Line 16 to the compareTransitions() method.
This method is very similar to the implementation in Algorithm 4.1 except for the integrated
matching part. The algorithm first checks, whether the two lists succbt and succct passed to this
method are empty. If both lists contain at least one transition (cf. Line 20), all possible combinations
of these states are created in Line 23. If one of the lists is empty, (cf. Line 26 or Line 30) the elements
from the other non-empty list are compared with null (cf. Line 28 and Line 32). All created compare
elements are stored in the list of possible compare elements for states (CEpt ).
In Line 35, this list of all possible transition compare elements is matched by calling the match()
method from Algorithm 4.3 and storing the partial list of matched transition compare elements
in PCEmt . In Line 36, this list is added to the list CEmt of overall matched transition compare
elements. Each of the transition compare elements from PCEmt is processed in Line 38 to create
the corresponding state compare elements.
As the matching algorithm and the merging algorithm are the same for the AdaptedFaMine algo-
rithm and the ImprovedFaMine algorithm, we do not explain these algorithms again, but reference
Subsection 4.3.1 and Subsection 4.4.4 for the corresponding explanations.
4.7. Summary
In this chapter, we discussed an identified problem with the current approach, which can produce
inaccurate results in certain situations. As a result, we decided to refactor the workflow and to
execute all three phases (i.e., the Comparing Phase, the Matching Phase, and the Merging Phase) for two
compared models and use the merged results as an input for the comparison with the next model
and the next merging. This diﬀers from the current implementation, as we currently compare
all compare models with the defined base model and match the results of each comparison. The
matched results are then used to create a merged 150% model, which might be inaccurate, because
the variability is only identified between the base model and each of the compare models. Next,
we explained, how the current family mining approach for block-based models can be adapted for
state charts (we called this adapted algorithm the AdaptedFaMine algorithm) and which challenges
have to be tackled during the adaption of the diﬀerent phases. For example, new compare elements
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Input: Two state charts scb, scc ∈ SC, scb 6= scc
Output: Lists CEms and CEmt with all matched compare elements for states and transitions
1 procedure compare(scb, scc)
2 CEms ← ∅;
3 CEmt ← ∅;
4 compareStates(initial(scb), initial(scc);
5 return;
6 procedure compareStates(sb, sc)
7 if sb! = null and sc! = null then
8 CEms ← compare(sb, sc);
9 else if sc = null then
10 CEms ← compare(sb, null);
11 else if sc = null then
12 CEms ← compare(null, sc);
13 end
14 succbt ← succ(sb);
15 succct ← succ(sc);
16 compareTransitions(succbt , succct);
17 return;
18 procedure compareTransitions(succbt , succct)
19 CEpt ← ∅;
20 if |succbt | > 0 and |succct | > 0 then
21 foreach tb ∈ succbt do
22 foreach tc ∈ succct do
23 CEpt ← compare(tb, tc);
24 end
25 end
26 else if |succbt | > 0 then
27 foreach tb ∈ succbt do
28 CEpt ← compare(tb, null);
29 end
30 else if |succct | > 0 then
31 foreach tc ∈ succct do
32 CEpt ← compare(null, tc);
33 end
34 end
35 PCEmt ← match(CEpt);
36 CEmt ← PCEmt ;
37 foreach cet ∈ PCEmt do
38 compareStates(getBaseTarget(cet), getCompareTarget(cet));
39 end
40 return;
Algorithm 4.5.: Pseudocode for the improved Comparing Phase and Matching Phase
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have to be introduced for regions and transitions, which then have to be created by the compare
algorithm. Furthermore, the matching algorithm has to be modified to support the matching of
state compare elements, region compare elements, and transition compare elements. In order to
compare states with each other, we described algorithms to compare hierarchical states and parallel
states with other states. We created a new merging algorithm to generate correct results, because
block-based models and state charts diﬀer to much (e.g., for state charts we also have to represent
the correct variability of the transitions). As a last step for the adaption, we discussed the limitations
of the current family model representation and proposed some ideas, how a better visualization can
be found. However, we do not present a final solution, as this thesis only focuses on the adaption
of the basic algorithms to apply family mining to state charts. Beside describing how the existing
algorithm can be adapted, we introduced the ImprovedFaMine algorithm to compare state charts
with each other. This algorithm combines the Comparing Phase and the Matching Phase and takes
advantage of the structure of state charts, which might reduce the number of compare elements
created during the comparisons. The algorithm might also reduce the number of elements, which
have to be matched during the Matching Phase, which in turn might reduce the number ambiguous
elements.
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In this chapter, we describe the current implementation of the family mining for state charts, as
well as the implementation of a tool for the import of IBM Rational Rhapsody state charts into our
internal meta-model representation. This tool is essential for our evaluation in Chapter 6, since
the state charts from the case study, which we want to use during this evaluation, were created with
IBM Rational Rhapsody.
In Section 5.1, we explain the basic structure of the environment, which we used to implement the
ideas of Chapter 4. As we implemented the algorithms using Eclipse plugins, we describe the de-
pendencies between them and their basic contents. In Section 5.2, we explain the functionality of the
gui plugin, which provides means to start the implemented algorithms for selected state charts. In
Section 5.3, we explain the model plugin, which provides the meta-model introduced in Section 3.4.
In Section 5.4, we explain the common plugin, which we realized to provide common classes (e.g., ex-
ceptions) that are used by multiple other plugins. In Section 5.5, we explain the statistic plugin,
which provides classes that are used to calculate statistics for the algorithms, in order to compare
the AdaptedFaMine algorithm with the ImprovedFaMine algorithm. In Section 5.6, we explain
how we realized the algorithms discussed in Chapter 4. And finally, in Section 5.7, we explain the de-
tails of the implementation for the tool, which allows to import IBM Rational Rhapsody state charts
and store them in our internal meta-model representation.
5.1. Environment of the Implementation
The family mining implementation for state charts is realized using the Java Development Kit
(JDK) in version 81 by creating Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP) plugins for Eclipse Luna2.
Eclipse is an integrated development environment (IDE) for diﬀerent programming languages, which
is extensible with these RCP plugins. Such a plugin consists of standard Java code and contains
settings files, which allow to define dependencies to other plugins, to export packages from the
corresponding plugin during runtime, and to extend extension points defined by Eclipse or other
plugins. Exporting packages during runtime allows to access code of other plugins. Defined exten-
sion points are used to add functionality to the existing platform. For example, a plugin can extend
an extension point to add new buttons to the graphical user interface (GUI) of the IDE, which can
trigger the execution of the developed code. Before starting a plugin, Eclipse checks whether the
defined dependencies are satisfied and, otherwise, prevents the execution. The RCP allows to cre-
ate modular architectures with plugins depending on each other and, thus, facilitates the eﬃcient
reuse of code, because of the created modularity.
In Figure 5.1, we present the architecture of the family mining implementation for state charts
with all dependencies between the diﬀerent plugins. A directed transition between two plugins
indicates, that the plugin, in which direction the arrow is pointing, is a dependency of the other
1https://www.oracle.com/java/
2https://www.eclipse.org/
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Figure 5.1.: Dependencies of the created Eclipse plugins for the family mining implementation
plugin (e.g., the compareengine depends on the model). As we can see, the architecture in Figure 5.1
consists of five plugins, whose full name normally has de.tu_bs.cs.isf.statecharts as a prefix,
which we omitted to increase the readability of the architecture. The architecture also has three
additional dependencies to plugins, which are provided by Eclipse.
The basic purpose of the plugins shown in Figure 5.1 is described in the following overview, and
will be further explained in the following sections.
gui
This plugin extends the org.eclipse.ui.commands, org.eclipse.ui.handlers, and org.-
eclipse.ui.menus extension points and creates a new menu in the menu bar, which contains
two buttons to trigger the family mining approach by executing the AdaptedFaMine algo-
rithm or the ImprovedFaMine algorithm. The details of this plugin are further explained in
Section 5.2.
model
This plugin contains the meta-model described in Section 3.4, which was created using the
Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)3. EMF allows to create meta-models with a special ed-
itor, which can be used to define classes with attributes and references between these classes.
The created meta-model then is used to generate Java classes, which can be used to create
model instances of parsed state charts and is the expected input format for our family mining
implementation. The details of this plugin are further explained in Section 5.3.
model.edit / model.editor
These plugins are not directly needed for the family mining implementation, but provide
methods and classes to display and edit XMI files in the *.statechart format.
common
This plugin contains classes, which are used in diﬀerent other plugins. These contain excep-
tions created to give detailed information about occurring errors, classes to set the variability
3http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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for states, regions, or transitions of the meta-model, and a console implementation, which can
be used for debug purposes. The details of this plugin are further explained in Section 5.4.
statistic
This plugin contains classes, which can be used to create statistics when running the family
mining algorithms. The details of this plugin are further explained in Section 5.5.
compareengine
This plugin contains the implementation of the AdaptedFaMine algorithm and the Im-
provedFaMine algorithm. The details of this plugin are further explained in Section 5.6.
org.eclipse.core.resources
This plugin is used to access certain resource handling classes of Eclipse, which allow to
access the files selected in the Package Explorer or Project Explorer of Eclipse.
org.eclipse.emf.ecore.xmi
This plugin is used to read XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) files, a special Extensible Markup
Language (XML) format, which can be used to store models created with the defined meta-
model.
org.eclipse.ui.console
This plugin is used to realize the debug console provided by the common plugin.
5.2. Plugin: gui
The gui plugin provides the classes, which start the two algorithms for the AdaptedFaMine algo-
rithm and the ImprovedFaMine algorithm. Therefore, it extends the org.eclipse.ui.commands,
the org.eclipse.ui.handlers, and the org.eclipse.ui.menus extension points to create a new
menu bar entry, which is called “Family Mining”. The created menu contains two buttons “Run
State Chart Mining (Adapted)” and “Run State Chart Mining (Improved)”, which trigger the corre-
sponding code to run the family mining on state charts for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm (i.e.,
“Adapted”) and the ImprovedFaMine algorithm (i.e., “Improved”). For both buttons, we have cre-
ated a so called handler class, which starts the execution of the code. In order to register this new
handler class as a new menu entry, we have to edit the plugin.xml file provided by the gui plugin.
In Listing 5.1, we show an excerpt of the current plugin.xml file to explain how new entries can be
created by using the example of the “Run State Chart Mining (Adapted)” menu entry.
Any new command for the menu has to be realized in the same way as this entry. Similar to
the command in Line 10 a new command tag has to be added, declaring a unique command id (cf.,
Line 11), which identifies the new command. In addition a name has to be entered for the new
menu entry (cf., Line 12). Next, a new handler has to be registered by adding a new handler tag
(cf., Line 18). This handler reacts to the previously defined command id. The handler defined
in Line 18 links the corresponding handler class (cf., Line 19) with the previously defined unique
command id (cf., Line 20). For the linked class, we have to provide the full package path (e.g.,
de.tu_bs.cs.isf.statecharts.gui.handlers.RunHandlerAdapted in our example) in order to
enable the extension point to find the class. The last step is to add the newly defined command to
the created menu. In Line 32, we add the previously defined command to the menu by adding a new
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1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <?eclipse version="3.4"?>
3 <plugin>
4 <extension
5 point="org.eclipse.ui.commands">
6 <category
7 id="de.tu_bs.cs.isf.commands.category"
8 name="Family Mining">
9 </category >
10 <command
11 id="de.tu_bs.cs.isf.gui.commands.runCommandAdapted"
12 name="Run State Chart Mining (Adapted)">
13 </command>
14 ...
15 </extension >
16 <extension
17 point="org.eclipse.ui.handlers">
18 <handler
19 class="de.tu_bs.cs.isf.statecharts.gui.handlers.RunHandlerAdapted"
20 commandId="de.tu_bs.cs.isf.gui.commands.runCommandAdapted">
21 </handler>
22 ...
23 </extension >
24 <extension
25 point="org.eclipse.ui.menus">
26 <menuContribution
27 allPopups="false"
28 locationURI="menu:org.eclipse.ui.main.menu?after=additions">
29 <menu
30 id="de.tu_bs.cs.isf.gui.menus.familyMenu"
31 label="Family Mining">
32 <command
33 commandId="de.tu_bs.cs.isf.gui.commands.runCommandAdapted"
34 id="de.tu_bs.cs.isf.gui.menus.runCommandAdapted"
35 style="push">
36 </command>
37 ...
38 </menu>
39 </menuContribution >
40 </extension >
41 </plugin>
Listing 5.1.: Adding a new run command to the plugin.xml
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AbstractHandler
+ execute(event : ExecutionEvent) : Object
RunHandler
# compareEninge : CompareEngine
+ execute(event : ExecutionEvent) : Object
# initCompareEngine() : void
RunHandlerAdapted
# initCompareEngine() : void
RunHandlerImproved
# initCompareEngine() : void
Figure 5.2.: Class diagram of the gui plugin
command tag inside the menu tag. The command contains the unique command id (cf., Line 33),
which we previously defined, and a new unique id, which identifies the command inside the menu
(cf., Line 34). Besides, we have to declare the style of the new entry (cf., Line 35). Using the push style,
we declare a normal menu entry, which is activated by a simple click.
Since the way to start the execution of both approaches is fairly similar, we created the inher-
itance hierarchy in Figure 5.2. At the top of the hierarchy we have the AbstractHandler class,
which is provided by Eclipse and allows to start the execution of the two approaches by overrid-
ing the execute() method in the RunHandler class. The RunHandler class executes all code, that
is common for the start of the two approaches. This includes receiving the list of files contain-
ing the state charts, which should be compared, parsing these files, and setting up the statistic.
The only method, which needs to be implemented, when extending the RunHandler class, is the
initCompareEngine() method. This method initializes the compareEngine variable, which con-
tains the compare engine, that should be used to compare the selected state charts with each other.
By selecting one or more *.statechart files in the Package Explorer or Project Explorer of Eclipse
and selecting an approach from the “Family Mining” menu, we receive the list of files, that should
be compared. These *.statechart files are a special XMI format to store state chart instances,
which were modeled using our meta-model described in Section 3.4.
In Listing 5.2, we show some example code, how an XMI file in the *.statechart format can be
parsed. In Line 9 the file is loaded, by passing a FileInputStream and an empty HashMap to the
XMIResourceImpl. The input stream should contain the file, that we want to load and the map is
used to configure the parsing of the file. Since we are using the default settings, we do not have to
add any parameters to this map. In Line 19, we access the state chart from the parsed file. As each
of the files contains exactly one state chart, we can directly access the first resource (i.e., by using
getContents().get(0)).
After parsing the models, the comparison of the models is started according to the selected ap-
proach. All details of the implementation of the Comparing Phase, Matching Phase, and Merging
Phase for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm and the ImprovedFaMine algorithm are described in
Section 5.6. At the end of the execution, the statistics for the executed approach are displayed.
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1 // the file that should be parsed
2 File file = new File("/path/to/file.statechart");
3
4 // create a new resource
5 XMIResourceImpl resource = new XMIResourceImpl();
6 try {
7 // read the contents from the file into the resource
8 FileInputStream stream = new FileInputStream(file)
9 resource.load(stream, new HashMap<Object, Object >());
10
11 // close the stream
12 stream.close();
13 }
14 catch (FileNotFoundException | IOException e) {
15 e.printStackTrace();
16 }
17
18 // fetch the state chart from the resource
19 StateChart chart = (StateChart) resource.getContents().get(0);
Listing 5.2.: Parsing an XMI file in the *.statechart format
5.3. Plugin: model
The model plugin provides the classes for the meta-model, which we described in Section 3.4. These
classes are generated using EMF, which processes the statecharts.genmodel file in the plugin’s
model folder, in order to create the defined classes. The statecharts.genmodel file allows to con-
figure the generation process and uses the statecharts.ecore definition file, which contains the
information about the EMF meta-model that should be generated (cf., Section 3.4).
The generated classes are used in diﬀerent steps of the family mining process. First, the models,
which should be compared with each other, need to be created in the EMF meta-model format,
in order to be compatible with our implementation. Consequently, models have to be parsed and
transformed into a meta-model representation. One way is to parse and process the models and
directly use the created objects for a comparison. Another possibility is to parse the models, create
the meta-model representation, and store these results in an XMI file in the *.statechart format.
In order to understand, how objects can be created using the generated classes, we show the gen-
eration of a new StateChart object in Listing 5.3. Objects of the generated classes are not created
using the new operator, but by calling a factory, which provides methods to create objects for all
classes defined by the meta-model. In Line 2, we first fetch the factory object and then create, for
example, a StateChart object in Line 5.
After using the factory to create a representation of some parsed state charts, we can use the code
in Listing 5.4 to store the meta-model representation in an XMI file in the *.statechart format.
In Line 6, we add the meta-model representation of the state chart, that should be stored, to a new
resource (i.e., by using getContents().add(chart)). In Line 11, this resource is stored in a file by
passing a FileOutputStream and an empty HashMap to the XMIResourceImpl. Similar to loading
an XMI file, the output stream contains the file, that should contain the contents of the exported
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1 // fetch the factory instance
2 StateChartsFactory factory = StateChartsFactory.eINSTANCE;
3
4 // create a new StateChart
5 StateChart chart = factory.createStateChart();
Listing 5.3.: Creating a new StateChart object
1 // the state chart that should be stored
2 StateChart chart = ...
3
4 // add the contents to a new resource
5 XMIResourceImpl resource = new XMIResourceImpl();
6 resource.getContents().add(chart);
7
8 try {
9 // store the resource’s contents into a file
10 FileOutputStream stream = new FileOutputStream("example.statechart");
11 resource.save(stream, new HashMap<Object, Object >());
12
13 // close the stream
14 stream.close();
15 }
16 catch (FileNotFoundException | IOException e) {
17 e.printStackTrace();
18 }
Listing 5.4.: Storing a meta-model representation as an XMI file in the *.statechart format
resource, and the empty hash map defines that we want to use the default configuration for storing
the state chart. The newly created file can be parsed as described in Section 5.2.
The statecharts.genmodel file also allows to generate two additional plugins. The model.edit
plugin provides classes, which are used by the model.editor plugin to open, display, and modify
*.statechart files. These two plugins are not directly needed for the family mining implemen-
tation, but are very useful to analyze models, which are stored in XMI files in the *.statechart
format.
5.4. Plugin: common
The common plugin provides diﬀerent classes, which are used by multiple other plugins. By creating
this separate plugin, we increased the modularity and the reuse of code in plugins. The plugin
contains three functionalities used by other classes:
1. A set of exceptions, which are used to provide proper error handling.
2. Two static classes, which provide methods to set the variability and group of states, regions,
and transitions.
3. A debug console, which allows to show debug messages during family mining.
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5.4.1. Exceptions
The exceptions package contains a set of exceptions, which are used at diﬀerent points of the
family mining approach to indicate that some error occurred and to give a proper error message
for this error. The following exceptions can occur:
BothComparedElementsNullException
This exception indicates the detection of two elements, which are null, and which are com-
pared during the creation of a compare element.
CalculationAlreadyExistsException
This exception indicates, that during the initialization of a new calculation a value is reini-
tialized. By using this exception, we prevent overwriting a value, which was previously set.
IllegalCompareException
This exception indicates, that two elements are compared, which are not comparable to each
other. For example, a state is compared with a transition.
IllegalMetricException
This exception indicates, that a metric was identified to be illegal. For example, some manda-
tory attribute in the metric is missing or the total value of the metric is greater than 1.0, which
is not legal as the values in the interval of 0 and 1.
MergeFailedException
This exception indicates, that the merging process failed. For example, during the merging
of an optional transition the corresponding source or target state is not found, because some-
thing went wrong, when merging them into the base model.
MultipleInitialStatesException
This exception indicates, that a region contains more than one initial state.
NoInitialStateSetException
This exception indicates, that a region does not contain an initial state.
NoModelsAddedException
This exception indicates, that no models were defined for the family mining approach.
NonExistingCalculationAccessException
This exception indicates, that during the calculation of the similarity for two compared ele-
ments a value was accessed, which does not exist.
NotInitializedException
This exception indicates, that some essential element for the family mining approach was not
initialized. For example, compare element factories, which are used to create new compare
elements, need to have access to the metric, that should be used. If this access is not granted,
this exception occurs.
NotMatchedException
This exception indicates, that the matched results are accessed before they are actually matched.
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5.4.2. Variability Options and Groups
The VariabilityOptions class contains static methods, which are used to set the variability (i.e.,
mandatory, optional, or alternative) for state chart elements (i.e., states, regions, and transitions),
and to check what kind of variability was assigned. Besides, a helper method exists to print the
variability of an element to the console. We use the following symbols, which are based on the
family model representation of pure::variants to print the variability of elements to the console:
exclamation mark (i.e., !) for mandatory elements
question mark (i.e., ?) for optional elements
double arrow (i.e., <=>) for alternative elements
The VariabilityOptions class also provides methods to create a statistic for state charts, which
counts the number of mandatory, optional, and alternative states, regions, and transitions.
The GroupOptions class provides static methods to define group numbers for alternative ele-
ments, and to check whether the group number was set and what value it has. Besides, alternative
groups can be set optional.
Both classes, the VariabilityOptions class and the GroupOptions class, use the map defined by
the ParameterizedElement class and use a number of Strings as keys to store additional parame-
ters. In Table A.1 in Section A.1, we show the list of all these keys. This list should be checked before
introducing new keys, in order to prevent conflicts and overriding parameters.
5.4.3. Console
During the development of the code, the plugins are not deployed (i.e., added to an Eclipse in-
stallation) as *.jar files, but are executed in an Eclipse runtime, which is started from the nor-
mal Eclipse instance. The Console class contains static methods to print Strings to the console
of the Eclipse runtime instance, because normal System.out.println(...) commands print to
the console of the Eclipse instance from which the Eclipse runtime instance was started. The
Console class can easily be used by adding the common plugin as a dependency to another plugin
and calling Console.println(...). The Strings passed to this method are directly printed to the
console of the Eclipse runtime instance. This behavior can be disabled and enabled by using the
setEnabledDebug(...) method. When printing to the console of the Eclipse runtime instance is
disabled, the method has the same behavior as System.out.println(...) and prints to the con-
sole of the Eclipse instance, which started the Eclipse runtime instance.
5.5. Plugin: statistic
The statistic plugin provides classes to create statistics for the family mining process. The
GeneralStatistic class provides methods to start and stop a timer for the parsing process. Fur-
thermore, we have to set an ApproachStatistic class for the current approach, which we execute.
The implementation of the toString() method prints the general statistic and the approach spe-
cific statistic to the console. The GeneralStatistic class is realized as a singleton class, since only
one instance of the statistic is needed
The abstract ApproachStatistic provides methods to increment diﬀerent counters, which are
used to count the number of created CompareElements for states, regions, transitions, and state
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charts and a number of other characteristics (e.g., the number of matching algorithm calls, or the
number of decision wizard calls). Furthermore, the ApproachStatistic allows to add the models’
sizes to the statistic by using the addModelSize() method, which stores the name of the passed
model and the number of contained states, regions, and transitions. Diﬀerent timers exist for the
three phases of the family mining process (i.e., the Comparing Phase, the Matching Phase, and the
Mering Phase), which can be started, stopped, and in the case of the comparison timer also paused
and resumed.
Two methods exist, which are called when ambiguous elements were found during the Matching
Phase (i.e., the setAmbiguous() method) and when they are resolved (i.e., the setAmbiguousness-
Resolved() method). The toString() method for the ApproachStatistic prints the runtime of
the current approach and also shows statistics about the compared state charts and the identified
variability. Both statistics, the GeneralStatistic and the ApproachStatistic use the Timer class,
which allows to start and stop a timer, get the timer’s runtime and print the runtime as a formated
string, which shows the hours, minutes, seconds, and milliseconds. Two implementations of the ab-
stract ApproachStatistic exist (i.e., for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm and the ImprovedFaMine
algorithm), which are realized as singleton classes, because similar to the GeneralStatistic only
one instance of the corresponding statistic is needed.
5.6. Plugin: compareengine
The compareengine plugin is the most complex plugin, because it contains all classes, which are
needed to execute family mining on state charts. It contains multiple sub-packages, which group
classes for diﬀerent phases and tasks of the family mining process together. In order to give a small
summary of each package and an overview of the package hierarchy used in the compareengine
plugin, we consider Figure 5.3.
The most important class in the compareengine plugin is the abstract CompareEngine class, as
it defines the methods that need to be realized in order to create a compare engine for family
mining of state charts. In Figure 5.4, we present a simplified class diagram for this class. The
first two abstract methods, which need to be implemented are the initApproachStatistic()
method and the initFactories() method. The initApproachStatistic() method has to ini-
tialize the statistic variable, which is used to collect statistics about the family mining process.
The initFactories() method is needed to initialize all factory variables. These factories are used
in the course of the family mining process to execute the Comparing Phase (cf., Subsection 5.6.2), the
Matching Phase (cf., Subsection 5.6.3), and the Merging Phase (cf., Subsection 5.6.4). These two ini-
tialization methods are called by the initBehavior() method, which gets the Metric (cf., Subsec-
tion 5.6.1) and the DecisionWizard (cf., Subsection 5.6.3) as parameters. The metric is used during
the comparison of the elements to calculate their similarity and during the merging, since it de-
fines the identified variability according to the calculated similarity. The decision wizard is needed
during the matching in order to solve conflicts between ambiguous elements. Both elements are
the only way how the family mining process can be influenced externally, without implementing a
new version of one or multiple of the phases.
Any class, which extends the CompareEngine class, has to implement the four methods compare(),
match() (this method exists in two versions), and merge(), which define how the phases have to
be executed for the corresponding implementation. The execution of these three phases is started
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I compare
This package provides all classes, which are needed to compare state charts with each other.
I compareelement
This package contains classes, which are used to create diﬀerent compare elements for
state charts, states, regions, and transitions.
I adapted
This package contains the compare classes for the compare algorithm of the Adapt-
edFaMine algorithm.
I calculation
This package contains classes to store the similarity calculations during the com-
parison of state chart elements.
I improved
This package contains the compare classes for the compare algorithm of the Im-
provedFaMine algorithm.
I handler
This package contains classes, which help to prevent loops when creating the compare
elements during the Comparing Phase.
Imultiple
This package contains classes, which are used to create all possible permutations of two
lists of multiple elements with the same type (e.g., state actions, or transition labels),
compare them, and return the best overall similarity.
I helper
This package contains a helper class, which provides methods used by multiple classes in the
compare engine.
Imatch
This package provides all classes, which are needed to match a list of compare elements.
I decision
This package contains the classes, which are needed to realize a decision wizard to auto-
matically select a compare element, when ambiguous elements are detected.
Imerge
This package contains all classes, which are needed to merge the results of the family mining.
Imetric
This package contains all classes, which are needed by the metric.
I print
This package contains a class, which is used to print the results of the family mining process.
Figure 5.3.: Package hierarchy of the compareengine plugin
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CompareEngine
# compareElementFactory : CompareElementFactory
# compareFactory : CompareStageFactory
# matchFactory: MatchStageFactory
# mergeFactory : MergeStageFactory
# statistic : ApproachStatistic
+ initBehavior(metric : Metric, decisionWizard : DecisionWizard) : void
# initApproachStatistic() : void
# initFactories() : void
+ compareStateCharts(stateCharts : List<StateChart>) : StateChart
+ compareRegionStateCharts(baseChart : StateChart, compareChart : StateChart) : CompareElementChart
# compare(baseChart : StateChart, compareChart : StateChart) : CompareElementChart
# match(comparedChart : CompareElementChart) : CompareElementChart
# match(possibleMatches : List<CompareElement>) : List<CompareElement>
# merge(matchedChart : CompareElementChart, baseChart : StateChart) : StateChart
CompareEngineAdapted
# initApproachStatistic() : void
# initFactories() : void
# compare(…) : CompareElementChart
# match(…) : CompareElementChart
# match(…) : List<CompareElement>
# merge(…) : StateChart
CompareEngineImproved
# initApproachStatistic() : void
# initFactories() : void
# compare(…) : CompareElementChart
# match(…) : CompareElementChart
# match(…) : List<CompareElement>
# merge(…) : StateChart
Figure 5.4.: Class diagram of the CompareEngine
by passing a list of StateCharts to the compareStateCharts() method, which calls the corre-
sponding implementations for the three phases (i.e., the compare() method, the match() method,
and the merge() method). The compare() method gets two StateCharts as parameters, which
should be compared and returns a CompareElementChart, that contains the CompareElements for
states and transitions, which were created during the comparison. This CompareElementChart is
used as an input for the first match() method, which identifies distinct matches for the created
CompareElements. The results of the matching are then passed to the merge() method, which also
receives a copy of the base state chart and merges the results into this state chart and returns them as
a StateChart object. If another state chart exists, that was not already compared and merged with
the previous state charts, the result of the merging process is used as an input for the next execu-
tion, otherwise the resulting StateChart is returned. The second implementation of the match()
method allows to find the distinct matches for a list of possible matches, which are not contained
in a CompareElementChart; for example, to match a list of region compare elements, when iden-
tifying the correct combination of region compare elements. The compareRegionStateCharts()
method is used to compare the contents of regions with each other, by transferring them to tem-
porary StateCharts and recursively applying the Comparing Phase and Matching Phase to them.
The matched sub-states and sub-transitions from the regions are then stored in the compare
element, which compares the regions’ parents. Since EMF automatically manages the containment
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of object references in lists4, we use diﬀerent copies of the models during all phases (created with
the EcoreUtil.copy() method provided by EMF). Otherwise, the processing of such containment
lists might be destructive, because adding an object reference from a containment list A to another
list B automatically removes the object reference from list A. Consequently, list A might be modified
unintentionally.
Currently, we implemented the two algorithms discussed in this thesis (i.e., the AdaptedFaMine
algorithm and the ImprovedFaMine algorithm). The CompareEngineAdapted class implements
the AdaptedFaMine algorithm and the CompareEngineImproved class implements the Improved-
FaMine algorithm, which we introduced in Section 4.6. Since this approach combines the compar-
ison and the matching in one step (cf., Section 4.6) the implementation of the match() method
for CompareElementCharts simply returns the CompareElementChart, which it gets as an input.
Because of the space limitations in Figure 5.4, we refrained from displaying all parameters of the
methods compare(), match(), and merge().
In the following sections, we will further explain the implementation of the metric (cf., Subsec-
tion 5.6.1) and the three phases of the family mining process (cf., Subsection 5.6.2, Subsection 5.6.3,
and Subsection 5.6.4).
5.6.1. Metric Implementation
The implementation of the metric consists of an abstract Metric class, which defines the structure,
that has to be implemented, in order to realize a legal metric for the family mining process. If all
needed methods are not implemented correctly, the checkMetric() method, which is called by the
constructor of the abstract Metric class, throws an IllegalMetricException.
When extending the Metric class, all methods creating the weights for the diﬀerent state chart
elements have to be implemented correctly. In Listing 5.5, we present some example code, which
shows a basic implementation for such a method. As we can see, a HashMap is created, which con-
tains all elements, that need to be present for the corresponding part of the metric. In our example,
we implement the method, which returns the weights for the static and dynamic parts of states.
Static parts of a state do not contribute to its functionality (e.g., the name of a state), whereas dy-
namic parts influence its functionality (e.g., the state’s actions). When adding the weights to the
map, we use the constants defined by the abstract Metric class as key values (i.e., in this example
METRIC_STATE_STATIC and METRIC_STATE_DYNAMIC). This enables the checkMetric() method to
find the assigned weights and to check their validity. A list of all key values with short explanations
can be found in Table A.2 in Section A.2. A table with all creation methods that need to implement
these weights and the relation with the key values from Table A.2 can be found in Table A.3. All
implementations of these methods, creating a map with values for the metric, have to make sure,
that their assigned weights exactly sum up to 1.0. Otherwise, the checkMetric() method throws
an IllegalMetricException.
As discussed in Section 4.4, the implementation of the Metric also has to provide the three meth-
ods isMandatory(), isAlternative(), and isOptional(). The input parameter for these meth-
ods is a compare element, whose similarity values has to be checked to return the requested status
of the compare element. Consequently, these methods define the thresholds for the classification
of the variability for the compare elements.
4http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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1 @Override
2 protected Map<String, Double> createStateWeightsMap() {
3 Map<String, Double> metric = new HashMap <>();
4 metric.put(METRIC_STATE_STATIC , 0.5);
5 metric.put(METRIC_STATE_DYNAMIC , 0.5);
6
7 return metric;
8 }
Listing 5.5.: Example for a creation method in the metric
Besides providing the weights for the diﬀerent compared elements and methods to determine the
variability of the created compare elements, the metric also holds a StringSimilarityAlgorithm,
which should be used to compare strings with each other. The StringSimilarityAlgorithm is
an abstract class which defines the abstract stringSimilarity() method. This method has to
be implemented by extending classes. It gets two Strings and returns a double value between
0.0 and 1.0, indicating how similar the compared strings are. If the calculated value is below 0.0
or greater than 1.0, the method returns an IllegalMetricException. By implementing diﬀerent
algorithms to compare strings with each other, we can apply our approach to diﬀerent use cases. For
example, we can realize algorithms, which are more tolerant towards small diﬀerences between the
compared strings (e.g., spelling mistakes) and which calculate a partial similarity between them, or
others which do not tolerate these diﬀerences and strictly check for equality. All described classes
can be found in the metric package.
5.6.2. Comparing Phase Implementation
The implementation for the Comparing Phase is contained in the compare package and consists of
classes, realizing the compare algorithms, and classes, storing the results of the calculations and
comparisons. The abstract Compare class defines the structure of compare stages. It contains a
compareStateCharts() method, which is called with two state charts, that should be compared.
This method initializes the algorithm and calls the abstract generateCompareElements() method.
Extending classes should use the two lists allPossibleMatchesState and allPossibleMatches-
Transition to store all possible matches for states and transitions, or directly store the matched
states and transitions in the lists optimalMatchesState and optimalMatchesTransition.
As we can see in Figure 5.5, currently two implementations for compare algorithms exist, namely
CompareAdapted for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm and CompareImproved for the Improved-
FaMine algorithm. These implementations for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm and the Improved-
FaMine algorithm are realized as in the explanations in Section 4.2 and Section 4.6, consequently
we do not go into much detail, but emphasize specialties.
Since we can compare multiple state charts with each other, we also have to include the variability,
which was identified in previous comparisons. This only aﬀects alternative elements, since we have
to compare all elements from alternative groups with the new element from the new compare state
chart. Here, we distinguish between the two cases in Figure 5.6:
1. The alternative group contains an element, which has 100% similarity compared to the element
from the new compare state chart. For example, when comparing the alternative group in
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Compare
# allPossibleMatchesState : List<CompareElement>
# allPossibleMatchesTransition : List<CompareElement>
# optimalMatchesState : List<CompareElement>
# optimalMatchesTransition : List<CompareElement>
# stateHandler : StateHandler
# transitionHandler : TransitionHandlerler
+ compareStateCharts(baseStateChart : StateChart, compareStateChart : StateChart) : CompareElementChart
# generateCompareElements(baseStateChart : StateChart, compareStateChart : StateChart) : void
CompareAdapted
# generateCompareElements(…) : void
CompareImproved
# generateCompareElements(…) : void
Figure 5.5.: Class diagram of the Compare implementation
Figure 5.6a with Figure 5.6b from a new compare state chart, state A does not represent a new
alternative, since it is the same as state A in Figure 5.6a.
2. The alternative group does not contain an element, which has 100% similarity compared to
the element from the new compare state chart. For example, when comparing the alternative
group in Figure 5.6a with Figure 5.6c from a new compare state chart, state C represents a new
alternative, since it matches neither state A, nor state B in Figure 5.6a.
Our approach to handle these two cases is to compare any new element, which is compared to
an element from an alternative group, with all elements from the corresponding alternative group.
For example, when identifying that state A in Figure 5.6a is compared with state C from Figure 5.6c,
we also compare it with state A. In order to prevent us from comparing the same element multiple
times with the same alternative group, we keep track of all elements from the compare state charts,
which we already compared with alternative groups. As the new element can only be matched with
one element, we execute some preprocessing for the matching algorithm in order to reduce the
number of compare elements it has to process.
After creating all compare elements for the new element compared to the alternative group, we
iterate over them and select the element with the highest similarity. When identifying a mandatory
element (i.e., no new alternative is created), we directly return the corresponding compare element
and use this element. All other elements, that were ruled out are deleted afterwards and do not
influence the matching process. As the ImprovedFaMine algorithm only uses the Comparing Phase
and Matching Phase directly for transitions and matches states indirectly (cf., Section 4.6), we apply
this technique only for transitions, whereas for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm it is applied for
states and transitions.
The results of the comparisons have to be stored. Thus, we created the inheritance hierarchy
in Figure 5.7. At the top, we created the AbstractCompareElement class, which allows to store
a ComparableStateChartElement for the base element and the compare element. Two classes
inherit from this class. First, the abstract CompareElement class, which adds the similarity of
the compared elements, and overrides the toString() method to print the compared elements
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A
B
a b
dc
(a) Alternative group between state
A and state B
Aa b
(b) Mandatory state A
Ce f
(c) New alternative state C
Figure 5.6.: Example for the comparison of an alternative group to new elements
and their similarity to the console. This class also contains all methods, which were already re-
alized by the current approach for block-based models to handle compare elements during the
Matching Phase (e.g., to set the compare elements ambiguous). In addition, the abstract init()
method should be implemented by inheriting classes to initialize their settings. Second, the con-
crete CompareElementChart class needs to be implemented, which does not need to store the sim-
ilarity of the compared charts and is used to store the comparison of two state charts. It contains
two lists to store all possible matches for states and transitions and also two lists for the results of
the matching for these elements. These lists can only be accessed by using the corresponding getter
and setter methods. Besides, the CompareElementChart class extends the toString() method to
print its contents to the console. If the matching was not yet executed, the toString() method
prints all possible matches and otherwise the matched results.
Three abstract classes inherit from the CompareElement class. The abstract CompareElementState
class adds four methods to the CompareElement. The isInitialStateCompareElement() method
returns whether the corresponding compare element compares two initial states, which is impor-
tant for the Merging Phase, since there has to be exactly one initial state in a region and initial states
cannot have variability. Consequently, they are always regarded as mandatory. The isHierarchical-
StateCompareElement() and isParallelStateCompareElement() methods return whether the
corresponding compare element compares hierarchical states or parallel states. These elements
contain compare elements for the states’ sub-regions, which can be accessed by the getSubRegion-
CompareElements()method. The CompareElementState class implements the algorithms to com-
pare states with diﬀerent hierarchies, which we discussed in Subsection 4.2.2.
The abstract CompareElementRegion class allows to compare regions with each other and stores
the compare elements for its compared sub-contents (i.e., for the compared states and transitions).
These can be accessed using the getSubStateCompareElements() and getSubTransitionCompare-
Elements() methods, respectively. In order to compare two regions with each other, we create tem-
porary state charts for these sub-contents and recursively call the compare and match algorithms
by calling the compareRegionStateCharts() method of the CompareEngine class.
The abstract CompareElementTransition class compares transitions with each other (as discussed
in Subsection 4.2.2) and stores the corresponding results. For all classes described to this point,
there exist implementations for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm and the ImprovedFaMine algo-
rithm, which we do not further explain, since they use the implementation of the corresponding
parent class and only diﬀer in the initialization for the corresponding algorithm. All described ab-
stract classes can be found in the compareelement package, together with their implementations
for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm and the ImprovedFaMine algorithm. Because of the limited
space available, we did not add these concrete sub-classes to Figure 5.7.
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1 public class StateStaticCalculation extends LinkedCalculation {
2
3 protected StateStaticCalculation(Metric metric)
4 throws CalculationAlreadyExistsException
5 {
6 super(metric, metric.getStateStaticElementsMap(), "State Static");
7 }
8
9 @Override
10 protected void init(Metric metric)
11 throws CalculationAlreadyExistsException
12 {
13 initCalculation(Metric.METRIC_STATE_STATIC_NAME);
14 [...]
15 initSubCalculation(Metric.METRIC_STATE_STATIC_NEIGHBOR ,
16 new StateNeighborhoodCalculation(metric));
17 [...]
18 }
19
20 }
Listing 5.6.: Example for an implementation of the LinkedCalculation class
In order to store the calculated similarity of compare elements in a more sophisticated way, we
created the abstract LinkedCalculation class in the calculation package, which allows to store
the intermediate results of the corresponding calculation. By using this class instead of a simple
double value, we are able to better analyze the results of the calculation, since we can reproduce
how the total similarity was calculated. Obviously, this way of storing the results is more complex,
but it allows us to understand the behavior of the algorithms and eases adjustments of the metric.
In Listing 5.6, we present the implementation of the LinkedCalculation class, which is used to
store the comparisons of the static attributes in states. In Line 6, we call the super constructor and
pass the metric that should be used to compare the attributes of the states, the map containing
the weights for the similarity calculation of the compare attributes, and the name of the current
calculation, which is used when printing the calculation with all its sub-elements to the console.
In order to extend the LinkedCalculation class, we also have to implement the init() method.
This method initializes the values of the attributes, which are expected for the created calculation
object. In Line 13, we show how a calculation for a simple double value has to be initialized. In this
case the initCalculation() method gets the name of the attribute that should be initialized. If
the attribute already exists, we throw an CalculationAlreadyExistsException, in order to pre-
vent overriding the values of attributes, that were previously initialized. Otherwise, the value for
the corresponding attribute is initialized to 0.0. As a LinkedCalculation can also contain sub-
calculations for other complex calculations, we also have to initialize these sub-calculations. In
Line 15, we show how such a sub-calculation is initialized. In this case, we pass the name of the
attribute and the corresponding object (e.g., the calculation of the states’ neighborhood in our ex-
ample) to the initSubCalculation() method.
The overall similarity of the LinkedCalculation objects is not calculated until the calculate-
OverallSimilarity() method is called for the first time. This method iterates over the stored
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CompareMultipleElements<T>
+ compare(baseElements : List<T>, compareElements : List<T>) : double
# calculateSimilarity(baseElement : T, compareElement : T) : double
# calculateAverage() : boolean
Figure 5.8.: Class diagram of the CompareMultipleElements implementation
attributes and their values and recursively calls the calculateOverallSimilarity() method for
sub-calculations and multiplies all values with the corresponding weights defined by the map,
which we initially passed to the super constructor. The calculated value is stored and is not re-
calculated until the corresponding LinkedCalculation object has changed. Changes can only oc-
cur, when a value or a sub-calculation is initialized or value is changed by the putCalculation()
method, which expects the name of the attribute, whose value should be changed, and the corre-
sponding value.
Some of the comparisons for states and transitions need to compare multiple attributes of the
same type (e.g., two lists of state actions from two states) and need to find the combination, which
generates the highest similarity. In order to ease implementing such comparisons, we created the
abstract generic CompareMultipleElements class in the multiple package, which is outlined in
Figure 5.8. When calling the compare() method, this class compares every element from the first
list with every element from the second list, and uses the abstract calculateSimilarity() method
to calculate the similarity for the comparisons. After creating all comparisons, the class iterates
over these results and for every iteration selects the comparison with the highest similarity. All
other comparisons containing the same element from the first list or the second list are deleted
from the list of comparisons. So, we maximize the total similarity of the compared elements. Be-
fore returning the total similarity, the compare() method uses the abstract calculateAverage()
method to check whether the similarity should be divided by the number of compared elements. For
the CompareMultipleElements class, currently there exist implementations for Actions, Strings,
TransitionLabel, and neighbor States.
In order to have a central class which creates and manages compare elements, we created the ab-
stract CompareElementFactory class in Figure 5.9. It contains the abstract createCompareChart()
method, which should be implemented by inheriting classes and allows to create a new Compare-
ElementChart to store the results for the comparison of two state charts. Besides, the create-
CompareElement() method exists which allows to compare two ComparableStateChartElements
and uses the CompareElementPool class to manage the created compare elements. The abstract
CompareElementPool provides the getCompareElement() method, which gets two Comparable-
StateChartElements as parameters and returns the corresponding CompareElement. First, the
method checks whether both elements are not null and of the same type (e.g., two states) and, thus,
are comparable. Otherwise, the method throws an IllegalCompareException or BothCompared-
ElementsNullException, respectively. If the elements are comparable, the method first calls the
isAlreadyContained() method and checks, whether a compare element already exists for this
comparison. In this case, the corresponding compare element is returned, otherwise, it is created
and afterwards returned. By using this CompareElementPool, we reduce the number of created
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CompareElementPool
# getCompareElement(baseElement : ComparableStateChartElement,
compareElement : ComparableStateChartElement) : CompareElement
# createCompareElement(baseState : ComparableStateChartElement,
compareState : ComparableStateChartElement, metric : Metric) : CompareElement
# isAlreadyContained(baseElement : ComparableStateChartElement,
compareElement : ComparableStateChartElement) : CompareElement
CompareElementFactory
+ createCompareChart(baseStateChart : StateChart, compareStateChart : StateChart) : CompareElementChart
+ createCompareElement(baseElement : ComparableStateChartElement,
compareElement : ComparableStateChartElement) : CompareElement
pool
Figure 5.9.: Class diagram of the CompareElementFactory and CompareElementPool implementation
CompareElements, because they are reused during the comparison. For both approaches (i.e., the
AdaptedFaMine algorithm and the ImprovedFaMine algorithm), there exist implementations for
the described CompareElementFactory and CompareElementPool classes, which are realized as
singleton implementations (i.e., they have a getInstance() method returning the only instance of
the corresponding class).
The Printing class in the print package provides the static printMergedResult() method,
which allows to print the results of the family mining process to the debug console (i.e., the console
of the Eclipse runtime instance). This class is a replacement for a proper family model exporter,
since we refrained from implementing such an exporter as discussed in Section 4.5. Mandatory
elements are represented by exclamation marks (i.e., “!”), alternatives are represented by double
arrows (i.e., “<=>”), and optional elements are indicated by question marks (i.e., “?”).
In Listing 5.7, we present the results of a comparison which were created using the printMerged-
Result() method. As we can see, we identified that both models contain a mandatory initial state
Initial and a mandatory state State1. All transitions are printed below their source state using
an indentation of one tab in relation to their source state. For example, the transition in Line 4
starts at the state Initial and, consequently, it is indented. Any regions inside of states are also
indented by one tab in relation to their parent state and the contents of these regions are printed
below the region heading (e.g., for the region state_1 in Line 6). Alternative transitions and states
are added to groups (e.g., Group 0 in Line 8) and are printed below their group heading with one tab
indentation in relation to this heading. And finally, optional elements are represented by a question
mark, as, for example, the region state_2 in Line 19.
5.6.3. Matching Phase Implementation
The implementation for the Matching Phase is contained in the match package. As we can see in Fig-
ure 5.10, it basically consists of the abstract Match class and its sub-classes for the two approaches.
The abstract Match class provides the abstract init() method which needs to be used by extend-
ing classes to initialize the decisionWizard, the factory, and the statistic, used during the
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1 ## model1_model2_merge ##
2 ! ## Region: RootRegion ##
3 ! Initial
4 ! Source: Initial - Initial - Target: State1
5 ! State1
6 ! ## Region: state_1 ##
7 ! Initial
8 ## Group: 0 ##
9 <=> Source: Initial - Initial - Target: State3a
10 <=> Source: Initial - Initial - Target: State3b
11 ## Group: 1 ##
12 <=> State4a
13 <=> State4b
14 ## Group: 2 ##
15 <=> State3a
16 <=> Source: State3a - 1: - Target: State4a
17 <=> State3b
18 <=> Source: State3b - 2: - Target: State4b
19 ? ## Region: state_2 ##
20 ! Initial
21 ! Source: Initial - Initial - Target: State2
22 ! State2
Listing 5.7.: Example for a family mining result printed to the console
matching. The matchCompareElements() method starts the matching algorithm and gets the list
of CompareElements that should be matched. Since all state charts elements, which we want to
compare with the family mining approach are realized as ComparableStateChartElements, we
adapted the current matching algorithm from SimulinkBlocks (i.e., the meta-model class from
the current block-based approach) to ComparableStateChartElements. This allows us to match
compare elements which contain elements extending the ComparableStateChartElements class.
All algorithms used in the abstract Match class are the exact adaptations of the current implementa-
tion to ComparableStateChartElements, consequently, we do not explain them in further detail.
For both approaches (i.e., the AdaptedFaMine algorithm and the ImprovedFaMine algorithm),
there exist implementations of the abstract Match class which only diﬀer in the approach-dependent
init() method.
As previously described, the Match class needs to be initialized with a DecisionWizard. The ab-
stract DecisionWizard class provides methods to implement a decision wizard that allows to man-
ually or automatically solve conflicts, which occur because of ambiguous compare elements during
the Matching Phase. The DecisionWizard class can be found in the decision package and is
adapted directly from the current approach, thus, we do not explain it in further detail.
5.6.4. Merging Phase Implementation
The implementation for the Merging Phase can be found in the merge package. This implementation
basically realizes the steps described in Section 4.4. Consequently, we do not explain every step
in much detail, but only concentrate on complex parts of the implementation, which we needed
to realize these ideas. As we previously explained, EMF automatically manages containments of
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Match
# decisionWizard : DecisionWizard
# factory : CompareElementFactory
# statistic : ApproachStatistic
# init() : void
+ matchCompareElements(possibleMatches : List<CompareElement>) : List<CompareElement>
MatchAdapted
# init() : void
MatchImproved
# init() : void
Figure 5.10.: Class diagram of the Match implementation
lists and, thus, we might unintentionally modify processed models. Consequently, we use diﬀerent
copies of the compared state charts during all phases of the implementation in order to prevent
this behavior. During the creation of the compare elements, we use a diﬀerent copy of the currently
processed base state chart than for the merging process at the end of the family mining process.
Hence, we have to find a way to map between the diﬀerent object instances, because, for each of the
base state chart elements, there exist two object copies (i.e., one copy in the state chart used for the
Comparing Phase and one in the copy for the Merging Phase).
For this purpose, we created the MergeSharedResources class in Figure 5.11, which contains three
maps (i.e., the stateMap, the transitionMap, and the mandatoryCompareStateMap), that manage
the elements contained in the final state chart. These maps get Strings as keys and store the
corresponding elements (i.e., states and transitions, respectively) from the state chart copy used for
the merging process as values. In order to store these elements unambiguously in the map, we
use the unique ids assigned to these elements as key values (cf., Section 3.4). Consequently, it is
important that we assign truly unique ids to all element instances of the state chart (e.g., by using
Universally Unique Identifiers (UUIDs)). For each of the maps, there exist methods to add elements,
to check whether an element with a given id is already contained in the final state chart (i.e., in the
corresponding map), and to get an element with a given id from the corresponding map. By passing
the unique id for a state or transition object from the state chart copy, used for the comparing
process to these methods, we can now request the corresponding element from the state chart copy
used for the merging process. The returned object is used to merge the results correctly to the final
state chart.
The stateMap and the transitionMap store all states and transitions which are currently con-
tained in the final state chart. The mandatoryCompareStateMap is used during the merging process
to manage mandatory compare state chart states. These states are identified to be mandatory compared
in the base state chart and, thus, are not merged into the final state chart. When merging a transi-
tion, which has such a state as a source or target state, we cannot find it in the map of states currently
contained in the final state chart, because it was not merged. Consequently, we would not be able to
merge this transition into the final state chart, because transitions always need a legal source and
target state. In order to solve this issue, we introduced the mandatoryCompareStateMap. When we
encounter such a mandatory compare state chart state, we add the state to this additional map using
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MergeSharedResources
– stateMap : Map<String, State>
– transitionMap : Map<String, Transition>
– mandatoryCompareStateMap : Map<String, State>
# prepare(model : StateChart) : void
MergeTransitions
# mergeTransitions(…): void
MergeStates
# mergeStates(…) : void
# mergeRegions(…) : void
Merge
+ mergeStateCharts(matchedChart : CompareElementChart, baseChart : StateChart) : StateChart
# merge(baseChartRegion : Region, optimalMatchesState : List<CompareElement>,
optimalMatchesTransition : List<CompareElement>) : void
mapRegistry
mapRegistry
Figure 5.11.: Class diagram of the Merge implementation
its unique id as the key, but with its corresponding mandatory counter part in the base state chart
(i.e., the state, which was identified to be the same compared to this state) as a value. For example,
when comparing the two models in Figure 5.12, we first merge the corresponding states. During
this merging process, we identify that both states A are the same and do not merge state A from the
compare state chart into the final state chart, but add it to the mandatoryCompareStateMap using
its unique id as a key and state A from the base state chart as a value. Furthermore, state B and C are
identified as alternatives to each other and state C is merged into the final state chart accordingly.
The next step is to merge transition b into the final state chart. When requesting the object for
state A from the stateMap in the MergeSharedResources class, we receive null as a result. Conse-
quently, we request the same object again, but in the mandatoryCompareStateMap, which returns
the correct object for state A (i.e., the state A from the base state chart, which was already contained
in the final state chart). Finally, we can merge transition b correctly as an alternative to transition a
into the final state chart. This example shows that it is important to correctly add all merged states
and transitions to the corresponding maps in the MergeSharedResources class, in order keep track
of merged elements.
As we can see in Figure 5.11, the merging process is started by using the Merge class. It pro-
vides the mergeStateCharts() method, which expects the results of the Matching Phase (i.e., the
BA a
(a) Base state chart
CA b
(b) Compare state chart
Figure 5.12.: Example for mandatory compare state chart states
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merge()
2
1 mergeStates()
mergeTransitions()
mergeRegions()
3
4
Figure 5.13.: Method calls during the merging of state charts
CompareElementChart containing these results) and the StateChart, which should later contain
the merged results. By calling the prepare() method in the MergeSharedResources class with the
StateChart copy, the mergeStateCharts() method initializes the corresponding maps for states
and transitions. Next, the mergeStateCharts() method calls the merge() method, which uses the
MergeStates and MergeTransitions classes to merge the given states and transitions into the base
state chart region.
In Figure 5.13, we present the basic method calls during the merging process. When calling the
merge() method in the Merge class, we start to process the list of optimal state matches. The first
step is to call the static mergeStates() method in the MergeStates class (i.e., we follow 1 in Fig-
ure 5.13) for each of these states. This method expects as parameters the Region, which should
contain the merged states, the CompareElementState that contains the compared states, and the
State object, which is returned by the statesMap from the MergeSharedResources class for the
corresponding base state in the compare element. This State object can only be null, when the
compare element contains an optional element from the compare state chart.
After merging the state according to the steps described in Section 4.4 and adding the merged
elements correctly to the corresponding maps in the MergeSharedResources class, the merge()
method checks, whether the merged state is a hierarchical or parallel state. If the state is not hier-
archical or parallel, the mergeTransitions() method from the MergeTransition class is used to
merge the transitions into the final state chart (i.e., we follow 4 in Figure 5.13).
Similar to the mergeStates() method, this method expects as parameters the Region, which
should contain the merged transitions, the CompareElementTransition that contains the com-
pared transitions, and the Transition object, which is returned by the transitionsMap from
the MergeSharedResources class for the corresponding base transition in the compare element.
This Transition object can only be null when the compare element contains an optional ele-
ment from the compare state chart. Before merging the transitions, the mergeTransitions()
method requests the corresponding source and target states (i.e., from the statesMap and the
mandatoryCompareStateMap, respectively) and uses them according to the steps described in Sec-
tion 4.4. If the state is identified to be hierarchical or parallel, the merge() method calls the static
mergeRegions() method in the MergeStates class to merge all sub-region compare elements into
this state (i.e., we follow 2 in Figure 5.13). This method expects the State, which should contain
these regions and the list of CompareElementRegion objects. After merging these sub-region ele-
ments into the final state chart, this method recursively calls the merge() method from the Merge
class for each merged sub-region, in order to merge all sub-contents (i.e., states and transitions)
into the final state chart (i.e., we follow 3 in Figure 5.13).
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common
org.eclipse.ui.console
model.editor
model.editmodel
rhapsodyimportorg.eclipse.emf.ecore.xmi
org.eclipse.core.resources
rhapsodylib
Figure 5.14.: Dependencies of the created Eclipse plugins for the IBM Rational Rhapsody importer
5.7. Implementation of the IBM Rational Rhapsody Importer
As the state charts of the case study, which we use for the evaluation in Chapter 6, were created
with IBM Rational Rhapsody, we had to find a solution to import these state charts into our inter-
nal EMF meta-model. IBM Rational Rhapsody provides a Java API, in order to open models, access
their contents, and use them for diﬀerent purposes. We realized a IBM Rational Rhapsody importer
using this library, in order to import *.rpy files (i.e., IBM Rational Rhapsody files) containing state
charts to our internal EMF meta-model, and export the created representations to *.statechart
files, which can be used for the evaluation of the family mining approach for state charts. We could
have realized the importer without exporting the internal EMF representation to *.statechart
files and directly using the imported information for the family mining. Instead, we decided to
create the files, because this way, we have to process the IBM Rational Rhapsody files only once and
can reuse the exported *.statechart files. Besides, we can run the family mining approach with
*.statechart files on computers without an IBM Rational Rhapsody installation, which is not pos-
sible when importing the state charts for each execution, since the importer needs this installation
to process the *.rpy files.
Similar to the family mining implementation described in Section 5.1, we realized this importer
by using the Java Development Kit (JDK) in version 85 creating Eclipse RCP plugins for Eclipse
Luna6. In Figure 5.14, we present the created architecture for the IBM Rational Rhapsody importer
with all dependencies between the plugins.
The basic purpose of the plugins shown in Figure 5.14 is described in the following overview.
A directed transition between two plugins indicates, that the plugin, in which direction the ar-
row is pointing, is a dependency of the other plugin (e.g., the rhapsodyimport depends on the
rhapsodylib).
rhapsodylib
This plugin contains the IBM Rational Rhapsody Java API, which is needed to execute the
import process from IBM Rational Rhapsody to our internal EMF meta-model. The details of
this plugin are explained in Subsection 5.7.1.
5https://www.oracle.com/java/
6https://www.eclipse.org/
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rhapsodyimport
This plugin extends the org.eclipse.ui.commands, org.eclipse.ui.handlers, and org.-
eclipse.ui.menus extension points and creates a new menu in the menu bar, which contains
buttons to trigger the import and processing of the *.rpy files and the export. The details of
this plugin are further explained in Subsection 5.7.2.
model
This is the same plugin, already explained in detail in Section 5.3. It contains the meta-model
described in Section 3.4, which was created using the EclipseModeling Framework (EMF)7.
model.edit / model.editor
These plugins are not directly needed for the IBM Rational Rhapsody importer, but provide
methods and classes to display and edit XMI files in the *.statechart format, which is help-
ful to check the results of the import and export process.
common
This plugin contains classes, which are used in diﬀerent other plugins. The only reason,
why this plugin is needed, is the console implementation, which can be used for debugging
purposes. All details of this plugin are explained in Section 5.4.
org.eclipse.core.resources
This plugin is used to access certain resource handling classes of Eclipse, which allow to
access the files selected in the Package Explorer or Project Explorer of Eclipse.
org.eclipse.emf.ecore.xmi
This plugin is used to create XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) files, a special Extensible Markup
Language (XML) format, which can be used to store models created with the defined meta-
model.
org.eclipse.ui.console
This plugin is used to realize the debug console provided by the common plugin.
5.7.1. Plugin: rhapsodylib
The rhapsodylib plugin provides the IBM Rational Rhapsody Java API, which is contained in the
IBM Rational Rhapsody installation folder in Share/JavaAPI. As we use IBM Rational Rhapsody 8.0.6
under Windows in 64bit this folder contains the rhapsody.jar, the rhapsody.dll for Windows 64bit,
and a WIN32 folder, containing the rhapsody.dll for Windows 32bit. In order to use these files
in an Eclipse plugin, we copied the needed libraries from the IBM Rational Rhapsody installation
folder and created the rhapsodylib plugin, which encapsulates these libraries for the access to IBM
Rational Rhapsody. The plugin can be added as a dependency to any Eclipse plugin, in order to use
them.
The plugin contains a lib folder with the rhapsody.jar file and a another folder dll, which
contains two additional folders 32bit and 64bit. These folders include the native code, which
is needed to execute the Java API (i.e., the rhapsody.dll files for the corresponding computer
architecture). At runtime the plugin exports the com.telelogic.rhapsody.core package, which
7http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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1 [...]
2 Bundle-NativeCode: lib/dll/32bit/rhapsody.dll; osname=win32; processor=x86,
3 lib/dll/64bit/rhapsody.dll; osname=win32; processor=x86_64
4 Bundle-ClassPath: .,
5 lib/rhapsody.jar
6 [...]
Listing 5.8.: Adding the necessary libraries to the MANIFEST.MF file
is provided by the rhapsody.jar file, and, thus, allows to access and use the Java classes contained
in this package of the rhapsody.jar.
In Listing 5.8, we present an excerpt of the MANIFEST.MF file in the rhapsodylib plugin, which
shows how the native code in form of the *.dll files for the corresponding architectures is added
to the plugin, and how the classes in form of the *.jar file are added to the class path. In Line 2 and
Line 3, we add the native code for Windows 32bit and Windows 64bit, respectively. For both versions,
we have to use win32 for the osname keyword, but define diﬀerent processor versions (i.e., x86
and x86_64, respectively). Parts of this definition (e.g., the path for the *.dll and the osname)
are separated by semicolons and multiple definitions are separated by commas (e.g., for the two
computer architectures). In Line 4 and Line 5, we include the rhapsody.jar file in the class path
of the plugin. We first add a dot to the class path (cf., Line 4). This dot defines, that all classes,
which are part of the plugin’s source folder, are considered during execution. In Line 5, we add the
rhapsody.jar to the class path, using the same notation as for the native code and separating it
with a comma from the previous definition.
In order to use our rhapsodylib plugin, we have to install IBM Rational Rhapsody 8.0.6 under
Windows, because without a legal installation of IBM Rational Rhapsody the plugin will not work. If
IBM Rational Rhapsody is only available in another version or for Linux, the corresponding libraries
have to be copied to the right location in the lib folder and, depending on the diﬀerences (e.g.,
*.dll files under Windows versus *.so files under Linux), the path in the MANIFEST.MF file has to
be modified. When all preconditions are met (i.e., correct installation and correct settings in the
MANIFEST.MF file), we can include the rhapsodylib plugin as a dependency in a new plugin and use
its functionality. Thus, we can use all classes, which are included in the rhapsody.jar file and also
look up their documentation in the Javadoc files in the Doc/java_api folder of the IBM Rational
Rhapsody installation or on the corresponding website8.
5.7.2. Plugin: rhapsodyimport
The rhapsodyimport plugin provides classes to import state charts from IBM Rational Rhapsody and
to store them as images files, or in our internal EMF meta-model representation, which is exported
as a *.statechart file.
The plugin extends the org.eclipse.ui.commands, the org.eclipse.ui.handlers, and the org.-
eclipse.ui.menus extension points to create a new menu bar entry, which is called “IBM Rational
Rhapsody Import”. The menu contains the “Export to XMI” command, which exports the im-
ported state charts to *.statechart files, and a sub-menu, which contains entries to export the
8http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/rhaphlp/v8/topic/com.ibm.rhp.api.doc/topics/rhp_r_ext_using_
rhapsody_api.html (Status September 2014)
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ﬁle1.rpy
Folder B (depth 2)
Folder C (depth 2)
ﬁle2.rpy
Folder D (depth 3)
ﬁle1.exe
Folder A (depth 1)
ﬁle1.rpy
Figure 5.15.: Example for the collection of *.rpy files in the IBM Rational Rhapsody importer
imported state charts to *.bmp, *.emf, *.jpg, *.jpeg, and *.tiff image files. For each of these
export possibilities exists a corresponding handler class in the inheritance hierarchy in Figure 5.16.
Similar to the gui plugin for the family mining implementation (cf., Section 5.2), we extend the
AbstractHandler class with the abstract ExportHandler class and override the execute() method
to start the import and export process. The overridden method opens a wizard, which allows to se-
lect a folder, which should be searched for *.rpy files (i.e., IBM Rational Rhapsody files) and a folder
depth, which defines the maximum search depth, when recursively calling the search algorithm for
found folders.
In Figure 5.15, we present an example, how the files are collected. In this example, the user selected
Folder A as the start folder for collecting IBM Rational Rhapsody files and a maximum search depth
of two. The collection algorithm starts at depth one (i.e., in our example Folder A) and collects all
files (i.e., in our example file1.rpy). If the algorithm finds another folder inside the current folder
and it did not reach the maximum search depth, it recursively calls itself for the corresponding
folders (i.e., in our example Folder B and Folder C). Any file, which does not have the file ending
*.rpy is not collected for further processing (i.e., in our example file1.exe). Folders and files,
which are at a level below the maximum search depth are not considered for the collection of files
(i.e., in our example Folder D and file2.rpy). In order to simplify the example in Figure 5.15, we
neglected all other project files, which are needed by IBM Rational Rhapsody to open a *.rpy file. Of
course, these files are still needed, in order to open and process the found *.rpy files.
The processFile() method needs to be implemented by any concrete classes, in order to de-
fine how the found files should be processed. In Figure 5.16, we can see, that this method is im-
plemented by the XmiHandler class and the ImageHandler class. The XmiHandler class uses the
Rhapsody2Xmi class to import the found *.rpy files from IBM Rational Rhapsody into our internal
EMF meta-model and to export them, using the code explained in Section 5.3, to *.statechart
files. The ImageHandler on the other hand imports the found *.rpy files and exports them using
the Rhapsody2Image class, which allows to export from IBM Rational Rhapsody to its five supported
image types (i.e. *.bmp, *.emf, *.jpg, *.jpeg, and *.tiff). Each of the handlers, extending the
ImageHandler defines one of these possibilities and exports to one of the corresponding types.
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AbstractHandler
+ execute(event : ExecutionEvent) : Object
ExportHandler
# compareEninge : CompareEngine
+ execute(event : ExecutionEvent) : Object
# recursivelyCreateOutputFolder(outputFolder : File) : void
# processFile(file : File) : void
XmiHandler
# processFile(file : File) : void
ImageHandler
# processFile(file : File) : void
BmpHandler EmfHandler JpgHandler JpegHandler TiﬀHandler
Figure 5.16.: Class diagram of the ExportHandler implementation
Both implementations of the processFile() method execute the recursivelyCreateOutput-
Folder() method for the currently processed file. This method checks if the output folder defined
for the corresponding handler exists (i.e., xmi_output for the XmiHandler and image_output for
the ImageHandler) and if it contains the folder hierarchy for the currently processed file. Otherwise,
this hierarchy is created. For the example, in Figure 5.15 this would mean, that inside Folder A
an output folder xmi_output is created, which contains file1.statechart. Furthermore, folder
Folder B is created inside the xmi_output folder, which contains the other file1.statechart. As
we can see, files with the same name are no problem during export, since they are created at their
corresponding place in the output folder and are not overwritten by further files with the same
name.
The ExportHandler class uses the RhapsodyControl class, which is realized as a singleton imple-
mentation and allows to open IBM Rational Rhapsody instances, open projects contained in *.rpy
files, process these files, and close these files and the opened IBM Rational Rhapsody instance.
5.8. Summary
In this chapter, we explained the implementation of the two algorithms (i.e., the AdaptedFaMine
algorithm and the ImprovedFaMine algorithm) explained in Chapter 4. Thereby, we concentrated
on the most complex classes (e.g., the classes for the Comparing Phase and the Merging Phase) and
did not explain classes in much detail, which are directly adapted from the current family mining
implementation for block-based models (e.g., the classes for the Matching Phase). Furthermore, we
explained the implementation of the tool, which we use to transfer state charts from IBM Rational
Rhapsody into our internal meta-model. This tool is used during the evaluation in Chapter 6 to
import state charts from the case study, which we use during the evaluation of our family mining
implementation.
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6 Evaluation
In this chapter, we evaluate our implementation of both algorithms, theAdaptedFaMine algorithm
and the ImprovedFaMine algorithm. In Section 6.1, we describe the BCS SPL case study, which we
use to evaluate our implementation. As previously described, we need diﬀerent settings to execute
the family mining for state charts (i.e., a metric, a string comparison algorithm, variability thresh-
olds, and a decision wizard), which we introduce for our evaluation in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3,
we present the research questions, which we consider during our evaluation of our current imple-
mentation. After selecting the cases (i.e., sets of state charts, which are compared to each other) for
the evaluation in Section 6.4, we present the corresponding results in Section 6.5. These results are
discussed in Section 6.6. Possible threats to validity, which might limit the universal validity, are
explained in Section 6.7.
6.1. The Body Comfort System Case Study
The BCS case study was originally developed by Müller et al. [13] in cooperation with industrial part-
ners from the automotive sector. This case study models the functionality of the body comfort
system in a car, which contains diﬀerent comfort features including electrically powered windows
with finger protection, electrically adjustable and heatable exterior mirrors, and an alarm system
with interior monitoring.
By decomposing the existing BCS case study into variable parts, Oster et al. [16] created the BCS
SPL case study, which consists of 27 features including alternative features (e.g., automatic windows,
which only require the user to push the button once, or manual windows, which require the user
to push the button until the window is closed or opened, respectively), optional features (e.g. the
exterior mirrors can be heatable), and several features, which require other features in order to be
executable (e.g., the status LED for the heatable exterior mirrors requires the selection of the heat-
able feature) [16, 25]. The BCS SPL case study allows to create 11,616 valid product variants and we will
focus on the 17 product variants, which were created by Oster et al. [16] for their work on pairwise
subset testing [16, 25] and the additional core product defined by Lity [10]. This core product repre-
sents the product variant, which is the identified basis for all 17 products defined by Oster et al. [16,
25] and contains all features common to these variants.
6.1.1. Basic Structure of the BCS SPL Case Study
In Figure 6.1, we present the feature diagram for the BCS SPL case study. These features allow to
configure the architecture of the BCS SPL case study [11].
In order to better understand the BCS SPL case study and the meaning of the diﬀerent features and
their dependencies during the evaluation of our approach, we present the following list with short
explanations of the diﬀerent features and to introduce abbreviations for these features. The list is
alphabetically ordered to ease searching for certain features.
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BCS SPL case study
Human Machine Interface Status LED
LED Alarm System
LED Finger Protection
LED Central Locking System
LED Power Window
LED Exterior Mirror
LED Heatable
Door System
Power Window
Finger Protection
Power Window Mode
Manual Power Window
Automatic Power Window
Exterior Mirror
Electric
Heatable
Security
Alarm System Interior Monitoring
Central Locking System Automatic Locking
Remote Control Key
Control Alarm System
Safety Function
Control Automatic Power Window
Adjust Exterior Mirror
"LED Alarm System" ⇒ "Alarm System"
"LED Central Locking System" ⇒ "Central Locking System"
"LED Heatable" ⇒ Heatable
"Control Alarm System" ⇒ "Alarm System"
"Remote Control Key" ⇒ "Central Locking System"
"Manual Power Window" ⇒ ¬ "Control Automatic Power Window"
Legend:
Mandatory
Optional
Or
Alternative
Abstract
Concrete
Figure 6.1.: Feature diagram of the BCS SPL case study
Alarm System (AS)
The optional AS feature controls the activation and deactivation of the alarm, as well as trig-
gering the alarms. Besides, it sets the alarm silent after the alarm time elapsed. For example,
the car owner does not hear the alarm and does not turn the alarm oﬀ. In this case, the alarm
is set silent after a certain time.
Interior Monitoring (IM)
The optional IM feature adds functionality to the AS feature, which allows to monitor the
interior of the car.
Central Locking System (CLS)
The optional CLS feature controls the locking and unlocking of the car.
Automatic Locking (AL)
The optional AL feature automatically locks the car, when it is driving (e.g., to prevent
people from getting on your car, when you stop at a red traﬃc light).
Exterior Mirror (EM)
The EM feature provides the exterior mirror.
Electric
This feature controls the electrical movement of the exterior mirror.
Heatable (EM_heating)
The optional EM_heating feature provides heating for the EM feature (e.g., to deice the
mirrors during winter).
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Finger Protection (FP)
The FP feature checks for clamped fingers and disables and re-enables the movement of the
window based on this information.
Human Machine Interface (HMI)
The HMI feature enables the interaction with the driver of the car.
LED Alarm System (LED_AS)
The optional LED_AS feature adds four LEDs to the HMI, in order to indicate that the AS
feature is active, that an alarm was detected, that an alarm was detected and the alarm
time elapsed (i.e., a alarm was set silent), or that an alarm was detected by the IM feature.
LED Central Locking System (LED_CLS)
The optional LED_CLS feature adds an LED to the HMI, which indicates, whether the car is
locked or unlocked.
LED Exterior Mirror (LED_EM)
The optional LED_EM feature adds four LEDs to the HMI, in order to indicate that the EM
reached its upper, lower, left-most, or right-most position.
LED Heatable (LED_EM_heating)
The optional LED_EM_heating feature adds an LED to the HMI, in order to indicate, whether
the EM_heating feature is turned on or oﬀ.
LED Finger Protection (LED_FP)
The optional LED_FP feature adds an LED to the HMI, in order to indicate, whether the FP
feature is active.
LED Power Window (LED_PW)
The optional LED_PW feature adds two LEDs to the HMI, in order to indicate the upwards
and downwards movement of the window.
Power Window (PW)
The PW feature controls the movement of the window. By selecting one of the following alter-
natives, we can select the mode of the window control.
Automatic Power Window (AutoPW)
By selecting the AutoPW feature the movement of the window is started by pushing the
button once. For example, when pushing the downwards button once, the window moves
automatically down till it is completely open.
Manual Power Window (ManPW)
By selecting the ManPW feature the movement of the window is controlled by pressing and
holding the button. For example, when pressing and holding the downwards button, the
window moves downwards until it is completely open or the button is released.
Remote Control Key (RCK)
The optional RCK feature provides the possibility to remotely lock and unlock the car.
Adjust Exterior Mirror
This optional feature adds a personalization feature to the RCK, which stores the position
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of the exterior mirrors for each RCK and adjusts them to these values, when the car is
unlocked with the corresponding RCK.
Control Alarm System (CAS)
The optional CAS feature adds functionality to control the AS with the RCK (e.g., to turn a
triggered alarm oﬀ ).
Control Automatic Power Window (CAP)
The optional CAP feature adds a possibility to control the AutoPW feature with the RCK (e.g.,
remotely open and close the windows).
Safety Function (SF)
The optional SF feature adds a timer, which locks the doors again if the car was uninten-
tionally unlocked by the RCK signal (e.g., when the RCK is carried in a trouser pocket and
is activated unintentionally).
6.1.2. 150% Model of the BCS SPL Case Study
In Figure 6.2, we present the 150% architecture for the BCS SPL case study from [11], which we do
not explain in further detail, since we are only interested in the state charts of the BCS SPL case
study for our evaluation. These state charts represent the internal behavior of the components in
this architecture and are also configured by selecting and deselecting the features in Figure 6.1 [11].
During the analysis of the component’s internal state charts, this architecture helps to understand
the dependencies between the components and especially the connections between them. These
connections have a high impact on the internal behavior of the components (i.e., the state charts),
since they emit the events, which trigger the changes in the internal behavior of the components
(i.e., they trigger state changes in the state charts). For example, the emitted signals heating_on
and heating_off from component EM to component LED_EMH (i.e., the component, which controls
the LED for the exterior mirror heating) trigger if the corresponding LED is turned on or oﬀ.
For the BCS SPL case study exists a 150% state chart, which models the functionality of all com-
ponents of the 150% architecture in Figure 6.2. The annotations in this 150% state chart indicate,
which feature needs to be selected, in order to include the corresponding parts in a created product
variant. In Figure 6.3, we present the root region of the 150% state chart. This region only con-
tains the Root state and nothing else. The Root state is modeled as a parallel state and contains the
internal functionality of all main components displayed in Figure 6.2.
In the following, we explain the configuration possibilities of the 150% state chart. All states, that
cannot be configured and, consequently, only contain mandatory parts are not further explained
and can be found in Section A.3.
Large Variation Points
As we can see in Figure 6.4, the functionality of each main architecture component is represented by
a region in the parallel Root state from Figure 6.3. These regions only contain one state, which con-
tains the corresponding functionality, and a default transition to this state. Using a parallel state
to model the components’ internal functionality allows to separate the executed behavior of the
components from each other, since exactly one region exists for each component. Consequently,
the system’s overall state during the execution is defined by the states currently executed in the
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Root
Figure 6.3.: The root region of the BCS SPL case study state chart
Root
AutoPW HMICLSManPW EM EM_heatingRCK_SF ASFP RCK_CAP
CLSAutoPW ManPW heatableSF AS CAP
StatechartOfRoot
Page 2 of 20
Figure 6.4.: Contents of the Root state
regions of the Root state. The labels attached to some regions define, which features select the cor-
responding regions for a product variant. Consequently, the AutoPW, the ManPW, the CLS, the RCK_SF,
the EM_heating, the AS, and the RCK_CAP regions are only included in the state chart for a prod-
uct variant, when the corresponding features were selected during generation. Besides, the cross-
dependencies between these features have to be fulfilled, in order to include the corresponding
regions. For example, AutoPW and ManPW are alternatives and, thus, can never be included together
in the same product.
By selecting and deselecting the annotated features, we exclude complete components and their
full functionality from the created state charts for the diﬀerent product variants. Consequently,
these large variation points do not allow fine granular configuration of the products, since large parts
of the created state charts are aﬀected by these configuration options. For example, deselecting the
heatable feature, excludes the complete EM_heating region from the created state chart. In the
following, we present all other regions, which define large variation points.
In Figure 6.5, we present the contents of the parallel HMI state. This state defines the functionality
of the HMI component and can optionally include the LED state, which adds the functionality of the
LEDs to display the status of the diﬀerent features.
In Figure 6.6, we present the contents of the parallel LED state. The LED state adds the functionality
of the diﬀerent LEDs to the HMI feature. It contains annotations for the CLS feature, the heatable
feature, and the AS feature.
In Figure 6.7, we present the parallel LED_PW state, which defines the functionality of the PW LEDs.
The LED_PW state can be configured by selecting either the AutoPW, or the ManPW feature. Since
these features are alternative to each other, the corresponding LED_PW regions are only contained
according to the selected configuration.
In Figure 6.8, we show the contents of the parallel LED_AS state, which adds the functionality for
the LEDs of the AS feature to the HMI feature. As we can see, it can be configured to contain the LED
for the IM feature.
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HMI
Controller LED
LED
StatechartOfHMI
Page 5 of 20
Figure 6.5.: Contents of the HMI state
LED
LED_CLS LED_FPLED_PW LED_EM_heating LED_EM LED_AS
CLS heatable AS
StatechartOfLED
Page 6 of 20
Figure 6.6.: Contents of the LED state
LED_PW
LED_AutoPWLED_ManPW
pw_mv_up/GEN(led_pw_up)
pw_mv_dn/GEN(led_pw_dn)
ManPW AutoPW
Page 8 of 20
Figure 6.7.: Contents of the LED_PW state
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AS
AS_off AS_on
as_activated/as_active = true
as_deactivated/as_active = false
rck_lock/as_active = true
rck_unlock/as_active = false
AS_Alarm
as_alarm_detected/
as_alarm = true
im_alarm_detected/
as_im_alarm = true
as_deactivated/
as_active = false;
as_alarm = false;
as_im_alarm = false;
tm(20000)/
as_alarm_was_detected = true;
as_alarm = false;
as_im_alarm = false
rck_unlock/
as_active = false;
as_alarm = false;
as_im_alarm = false; IM
CAS
StatechartOfAS
Page 18 of 20
Figure 6.9.: Contents of the AS state
Fine Granular Variation Points
Fine granular variation points allow to configure products on a more fine-grained level than large
variation points, since they only add or remove states or transitions when selecting or deselecting
a feature. In the following we present all states, which can be configured using these fine granular
variation points.
In Figure 6.9, we present the internal behavior of the AS state, which is modified when the CAS or
the IM features are selected or deselected. In these cases, the correspondingly annotated transitions
are added or removed from the state’s contents.
In Figure 6.10, we present the internal behavior of the CLS state, which is modified when the AL, the
AutoPW, or the RCK features are selected or deselected. In these cases, the correspondingly annotated
transitions are added or removed from the state’s contents. Furthermore, there is a mutual exclusion
between some transition combinations, since two of the transitions are only added if the ManPW
feature is selected, that is an alternative to the AutoPW feature, which adds a diﬀerent transition.
In addition there are two other transitions, which are mutual exclusive to another transition. The
corresponding transitions are only added if the RCK feature is selected together with either the
AutoPW feature or the ManPW feature.
In Figure 6.11, we present the internal behavior of the LED_AutoPW state, which is modified when
the CLS feature is selected or deselected. In these cases, the correspondingly annotated transitions
and the state are added or removed from the left region.
In Figure 6.12, we present the internal behavior of the FP state, which is modified when the AutoPW
or the ManPW features are selected or deselected. As the FP system is contained in all product variants
and the AutoPW and ManPW features are alternatives to each other, the FP system is always contained
in the generated products and contains one of the two possible configurations (i.e., one of the ac-
cordingly annotated transitions).
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CLS
cls_unlock cls_lock
key_pos_lock/cls_locked = true; pw_enabled = false; GEN(pw_but_up)
key_pos_unlock/cls_locked = false; pw_enabled = true
car_drives/cls_locked = true
rck_lock/cls_locked = true; pw_enabled = false; GEN(pw_but_up)
rck_unlock/cls_locked = false; pw_enabled = true
key_pos_lock[pw_pos == 1]/cls_locked = true; pw_enabled = false
rck_lock[pw_pos == 1]/cls_locked = true; pw_enabled = false;
rck_lock[pw_pos != 1]/cls_locked = true;
key_pos_lock[pw_pos != 1]/cls_locked = true;
AL
ManPW 
AND 
RCK
AutoPW 
AND 
RCK
ManPWAutoPW
RCK
StatechartOfCLS
Page 4 of 20
Figure 6.10.: Contents of the CLS state
LED_AutoPW
AutoPW_up_LED_off
AutoPW_up_LED_on
[pw_auto_mv == 1 &&
pw_enabled == true]/
GEN(led_pw_up_on)
[pw_auto_mv != 1]/
GEN(led_pw_up_off)
AutoPW_up_CLS_LED_on
[pw_auto_mv == 1 &&
pw_enabled == false]/
GEN(led_pw_cls_up_on)
[pw_auto_mv != 1]/
GEN(led_pw_cls_up_off)
CLS
AutoPW_down_LED_off
AutoPW_down_LED_on
[pw_auto_mv == -1]/
GEN(led_pw_dn_on)
[pw_auto_mv != -1]/
GEN(led_pw_dn_off)
StatechartOfLED_AutoPW
Page 9 of 20
Figure 6.11.: Contents of the LED_AutoPW state
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FP
FP_off FP_on
fp_finger_detected/fp_on = true;
pw_but_dn/fp_on = false
fp_finger_detected/pw_auto_mv = 0; fp_on = true
AutoPW
ManPW
StatechartOfFP
Page 19 of 20
Figure 6.12.: Contents of the FP state
6.1.3. Analysis of the Variability between the State Charts
Lity et al. [11] created an overview over the product configurations of the BCS SPL case study. In
Table A.4 in Section A.4, we present the corresponding table, which we directly took from [11]. Ana-
lyzing this table and the variability of the 150% model for the state charts (cf., Subsection 6.1.2), we
created Table 6.1. This table lists all regions, which are used in the diﬀerent hierarchy levels of the
state charts in the BCS SPL case study and shows for all products, which regions are contained in
the diﬀerent state chart variants. The table not only represents the variable parts (i.e., optional and
alternative regions) of the BCS SPL case study, but also the mandatory parts, as, for example, the HMI or
the EM regions. Consequently, we get a broad overview of the state chart configurations in the BCS
SPL case study.
Selecting an additional feature for a product entails, that at least a new region is added to the cor-
responding state chart configuration in Table 6.1. For example, selecting the AS feature in product
P1 entails, that the AS region is added. Often, more than one region is added or some existing region
has to be modified, because of the dependencies between diﬀerent features. For example, adding
the LED_EM_heating feature requires, that the EM_heating feature is included in the correspond-
ing product. Thus, every product, which includes the LED_EM_heating region, also contains the
EM_heating region. Furthermore, some features exclude each other. For example, when the CAP
feature is added, we cannot add the ManPW feature, but have to add the AutoPW feature. Hence, all
products containing the RCK_CAP region do not contain the ManPW region, but the AutoPW region.
Important to notice for later analysis of the BCS SPL case study is, that product variant P0 is the core
product, which means, that all other products use this product as a basis and extend or modify the
existing functionality.
The numbers assigned to some of the checkmarks in the table indicate, that these regions diﬀer
in some way. For example, the FP feature is dependent on the selected PW feature, because the
corresponding FP state has to be configured according to the selected PW. In Figure 6.13a, we present
the variant of the FP state, which is used for the ManPW feature. It diﬀers from the variant for the
AutoPW feature in Figure 6.13b, because the transition from FP_off to FP_on has an additional action
(i.e., pw_mv = 0), which is only necessary if the AutoPW feature is selected.
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FP
FP_off
FP_on
fp_finger_detected/
fp_on = true; pw_but_dn/fp_on = false; 
(a) The functionality of the FP state, when selecting
the ManPW feature
FP
FP_on
FP_off
fp_finger_detected/
pw_auto_mv = 0;
fp_on = true;
pw_but_dn/fp_on = false; 
(b) The functionality of the FP state, when selecting
the AutoPW feature
Figure 6.13.: Diﬀerent variants of the FP state
6.2. Settings used during the Evaluation
As described in Chapter 5, we need to realize a metric, implementing the Metric class, which pro-
vides the weights for the comparison of state chart elements, a StringSimilarityAlgorithm, and
methods to classify the identified variability (cf., Subsection 5.6.1). Besides, we need to implement
a DecisionWizard, which solves conflicts with ambiguous compare elements during the Matching
Phase (cf., Subsection 5.6.3).
For the evaluation of our family mining approach with the state charts from the BCS SPL case
study, we created a metric, which is adjusted to the settings of the BCS SPL case study. In Table 6.2,
we present the weights, which we assigned to the diﬀerent keys used in the Metric class. The
explanations for the diﬀerent keys can be found in Table A.2 in Section A.2. All values were defined
using the results of our identity analysis in Section 3.5 and were adjusted to the settings of the BCS
SPL case study. Besides, we considered the explanations in Subsection 3.5.4 to create a metric, which
uses the full range to weight the elements’ properties. As we can see, some of the values are set to 0.0.
Either, these state chart elements are not supported by IBM Rational Rhapsody, which only applies to
the transition type, transition priorities, and the condition action for the transition labels, or they
are not used in the BCS SPL case study. This applies to end states, history states, and stereotypes for
states and transitions.
Beside, creating the weights for the comparison, we implemented a StringSimilarityAlgorithm,
which is used when comparing Strings with each other. The EqualsSimilarity class defines the
corresponding comparison and uses the standard equals() method from the Java API. The imple-
mented compare method returns 1.0 if the compared Strings are exactly the same, and 0.0, if they
diﬀer.
In order to solve conflicts during the Matching Phase of the family mining algorithm, we created
an implementation for the DecisionWizard class. The BCSDecisionWizard class selects the best
element from the list of conflicting elements, whose base element name is the same as the compare
element name. If no such element exists, the first element in the list is returned.
After creating the compare elements during the Comparing Phase and matching them in the Match-
ing Phase, we have to merge these elements back into a final family model. As explained in Subsec-
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Key value Weight
STATE_STATIC_NAME 0.2
STATE_STATIC_START_STATE 0.2
STATE_STATIC_END_STATE 0.0
STATE_STATIC_PARALLEL_STATE 0.1
STATE_STATIC_HIERARCHY_DISTANCE 0.25
STATE_STATIC_NEIGHBOR 0.25
STATE_STATIC_STEREOTYPE 0.0
STATE_DYNAMIC_HISTORY_STATE 0.0
STATE_DYNAMIC_DEPENDENT_ON 0.4
STATE_DYNAMIC_TRIGGERED 0.4
STATE_DYNAMIC_TRIGGERING_CHANGE 0.2
STATE_NEIGHBORHOOD_NEIGHBOR_SIMILARITY 0.5
STATE_NEIGHBORHOOD_INTERFACE_SIMILARITY 0.5
STATE_NEIGHBOR_NAME 0.2
STATE_NEIGHBOR_ACTIONS 0.8
TRANSITION_STATIC_NAME 1.0
TRANSITION_STATIC_STEREOTYPE 0.0
TRANSITION_DYNAMIC_TRANSITION_LABEL 1.0
TRANSITION_DYNAMIC_TYPE 0.0
TRANSITION_DYNAMIC_PRIORITY 0.0
TRANSITION_LABEL_EVENT 0.4
TRANSITION_LABEL_CONDITION 0.3
TRANSITION_LABEL_CONDITION_ACTION 0.0
TRANSITION_LABEL_TRANSITION_ACTION 0.3
REGION_SUBSTATE 0.5
REGION_SUBTRANSITION 0.5
STATE_STATIC 0.5
STATE_DYNAMIC 0.5
TRANSITION_STATIC 0.2
TRANSITION_DYNAMIC 0.8
Table 6.2.: Metric weights used for the evaluation of the BCS SPL case study
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Variability Thresholds
optional x = 0.0
alternative 0.0 > x > 0.95
mandatory x ≥ 0.95
Table 6.3.: Thresholds for identifying the variability in the BCS SPL case study
Collect
ﬁles
Import
ﬁles
*.rpy ﬁles state chartsin EMF Export
ﬁles
*.statechart
ﬁles
folder with
*.rpy ﬁles
Figure 6.14.: Workflow to create *.statechart files from *.rpy files
tion 5.6.1, the Metric class provides methods to identify the variability from the calculated similarity.
In Table 6.3, we present the thresholds, which we defined to identify the variability calculated for the
compare elements in the BCS SPL case study, where x represents the similarity of the corresponding
compare element. All compare elements with a similarity greater than 0.0 but lower than 0.95 are
identified to contain alternatives. Compare elements with a similarity exactly equal to 0.0 are optional
and compare elements with a similarity greater than 0.95 are mandatory.
As described in Section 5.7, we first have to import the *.statechart files for the IBM Ratio-
nal Rhapsody files, which we want to use to evaluate our implementation of the family mining ap-
proaches. In Figure 6.14, we show the workflow to create these files. After selecting a folder, which
contains *.rpy files, the files are imported in our internal EMF meta-model representation, and
afterwards exported to the *.statechart files.
Afterwards, we can apply the workflow in Figure 6.15 to the *.statechart files generated for
the IBM Rational Rhapsody files, which we want to consider during the evaluation of our family
mining implementation for state charts. First, the *.statechart files are imported, then the family
mining approach is applied, and finally the result is exported to a family model. Because of the
reasons discussed in Section 4.5, we did not implement a family model exporter, but implemented
a possibility to print the results to the console (cf., Subsection 5.6.2).
*.statechart
ﬁles
Apply
Family Mining
Import
ﬁles
result
in EMF
state charts
in EMF
Family
model
Export
result
Figure 6.15.: Workflow to apply family mining to *.statechart files
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6.3. Research Questions
In order to evaluate both approaches, the AdaptedFaMine algorithm and the ImprovedFaMine
algorithm, we investigate the following research questions (RQs):
Research Question 1: Are the results, generated by the AdaptedFaMine algorithm, correct?
First, we apply the AdaptedFaMine algorithm for state charts to the cases to be selected in Sec-
tion 6.4. The generated results are checked for correctness, meaning we manually check, whether
the identified variability between the compared state charts conforms with the human intuition.
Research Question 2: Do both approaches, the AdaptedFaMine algorithm and the ImprovedFaMine
algorithm, generate the same results? If not, where are the diﬀerences between the results and why do they
exist?
The second research question evaluates, whether the AdaptedFaMine algorithm and the Im-
provedFaMine algorithm generate the same results. If the ImprovedFaMine algorithm does not
create the same results, we want to identify, why the two approaches diﬀer. For example, if there is
a general problem with the ImprovedFaMine algorithm, or if the diﬀerences occur because of the
changed way of processing the state charts.
Research Question 3: How do the two family mining approaches perform compared to each other?
The last research question evaluates, how the two family mining approaches perform compared to
each other. In order to compare the performance of both approaches, we use the following measures:
Runtime in milliseconds (RT)
The runtime gives a good measure to compare the overall performance of the two family
mining approaches, since creating the correct result in less time is desirable. We measure
runtime for the following phases:
Importing the *.statechart files
Comparing the state charts
Matching the created compare elements
Merging the results back into the final 150% model files
Overall runtime
Number of created compare elements (∑CE)
This measure counts the number of created compare elements and gives a measure, how good
the two compared algorithms perform, since creating the correct result with less comparisons
(i.e., less compare elements are created unnecessarily) is desirable.
Number of compare elements kept after matching (∑CEk)
This measure counts the number of compare elements kept after running the matching al-
gorithm and gives a measure how good the two compared algorithms perform, since creating
compare elements, which are ruled out produces unnecessary overhead. Consequently, keep-
ing as many of the created compare elements as possible is desirable.
Number of compare elements ruled out during matching (∑CEr)
This measure is the counterpart to the previous measure and shows, how many compare ele-
ments were ruled out during matching. It is desirable, that this number is as low as possible,
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since ruling out compare elements means unnecessary overhead, because they were created
unnecessarily. In order to calculate this measure, we use Equation 6.1, which subtracts the
number of kept compare elements from the overall number of compare elements.
∑CEr =∑CE−∑CEk (6.1)
Number of matching algorithm calls (∑MAC)
This measure counts, how often the matching algorithm is called during the execution of the
family mining approach. Calling the matching algorithm during family mining more often,
instead of only once at the end of the execution, means, that the number of matched compare
elements during each execution is lower. Consequently, the number of possible ambiguous
compare elements should be lower and, thus, the conflicts should be easier to solve.
Average number of compare elements when calling the matching algorithm (∅CEMAC)
This measure shows the average number of compare elements, which need to be matched
when calling the matching algorithm. A lower number is desirable, since more compare ele-
ments, which need to be matched, are more likely to be ambiguous, because of possibly larger
groups of compare elements, which have a relation to each other (i.e., they have same element
from the base state chart or compare state chart). We calculate this measure by Equation 6.2.
We divide the overall number of compare elements, which are processed during match algo-
rithm calls (i.e.,∑CEMACstart ) by the overall number of matching algorithm calls (i.e.,∑MAC).
∑CEMACstart does not consider the compare elements, which are created during the last phase
of the matching algorithm (i.e., when compare elements comparing with null are created for
the remaining elements without matching partner) and, thus, only considers the input of the
matching algorithm calls.
∅CEMAC =
∑CEMACstart
∑MAC
(6.2)
Number of decision wizard calls (∑DWC)
This measure counts the number of decision wizard calls. Calling the decision wizard in-
dicates, that ambiguous elements were detected during matching and the algorithm could
not solve this conflict by sorting the list of compare elements and matching other compare
elements first. Consequently, it is desirable to keep this number as low as possible, because
otherwise it might indicate a metric with badly chosen weights and thresholds.
Average number of ambiguous elements, when calling the decision wizard (∅AEDWC)
This measure shows the average number of compare elements, which are in conflict to each
other when calling the decision wizard. This number should be as low as possible, since con-
flicts with large numbers of compare elements could be more complex to solve. In order to
calculate this measure, we use Equation 6.3, which takes the overall number of ambiguous ele-
ments during the decision wizard calls (i.e., ∑ AEDWCstart ) and divides it by the overall number
of decision wizard calls (i.e., ∑MAC).
∅AEDWC =
∑ AEDWCstart
∑MAC
(6.3)
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Average number of decision wizard calls to solve conflicts (∅DWCSC)
This measure shows the average number of decision wizard calls, which are needed to solve
the conflicts between the ambiguous elements. As less calls of the decision wizard indicate,
that the conflict management is eﬀective, it is desirable to keep this number as low as possible.
In order to calculate this measure, we use Equation 6.4, which divides the overall number of
decision wizard calls (i.e., ∑DWC) by the overall number of matching algorithm calls, which
have to process ambiguous elements (i.e., ∑MACwAE).
∅DWCSC =
∑DWC
∑MACwAE
(6.4)
Relation of matching calls with ambiguous elements to overall number (%MACwAE)
This measure is calculated by Equation 6.5 and sets the number of matching algorithm calls
with ambiguous elements (i.e., ∑MACwAE) in relation to the overall number of matching al-
gorithm calls (i.e.,∑MAC). Consequently, it indicates, how well defined the metric is, because
large numbers of calls with ambiguous elements mean a large number of decision wizard calls
and might indicate problems regarding the used metric.
%MACwAE =
∑MACwAE
∑MAC
(6.5)
Relation of matching calls without ambiguous elements to overall number (%MACwoAE)
This measure is calculated using Equation 6.6 and is the counterpart to the previous measure.
This measure sets the number of matching algorithm calls without ambiguous elements (i.e.,
∑MACwoAE) in relation to the overall number of matching algorithm calls (i.e., ∑MAC).
Similar to the previous measure it indicates, how good the algorithm performs and how well
defined the used metric is.
%MACwoAE =
∑MACwoAE
∑MAC
(6.6)
Relation of model sizes to runtime (SCSrR)
This measure is calculated by Equation 6.7 and sets the size of the two compared state charts
sca and scb in relation to the runtime RTa↔b, which is needed to compare them with each
other. The size of a state chart |sc| is defined by Equation 6.8 and is calculated by summing
up the number of all elements, which need to be compared during the comparison with an-
other state chart (i.e., all states scs, all transitions sct, and all regions scr). SCSrR gives a good
measure for the scalability of our algorithm, because we can see, how the number of compared
elements correlates with the overall runtime.
SCSrR =
|sca|+ |scb|
RTa↔b
(6.7)
|sc| = |scs|+ |sct|+ |scr| (6.8)
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In RQ1, we only check the results of the AdaptedFaMine algorithm for correctness, because RQ2
checks, whether the results of the AdaptedFaMine algorithm are the same compared to the Im-
provedFaMine algorithm. Consequently, we can assume, that the results of the ImprovedFaMine
algorithm are correct if the AdaptedFaMine algorithm generates correct results, and the results of
both approaches are the same.
Furthermore, if RQ2 identifies, that both algorithms create the same results, the Improved-
FaMine algorithm might be an improvement to the AdaptedFaMine algorithm, given that RQ3
shows, that it performs better compared to the AdaptedFaMine algorithm.
6.4. Selecting Cases for the Evaluation
For the evaluation of family mining for state charts, we have to select a suitable set of cases C, which
allows us to answer our research questions. Such a set of cases consists of multiple cases c, which
include two or more state charts, which are compared with each other by using our family mining
approach. In order to properly evaluate our approach it would be ideal to consider every possible 2-
tuple (i.e., cases containing two models) from the products in the BCS SPL case study. As the BCS SPL
case study contains 18 products, which we can compare with each other, we would have 153 cases, that
we have to check. This number of cases c is calculated using Equation 6.9, where n is the number
of products and k the number of elements, which should be contained in each tuple.
|C| = (
n
k)
2
(6.9)
By using the binomial coeﬃcient (n2) (i.e., with k = 2 for 2-tuples), we create the overall number of
possible 2-tuple combinations (a, b), where a and b are two state charts. The binomial coeﬃcient
excludes all product combinations, where a ≡ b, since it only calculates the number of distinct
combinations. For the comparison of two products a and b with our current family mining im-
plementation holds (a, b) ≡ (b, a), because the result of these comparisons is the same, as our
algorithm always selects the state chart with the lowest number of states as the base state chart.
Selecting this model as the base state chart, we try to select the state chart, which is most likely to
be the core product and which, consequently, should be the basis for the comparison. Hence, we
divide the calculated number of 2-tuples by two, in order to exclude all these combinations. Using
Equation 6.9, we calculate:
|C| = (
18
2 )
2
=
306
2
= 153
As the review of the results created by the family mining approaches is a manual task and very time
consuming, we concentrate on a smaller subset of these cases. Of course, all other cases should be
considered during further evaluation.
For the subset of cases, which we consider during the evaluation, we selected 27 combinations. First,
we selected all combinations, which compare the products from P1 to P17 with the core product
P0 (i.e., 17 combinations). Consequently, these cases should create representative results, since all
products from P1 to P17 were created by extending or modifying P0. Furthermore, we selected 10
combinations, which consider the variability between the diﬀerent implementation variants of the
regions AS, CLS, FP and AutoPW_up_LED in Table 6.1. By checking the combinations of the diﬀerent
region variants, we evaluate, whether our approach for family mining of state charts correctly iden-
tifies this variability. In Table 6.4, we present all combinations with their corresponding name and
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Name Combination |ci| Compared region variants
AS CLS FP AutoPW_up_LED
c0 P0–P1 242 – – (9,10) –
c1 P0–P2 238 – – (9,10) –
c2 P0–P3 318 – – – –
c3 P0–P4 236 – – (9,10) –
c4 P0–P5 308 – – – –
c5 P0–P6 332 – – – –
c6 P0–P7 184 – – (9,10) –
c7 P0–P8 275 – – (9,10) –
c8 P0–P9 374 – – (9,10) –
c9 P0–P10 229 – – – –
c10 P0–P11 296 – – – –
c11 P0–P12 231 – – (9,10) –
c12 P0–P13 258 – – – –
c13 P0–P14 250 – – (9,10) –
c14 P0–P15 238 – – (9,10) –
c15 P0–P16 340 – – – –
c16 P0–P17 193 – – – –
c17 P1–P3 378 (1,2) (4,6) (9,10) –
c18 P1–P4 296 (1,3) (4,5) – –
c19 P1–P11 356 – (4,8) (9,10) –
c20 P2–P3 374 – (5,6) (9,10) –
c21 P2–P6 388 (2,3) (5,7) (9,10) –
c22 P2–P11 352 (1,2) (5,8) (9,10) –
c23 P3–P6 468 (2,3) (6,7) – –
c24 P3–P11 432 (1,2) (6,8) – –
c25 P6–P11 446 (1,3) (7,8) – –
c26 P8–P9 467 – – – (11,12)
Table 6.4.: Product combinations for the evaluation
the summed up number of state chart elements, which is compared when the corresponding case is
executed (i.e., for two state charts a and b this is |ci| = |a|+ |b|). Besides, we show which variants of
the diﬀerent regions (indicated by the corresponding numbers from Table 6.1) are considered with
these cases by showing the numbers annotated to the diﬀerent variants in Table 6.1. All three com-
binations for the variants of the AS region, all ten combinations for the variants of the CLS region,
and the single combinations for the regions FP and AutoPW_up_LED are considered.
6.5. Evaluation of the Results
In this section, we evaluate the results generated during the execution of the family mining for
state charts with the cases discussed in Section 6.4. In Subsection 6.5.1, we evaluate the correctness
of the results created by the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. In Subsection 6.5.2, we evaluate, whether
the ImprovedFaMine algorithm creates the same results as the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. In
Subsection 6.5.3, we evaluate the measures discussed in Section 6.3.
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6.5.1. Results for Research Question 1
RQ1 challenges the correctness of the results created by the AdaptedFaMine algorithm whether
they conform with the human intuition. In order to evaluate the correctness of the created results
for each of the cases ci selected in Table 6.4, we execute the following steps:
1. Execute the AdaptedFaMine algorithm to compare the state charts a and b defined by the
2-tuple in ci.
2. Manually check the results, printed to the console, for correctness by manually comparing
the state charts a and b defined by the 2-tuple in ci and check, whether both results are the
same.
In Table 6.5, we show the results ra for the execution of the AdaptedFaMine algorithm for the 27
cases. As we can see, the execution of all 27 cases, defined in Table 6.4, terminated without any excep-
tions and for each of them a result rai was returned by the implementation for the AdaptedFaMine
algorithm. During the manual analysis of the printed results, we identified seven executions, whose
results were not 100% correct (i.e., the results for the cases c17 to c21, c24, and c25). All other results
were identified to be 100% correct according to our human intuition.
6.5.2. Results for Research Question 2
RQ2 questions the correctness of the results created by the ImprovedFaMine algorithm and checks
if this algorithm creates the same results as the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. This way, we can as-
sume, that the results of the ImprovedFaMine algorithm are correct if the AdaptedFaMine al-
gorithm generates correct results. In order to evaluate, whether both approaches create the same
results for each of the cases cj selected in Table 6.4, we execute the following steps:
1. Execute the AdaptedFaMine algorithm to compare the state charts a and b defined by the
2-tuple in cj and store the results printed to the console in a text file adapted.
2. Execute the ImprovedFaMine algorithm to compare the state charts a and b defined by the
2-tuple in cj and store the results printed to the console in a text file improved.
3. Use the Compare Tool oﬀered by Eclipse to compare the text files adapted and improved with
each other (i.e., by making a right click on them and selecting Compare With I Each Other).
4. Analyze the diﬀerences identified during the comparison of the files.
In Table 6.6, we present the results ri for the execution of the ImprovedFaMine algorithm for the
27 cases. As we can see, the execution of all 27 cases, defined in Table 6.4, terminated without any
exceptions and for each of them a result rij was returned by the implementation for the Improved-
FaMine algorithm. During the analysis of the results created by the ImprovedFaMine algorithm
compared with the AdaptedFaMine algorithm, we identified, that all results are exactly the same.
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Name Combination Terminated Result printed Correct result
ra0 P0–P1 X X X
ra1 P0–P2 X X X
ra2 P0–P3 X X X
ra3 P0–P4 X X X
ra4 P0–P5 X X X
ra5 P0–P6 X X X
ra6 P0–P7 X X X
ra7 P0–P8 X X X
ra8 P0–P9 X X X
ra9 P0–P10 X X X
ra10 P0–P11 X X X
ra11 P0–P12 X X X
ra12 P0–P13 X X X
ra13 P0–P14 X X X
ra14 P0–P15 X X X
ra15 P0–P16 X X X
ra16 P0–P17 X X X
ra17 P1–P3 X X –
ra18 P1–P4 X X –
ra19 P1–P11 X X –
ra20 P2–P3 X X –
ra21 P2–P6 X X –
ra22 P2–P11 X X X
ra23 P3–P6 X X X
ra24 P3–P11 X X –
ra25 P6–P11 X X –
ra26 P8–P9 X X X
Table 6.5.: Execution results ra for the cases using the AdaptedFaMine algorithm
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Name Combination Terminated Result printed Same as rai
ri0 P0–P1 X X X
ri1 P0–P2 X X X
ri2 P0–P3 X X X
ri3 P0–P4 X X X
ri4 P0–P5 X X X
ri5 P0–P6 X X X
ri6 P0–P7 X X X
ri7 P0–P8 X X X
ri8 P0–P9 X X X
ri9 P0–P10 X X X
ri10 P0–P11 X X X
ri11 P0–P12 X X X
ri12 P0–P13 X X X
ri13 P0–P14 X X X
ri14 P0–P15 X X X
ri15 P0–P16 X X X
ri16 P0–P17 X X X
ri17 P1–P3 X X X
ri18 P1–P4 X X X
ri19 P1–P11 X X X
ri20 P2–P3 X X X
ri21 P2–P6 X X X
ri22 P2–P11 X X X
ri23 P3–P6 X X X
ri24 P3–P11 X X X
ri25 P6–P11 X X X
ri26 P8–P9 X X X
Table 6.6.: Execution results ri for the cases using the ImprovedFaMine algorithm
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6.5.3. Results for Research Question 3
RQ3 compares the performance of the two algorithms (i.e., the AdaptedFaMine algorithm and the
ImprovedFaMine algorithm) for each of the cases ci selected in Table 6.4 by using the measures
defined in Section 6.3.
Runtime
The first considered measure is the overall runtime, which consists of the runtimes for the Parsing
Phase, the Comparing Phase, the Matching Phase, and the Merging Phase. In Figure 6.16, we present the
overall runtime of the two algorithms compared to each other. As we can see, the overall runtime
for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm is higher than for the ImprovedFaMine algorithm. Overall the
ImprovedFaMine algorithm performs about 37.5% better for the selected cases than the Adapted-
FaMine algorithm.
In Figure 6.17, we present the runtime of the Parsing Phase for both algorithms. The runtime varies,
and we cannot definitively say if it performs better for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm or for the
ImprovedFaMine algorithm.
In Figure 6.18, we show the runtime of the Comparing Phase for both algorithms. As we can see,
the runtime of the compare algorithm for the ImprovedFaMine algorithm performs better for all
selected cases than the compare algorithm for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. Overall the compare
algorithm for the ImprovedFaMine algorithm performs about 24.4% better for the selected cases
than the AdaptedFaMine algorithm.
In Figure 6.19, we show the runtime of the Matching Phase for both algorithms. As we can see,
the runtime of the matching algorithm for the ImprovedFaMine algorithm performs significantly
better than the matching algorithm for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. Overall the matching algo-
rithm for the ImprovedFaMine algorithm performs about 83.4% better for the selected cases than
the AdaptedFaMine algorithm.
In Figure 6.20, we present the runtime of the Merging Phase for both algorithms. Similar to the
Parsing Phase, the runtime varies, and we cannot definitively say if it performs better for the Adapt-
edFaMine algorithm or for the ImprovedFaMine algorithm.
In Figure 6.21, we present the runtime distribution of the four phases compared to the overall
runtime. As we can see, the Parsing Phase and the Merging Phase are more or less the same for both
algorithms. Only for the Matching Phase and the Comparing Phase big diﬀerences are recognizable.
The Comparing Phase for the ImprovedFaMine algorithm needs about 24.4% less time to create
the compare elements than the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. Furthermore, the Matching Phase for
the ImprovedFaMine algorithm needs about 83.4% less time to distinctively match the compare
elements than the AdaptedFaMine algorithm.
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Figure 6.17.: Runtime of the parsing algorithm
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Figure 6.18.: Runtime of the comparing algorithm
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Figure 6.19.: Runtime of the matching algorithm
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Figure 6.20.: Runtime of the merging algorithm
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Figure 6.21.: Relation of the runtime of all phases to the overall runtime
Compare Elements
During the comparison of the state charts, compare elements are created, which store the com-
pared elements and the corresponding similarity value calculated according to some metric. In
Figure 6.22, we present the overall number of compare elements, which are created by both algo-
rithms. The overall number of compare elements created by the ImprovedFaMine algorithm is
lower than for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. Overall the ImprovedFaMine algorithm creates
about 27.5% less compare elements for the selected cases than the AdaptedFaMine algorithm.
During the execution of the Matching Phase some of these compare elements are ruled out, since
other compare elements exist, which represent a better match. In Figure 6.23, we present the relation
of ruled out and kept compare elements to the overall number of created compare elements. As we
can see, the ImprovedFaMine algorithm keeps slightly more of the created compare elements than
the AdaptedFaMine algorithm.
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Figure 6.23.: Relation of kept and ruled out compare elements to the overall compare elements
Matching Algorithm
In order to distinctively match the created compare elements the matching algorithm is called for
the corresponding algorithm. In Figure 6.24, we present the overall number of matching algorithm
calls for both algorithms. As we can see, the ImprovedFaMine algorithm performs worse than the
AdaptedFaMine algorithm, since it needs a strikingly increased number of matching algorithm
calls to match all elements. Overall the ImprovedFaMine algorithm executes the matching algo-
rithm about 215.8% more frequent for the selected cases than the AdaptedFaMine algorithm.
Each of these matching algorithm calls gets a certain number of compare elements, which should
be matched, as an input. In Figure 6.25, we present the average number of compare elements, which
are passed to the called matching algorithm for the selected cases. As we can see, the average num-
ber of compare elements, which should be processed during the matching algorithm calls for the
ImprovedFaMine algorithm is significantly lower than for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. Overall
this number is about 87.3% lower for the ImprovedFaMine algorithm compared to the Adapted-
FaMine algorithm.
During the matching algorithm calls, sometimes no distinct match can be found for a compare
element, since other relevant compare elements with the same similarity value exist. These ambigu-
ous situations have to be solved by a decision wizard to process corresponding ambiguous elements. In
Figure 6.26, we present for the selected cases the relation of matching algorithm calls with and with-
out ambiguous compare elements to the overall number of matching algorithm calls. The number
of matching algorithm calls with ambiguous elements for the ImprovedFaMine algorithm is sig-
nificantly lower than for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. Overall this number is about 64% lower
for the ImprovedFaMine algorithm than for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm.
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Figure 6.26.: Relation of matching algorithm calls with and without ambiguous compare elements
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Decision Wizard
When ambiguous elements are identified during the execution of the Matching Phase, the decision
wizard is called to solve these conflicts. In Figure 6.27, we present the overall number of decision
wizard calls for both algorithms. The ImprovedFaMine algorithm calls the decision wizard less
frequently than the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. Overall, the ImprovedFaMine algorithm executes
the decision wizard about 39.5% less than the AdaptedFaMine algorithm.
Depending on the number of ambiguous elements during the decision wizard calls, the decision
to select the most suitable compare element can become more complex. In Figure 6.28, we present
for both algorithms the average number of ambiguous compare elements during the decision wiz-
ard calls. The ImprovedFaMine algorithm has to process a smaller number of ambiguous compare
elements for the selected cases than the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. Overall, the ImprovedFaMine
algorithm has to process about 85.7% fewer ambiguous compare elements during the decision wiz-
ard calls than the AdaptedFaMine algorithm.
Depending on the number of ambiguous compare elements, the decision wizard might need mul-
tiple iterations to solve all conflicts. In Figure 6.29, we present for the selected cases the average
number of decision wizard calls to solve conflicts. The ImprovedFaMine algorithm needs signifi-
cantly less decision wizard calls to solve the conflicts than the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. Overall,
this number is about 57.6% lower than for the AdaptedFaMine algorithm.
Scalability
In order to make a statement about the scalability of our family mining algorithm for state charts,
the number of compared state chart elements for each case has to be set in relation to the run-
time for the comparison of the corresponding state charts. In Figure 6.30, we present a scatter plot,
which shows the number of compared state chart elements for the diﬀerent cases (cf. Table 6.4) in
relation to the overall runtime for the execution of the family mining algorithm to compare the cor-
responding state charts (cf. Figure 6.21). Looking at the linear trend line for the ImprovedFaMine
algorithm, we can see that about 1327 ≈ 48.1% of the markers are above this line and about 1027 ≈ 37%
are below. For the AdaptedFaMine algorithm about 1327 ≈ 48.1% of the markers are above the cor-
responding trend line and 1127 ≈ 40.7% are below. For both algorithms, most of the markers lie in
an interval of±300ms around the corresponding trend line and only a small subset of markers has
a higher deviation (i.e., > 300ms) compared to this linear trend line.
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Figure 6.30.: Relation of compared state chart elements to the overall runtime
6.6. Discussion of the Results
In this section, we discuss the results of the evaluation, presented in Section 6.5. In Subsection 6.6.1,
we discuss the correctness of the results created by the AdaptedFaMine algorithm and the prob-
lems identified during the evaluation of these results. In Subsection 6.6.2, we discuss the correct-
ness of the results created by the ImprovedFaMine algorithm. In Subsection 6.6.3, we discuss the
gathered performance data and what we can conclude from these values.
6.6.1. Discussion of Research Question 1
As presented in Table 6.5 in Subsection 6.5.1, we identified seven cases, for which the Adapted-
FaMine algorithm does not create correct results. In the following, we discuss the reasons for these
incorrect results and whether they represent a general algorithmic problem or an error in our cur-
rent implementation.
For the analysis of the problem, we consider an example to explain the identified causes for the
incorrect results. In Figure 6.31, we present an outline of the parallel regions in the Root state of
the product variants P1 and P4, which only shows the necessary regions to explain the identified
problem. Both figures show the region for the internal behavior of the AS component. Besides,
Figure 6.31a for P1 also shows the regions for the internal behavior of the AutoPW and EM_heating
components. Figure 6.31b for P4, shows the regions for the internal behavior of the ManPW, RCK_CAP,
and RCK_SF components. All other regions from both Root states are omitted, because similar to
the AS region they are matched correctly and are not needed to explain the identified problem.
When executing the AdaptedFaMine algorithm for these two models, we have to compare the
regions in the Root states. As explained in Section 4.2, we compare them by creating all possible
combinations for the regions contained in the parallel state. Leaving aside the omitted regions, we
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Figure 6.31.: Problem identified during the evaluation
consequently create the compare elements: (AS,AS), (AS,ManPW), (AS,RCK_CAP), (AS,RCK_SF),
(AutoPW,AS), (AutoPW,ManPW), (AutoPW,RCK_CAP), (AutoPW,RCK_SF), (EM_heating,AS), (EM_-
heating,ManPW), (EM_heating,RCK_CAP), and (EM_heating,RCK_SF)
During the matching of the created compare elements, we identify (AS,AS) as a distinct match,
because the implementation of the corresponding functionality of the regions is related, although it
is not 100% the same (cf. Table 6.1). The same handling applies for the omitted regions, since these
pairs are similarly easy to match. The next matched compare element is (AutoPW,ManPW), which
is identified to be an alternative compare element, since the implementations of these two regions
are similar, because they implement the same functionality but in diﬀerent ways (i.e., automatic PW
versus manual PW). So far all created results are correct and represent the human intuition.
Next the human intuition would expect, that EM_heating, RCK_CAP, and RCK_SF are regarded as
optional elements, since they represent the internal functionality for diﬀerent components of the
compared systems. The matching algorithm is executed until every element has a distinct match
to an element in the other model or no element is left for matching and the element has to be
matched with null. Consequently, in our example the compare element (EM_heating,RCK_SF) is
matched, because the basic structure of the corresponding implementation is very similar, although
they implement diﬀerent functionality (cf. Figure A.1 and Figure A.3). Both implementations use
two states for their functionality (i.e., heating_off and heating_on versus SF_off and SF_on),
which diﬀerentiates them from RCK_CAP, because this element only uses one state (i.e., CAP) for its
functionality. Finally, RCK_CAP is compared with null, because it is the only remaining element.
One possible solution could be to change the lower bound of the thresholds, which define when a
compare element is identified as alternative. For example, we could define, that compare elements
are only regarded as alternative, when their calculated similarity value is below 95% and higher
or equal to 50%. Consequently, all compare elements with a similarity value below 50% would be
regarded as optional. Compare elements, which contain two compared elements and which are
regarded as optional, have to be processed in a diﬀerent way than the optional compare elements,
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which we currently use to compare an element with null. For these “new” optional compare ele-
ments, we have to merge both elements to the final 150% state chart and not only one, which is not
null. Although the discussed solution is easy to realize, we think, that it is not suitable to tackle the
identified problem. From our point of view, these changes to the thresholds can evaluate compare
elements wrongly, since we might identify compare elements as optional, which actually are alter-
native to each other. For example, when modifying the thresholds, we might correctly identify the
compare element (EM_heating,RCK_SF), from our example in Figure 6.31, as optional. But depend-
ing on the chosen threshold, we might additionally identify the compare element (AutoPW,ManPW)
as optional, although it is an alternative. Thus, we would trade one wrong result for another and
would not solve this issue satisfactorily.
Another solution, and also the solution, which we prefer, is to present the debatable compare
elements (i.e., compare elements below a certain threshold) to the user and involve expert knowledge
to classify them correctly. Although the primary goal is to automatically apply family mining to
state charts, we argue, that in this case it is more desirable to involve user interaction and to create
correct results than minimizing the user interaction. Of course, with this solution the number of
user interactions might be higher for large models. Depending on the chosen threshold, we might
present compare elements to the user, which are clearly alternatives. Similar to the implementation
of the decision wizard, it might be possible to realize both, an automatic and a manual approach
to process these elements. For example, we might identify certain patterns in some cases, which
we could process with suitable algorithms to solve these particular situations. The described issue
should be further investigated in future work, in order to find a suitable solution, which creates a
correct result for such situations, but also minimizes the needed user interaction, since we want to
realize an automatic family mining approach for state charts.
The results created by our current implementation are of course not 100% correct, as they do not
capture human intuition. One could claim now, that the AdaptedFaMine algorithm is not realized
correctly. As we discussed, this issue is not easy to automatically detect and to handle. Consequently,
we argue that human interaction is needed to solve this issue.
6.6.2. Discussion of Research Question 2
We identified in Table 6.6, that both algorithms create the same results. Consequently, we argue,
that the newly introduced ImprovedFaMine algorithm does not change the used family mining
algorithms in such a way, that its mining results are influenced negatively so that they diﬀer from
the results created by the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. Hence, both algorithms create results, which
capture human intuition, except for the issue discussed in Subsection 6.6.1.
Since both algorithms create the same results, the ImprovedFaMine algorithm logically entails
the same problems as the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. This is based on the fact, that both algo-
rithms compare multiple regions in the same manner. Thus, finding a solution for one of the
algorithms and realizing it in an appropriate way, should also solve the problem for the other algo-
rithm.
6.6.3. Discussion of Research Question 3
Since both algorithms create the same results, we can easily compare their performance, because
we do not have to include any diﬀerences of their results into this discussion. In Subsection 6.5.3,
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we evaluated the measures discussed in Section 6.3 for the 27 cases selected in Section 6.4. The
larger part of these measures suggest, that the ImprovedFaMine algorithm performs better for the
selected cases than the AdaptedFaMine algorithm.
Regarding the runtime of both algorithms, we can see in Figure 6.16, that for the execution of the
selected cases the overall runtime of the ImprovedFaMine algorithm is at least equal compared to
the AdaptedFaMine algorithm and for the larger part of the selected cases is significantly lower.
This is also confirmed by the direct comparison of the average runtime for all selected cases, where
the ImprovedFaMine algorithm is about 37.5% faster than the AdaptedFaMine algorithm.
When analyzing the composition of the overall runtime for both algorithms in Figure 6.21, we
see that the Parsing Phases have more or less the same portion in the overall runtime of both algo-
rithms. Also the alternation of the curves in Figure 6.17 suggests that their execution time for both
algorithms is more or less the same. The same observations can be made for the Merging Phase in
Figure 6.20. The identified behavior for the Parsing Phase is the expected result, since both algo-
rithms use the same code for parsing and we used the same state charts during the evaluation. For
the Merging Phase, this behavior emphasizes, that both approaches create the same results, since the
same code is executed to merge the results into the final 150% state chart. Corresponding to these
observations and to the values in Figure 6.21, we have to consider the Comparing Phase in Figure 6.18
and the Matching Phase in Figure 6.19 for both algorithms to identify the reasons for the diﬀerences
in the overall runtime.
The diﬀerences in the runtime of the Comparing Phase can be explained with the way the com-
pare elements are created for both algorithms. The AdaptedFaMine algorithm walks through the
state charts and creates the compare elements for states, transitions, and regions corresponding
to the explanations in Section 4.2. The matching algorithm is only called for the created region
compare elements for each compared parallel or hierarchical state and twice to match all compare
elements for states and transitions at the end of the execution. In contrast, the ImprovedFaMine
algorithm executes the comparison and matching of transitions in one step and uses the results to
create compare elements for the corresponding target states (cf. Section 4.6). Similar to the Adapt-
edFaMine approach, the region compare elements are created and matched for each compared
parallel or hierarchical state. Consequently, the small performance advantage of about 24.4% of
the Comparing Phase for the ImprovedFaMine algorithm compared to the Comparing Phase for the
AdaptedFaMine algorithm can be explained with the state compare elements, which are directly
created from the distinctively matched transitions, without creating overhead by unnecessarily cre-
ating elements, which are later ruled out.
The large diﬀerence of about 83.4% in the runtime of the Matching Phase for the ImprovedFaMine
algorithm compared to the AdaptedFaMine algorithm has multiple reasons. First, the Improved-
FaMine algorithm does not need to execute the matching algorithm for the created state compare
elements, since it directly creates distinct compare elements from the target states in the matched
transition compare elements (cf. Section 4.6). Besides, combining the Comparing Phase and the
Matching Phase for transitions in the ImproveFaMine algorithm and calling the matching algo-
rithm multiple times instead of only once, reduces the number of compare elements during each
of the executions. In Figure 6.25, we present the average number of compare elements during the ex-
ecution of the matching algorithm, which is about 87.3% lower for the ImprovedFaMine algorithm
compared to the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. This lower number of compare elements during each
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execution of the matching algorithm in turn explains, why there are less ambiguous compare el-
ements during the execution of the ImprovedFaMine algorithm, because less compare elements
during the matching also reduce the likelihood of ambiguous elements. Consequently, we less often
have to sort ambiguous elements to the end of compare elements, in order to try to solve the con-
flict by first matching other compare elements. Also the likelihood of ambiguous compare elements,
whose conflict cannot be solved by first matching other compare elements is lower. Thus, the about
39.5% lower number of decision wizard calls (cf. Figure 6.27) and the about 57.6% lower average num-
ber of decision wizard calls to solve a conflict (cf. Figure 6.29) for the ImprovedFaMine algorithm
compared to the AdaptedFaMine algorithm also show, that less conflicts had to be solved using
the decision wizard and that its execution was more eﬃcient. Consequently, the overall execution
time of the corresponding Matching Phase is reduced, since both conflict management approaches,
the sorting of ambiguous elements to the end of the matched list and calling the decision wizard
for the list, are very time consuming solutions.
Regarding the number of created compare elements, we can see in Figure 6.22, that about 27.5%
less compare elements are created for the ImprovedFaMine algorithm compared to the Adapt-
edFaMine algorithm. This is due to the algorithmic diﬀerences in the way the compare elements
are created (cf. Section 4.6). The biggest diﬀerence is, that the ImprovedFaMine algorithm creates
the needed state compare elements directly from the target states of the matched transition com-
pare elements and, thus, only creates unnecessary state compare elements, when multiple regions
are compared with each other. Some of the created combinations are ruled out together with their
sub-state compare elements during the matching. This also explains, why the ImprovedFaMine
algorithm keeps slightly more of the overall number of created compared elements (cf. Figure 6.23)
compared to the AdaptedFaMine algorithm.
Regarding the number of matching algorithm calls, we can see in Figure 6.24, that the Improved-
FaMine algorithm executes the matching algorithm about 215.8% more often. This is due to the
repeatedly called matching algorithm for the transition compare elements during the execution
of this algorithm, which in turn reduces the average number of compare elements during each
of the matching algorithm calls by about 87.3% compared to the AdaptedFaMine algorithm (cf.
Figure 6.25). This reduced number of compare elements during the matching algorithm calls also
explains the about 64% lower number of matching algorithm calls with ambiguous compare ele-
ments (cf. Figure 6.26), because as previously explained less compare elements during the Matching
Phase reduce the likelihood of conflicts.
The reduced number of compare elements during the Matching Phase and the therewith reduced
number of ambiguous compare elements, also explains why the decision wizard is called about
39.5% less for the ImprovedFaMine algorithm compared to the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. Be-
side, this reduced number of compare elements is an explanation for the reduced average number of
compare elements during the decision wizard calls, which is about 85.7% lower for the Improved-
FaMine algorithm compared to the AdaptedFaMine algorithm (cf. Figure 6.28). Consequently,
also the average number of decision wizard calls to solve a conflict is about 57.6% lower for the
ImprovedFaMine algorithm compared to the AdaptedFaMine algorithm (cf. Figure 6.29).
In Figure 6.30, we presented the relation of the state chart elements to the runtime. We can see,
that for both algorithms the markers are scattered, more or less, evenly around their corresponding
linear trend line. For both approaches about 80% of the markers are above or below this line and the
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greater part of all markers is in an interval of ±300ms around the trend line. Only a small subset
of all markers lies outside of this interval and has a very high deviation (i.e., > 300ms) from the
corresponding trend line. Thus, there is no such increase of the runtime with larger state charts,
that markers deviate too much from the linear trend line and we argue that both algorithms follow
a linear trend for the selected cases.
Hence, one could conclude, that both approaches follow a linear trend for state charts with increas-
ing numbers of elements. However, when looking closely at the markers for the AdaptedFaMine
algorithm, one could see, that it might also follow an exponential trend, since there are three mark-
ers for cases with about 430 to 470 elements (i.e., elements at the end of the trend line), which are
significantly above the linear trend line. On the other hand, there is also one case with about 470
elements, which is significantly below the linear trend line and which might qualify this possibil-
ity. Overall, we argue, that both algorithms scale well for the comparison of the selected cases, since
the corresponding markers follow a linear trend. Nevertheless, the scalability of both algorithms
should be investigated further with larger state charts to confirm this linear trend for state charts
with increasing numbers of elements, since we only compared cases with about 470 elements at
most.
RQ2 showed, that the ImprovedFaMine algorithm creates the same results as the Adapted-
FaMine algorithm. Consequently, we argue, that the ImprovedFaMine algorithm performs better,
since it creates the same mining results in less time and with less eﬀort (e.g., less compare elements
are created for the same results and less conflicts have to be solved by the decision wizard). The
only measure, where the ImprovedFaMine algorithm performs worse compared to the Adapted-
FaMine algorithm, is the number of matching algorithm calls. However, the significantly higher
number of matching algorithm calls by the ImprovedFaMine algorithm results in smaller sets of
compare elements, which are matched. Thus, it reduces the number of conflicts, which have to be
solved by a decision wizard and the overall runtime is reduced.
During the analysis of the scalability of both approaches, we identified, that both algorithms follow
a linear trend for the selected cases and, thus, scale for these cases. As we only compared cases with
about 470 elements at most, we argue, that we should investigate during future work whether this
linear trend also continues for larger state charts with increasing numbers of elements.
6.7. Threats to Validity
For diﬀerent reasons, the results evaluated and discussed in the previous sections are not universally
valid. In Subsection 6.7.1, we discuss the construct validity and if the measures applied to investigate
the research questions (cf. Section 6.3) are correctly gathered and interpreted. In Subsection 6.7.2, we
discuss the internal validity and how the gathered measures might be influenced by factors, which we
did not consider. In Subsection 6.7.3, we discuss the external validity, which challenges the generality
of the results. In Subsection 6.7.4, we discuss the reliability of the results created during the evaluation
of our family mining approach and to what extend these results are dependent on the metric and
other settings, which we defined.
6.7.1. Construct Validity
We challenged in RQ1 and RQ2, whether both family mining algorithms create correct results (i.e.,
if they capture the human intuition). In order to investigate these research questions, we manu-
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ally evaluate the results of the AdaptedFaMine algorithm in Subsection 6.5.1. In Subsection 6.5.2,
we transfer these results to the ImprovedFaMine algorithm by checking, whether both approaches
create the same results. Since, the AdaptedFaMine algorithm mostly captures the human intuition
and both algorithms create the same results, we argue that the results created by them are correct.
Other researchers or developers might have a diﬀerent intuition and, thus, might question the cor-
rectness of the created results. However, we have gained experience in family mining of variability
during our research on this topic [6, 7, 24] and our work with industrial partners [6]. Consequently,
the results should be at least close to the intuition of domain experts.
RQ3 questions the performance of both family mining algorithms and defines multiple measures
to compare and evaluate them. We selected diﬀerent measures for the five categories Runtime, Com-
pare Elements, Matching Algorithm, Decision Wizard, and Scalability.
The measures for runtime were selected to evaluate the performance of the algorithms, which is
a key aspect during the analysis of the scalability. It shows whether the algorithms are capable to
handle large state charts and how the eﬀort increases with larger models. The measures regarding
the compare elements were gathered, since creating a correct result with a low number of ruled out
compare elements means, that less unnecessary compare elements are created. These elements
influence the overall performance of the algorithms and the memory workload. The measures
regarding the matching algorithm calls and decision wizard calls analyze the performance of the
matching algorithms with automated conflict solving. They show the impact of the number of
compare elements during the matching on the number of conflicts and, thus, on the number of
decision wizard calls. The relation of the number of state chart elements to the runtime, shows the
scalability of the approach for large state charts.
All these measures were selected to give insights on the discussed criteria. Other measures might
also support the results regarding these criteria and other researchers might identify more suitable
ones. However, we argue, that all selected measures support the corresponding aspects during the
performance analysis.
6.7.2. Internal Validity
All measures discussed by RQ3 and gathered during the execution of the evaluation might be influ-
enced by factors, which we did not consider when initially selecting these measures. Furthermore,
we might have neglected criteria, which influence the five categories (i.e., Runtime, Compare Ele-
ments, Matching Algorithm, Decision Wizard, and Scalability) evaluated by RQ3. This might limit the
validity of the measures and the statements concluded from them. However, we carefully analyzed
the dependencies between the measures and the corresponding code, in order to eliminate possible
influences and selected the set of measures by analyzing the most obvious influences on the consid-
ered categories. Thus, we argue, that the gathered information gives insights on the behavior of the
implemented algorithms executed for the state charts of the BCS SPL case study. Evaluation during
future work might identify further measures, which need to be analyzed in order to generalize the
results for diﬀerent types of state charts or larger models.
6.7.3. External Validity
We only evaluated our family mining implementation with the state charts contained in the BCS
SPL case study. Consequently, we show, that our implementation supports the variability contained
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in these particular state charts. Further state charts from other case studies might contain diﬀerent
variability, which we did not consider and might not support properly. Besides, we only focused
on a small set of cases from the BCS SPL case study (cf. Section 6.4) and, thus, comparing other state
charts from the case study, might reveal variability, which we did not consider properly or other
problems regarding our algorithms.
The state charts of the BCS SPL case study do not contain all state chart elements discussed during
the comparison of diﬀerent state chart notations in Chapter 3. Consequently, our implementation
works for the selected state charts from the BCS SPL case study with the contained elements, but
might not support the variability in other elements (e.g., end states or state actions, which are not
contained in the BCS SPl case study).
The sizes of the state charts contained in the BCS SPL case study are limited and the contained
elements range from 91 to 283 elements and we were only able to compare from 184 to 468 elements
with the created cases. Consequently, we can only have a limited prediction about the scalability
of our approach for larger state charts with increasing numbers of elements. However, we showed,
that the number of compared elements to the overall runtime follows a linear trend for the selected
cases. Applying the family mining algorithms to larger models from other case studies might allow
us to better understand and predict the scalability of the algorithms.
The metrics, the variability thresholds, and the decision wizard used during the evaluation of our
approach are highly adjusted to the BCS SPL case study. Hence, other state charts from diﬀerent
case studies might reveal, that they are not supported by the currently used settings. Furthermore,
our current metric is adjusted to IBM Rational Rhapsody state charts, since the BCS SPL case study is
realized using this tool. Applying our current metric to other state charts types (e.g., state charts,
created with the tools discussed in Chapter 3) might reveal an imbalance of the metric’s weights for
these particular tools.
According to these discussed threats, our approach does not represent a universal approach for
family mining on state chats. However, our first approach allows us to gain first insights on the
family mining of state charts. In future work, the gathered information can be used to improve the
approach and to further evaluate it with state charts from other case studies. During this evaluation,
we should investigate, whether all state chart elements discussed in Chapter 3 are supported and
whether the variability in these elements is recognized correctly. In addition, this evaluation might
give insights into the scalability of our algorithms for larger state charts with increasing numbers
of elements.
The BCS SPl case study mostly contains large variation points (i.e., diﬀerent regions with function-
ality, which are added or removed in the diﬀerent product variants). Fine granular variability (i.e.,
variability in the states or transitions) is only contained in four of the regions in the state charts.
Hence, we cannot be sure, that our approach supports all kinds of variability on this granularity
level, because we only evaluated our implementation using these large variation points and a small
set of fine granular variations. As discussed our approach is not a universal solution for family
mining on state chats, but gives first insights on this topic. Using the state charts from the BCS
SPL case study, we showed, that adapting family mining for state charts is feasible and that it is ba-
sically possible to identify large variation points as well as fine granular variability. During future
work, we should evaluate our approach with state charts from case studies, which provide diﬀering
variation points (i.e., large one as well as fine granular ones) in order to investigate the algorithms’
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capabilities of handling diﬀerent combinations and granularities of variability to further support
the feasibility and correctness of our family mining approach.
Another threat to validity is, that we only focused on a subset of 2-tuple cases and did not consider
any other tuples, such as 3-tuple cases (i.e., comparisons with three state charts) or even larger tuples.
Consequently, we cannot estimate, how our implementation behaves for such cases and whether its
results would be correct. In future work all other 2-tuple cases and other tuples with three or four
state charts should be considered to further investigate the correctness of our approach.
6.7.4. Reliability
Our approach for family mining of state charts is realized using metrics to compare diﬀerent related
state charts with each other. Metrics use heuristic weights and settings, which are highly dependent
on the human intuition and the experience of the developer. Consequently, the metrics used during
the evaluation are not reliable, as other developers with a diﬀering experience might select diﬀerent
weights and settings, which might create other results. Furthermore, the metrics and settings used
during the evaluation are highly adjusted to the BCS SPL case study (cf. Section 6.2). Consequently,
these settings are not reliable and universally valid. However, we argue, that the used metrics were
created with the biggest possible caution and only after carefully analyzing the notations of state
charts (cf. Chapter 3), identifying the parts contributing to the state charts’ functionality (cf. Sec-
tion 3.5), and analyzing the characteristics of the BCS SPL case study (cf. Section 6.1). Furthermore,
we have gained experience in family mining of variability during our research on this topic [6, 7,
24] and our work with industrial partners [6]. Thus, the used metrics should at least be a good
approximation and create results close to the human intuition.
6.8. Summary
In this section, we described, how we evaluated our current implementation of theAdaptedFaMine
algorithm and the ImprovedFaMine algorithm using the state charts from the BCS SPL case study.
First, we described the contents of the case study, in order to better understand the relations be-
tween its state charts. After describing the settings used during the evaluation, we selected three
research questions to evaluate our implementation and compare the two presented algorithms. RQ1
questions, whether the results created by the AdaptedFaMine algorithm are correct according to
the human intuition. RQ2 uses the results of RQ1 to evaluate, whether the ImprovedFaMine algo-
rithm generates the same results as the AdaptedFaMine algorithm and, thus, also produces correct
results. RQ3 evaluates, how the two algorithms perform compared to each other. Selecting 27 cases
with diﬀerent state chart combinations from the BCS SPL case study, we executed the evaluation,
presented the results and discussed their meaning regarding the research questions.
Overall, we identified, that both algorithms generate the same results and that they both contain
one issue regarding the identification of alternative and optional regions. Afterwards, we discussed,
how this issue could be solved and argued, that for this issue further user interaction is needed.
During the comparison of the two approaches, we identified, that the ImprovedFaMine algorithm
overall performs better than theAdaptedFaMine algorithm, since it reduces the runtime, the num-
ber of created compare elements, and the conflicts, which have to be solved with the decision wizard
during matching. Furthermore, we identified, that both algorithms scale well for the comparison of
larger state charts, since they follow a linear trend for the relation of compared state chart elements
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to the overall runtime. Finally, we discussed threats to validity, which might limit the results and
the universal validity of our evaluation. For example, we only used the state charts from one case
study to evaluate our implementation. Consequently, we only know for this particular case study,
that our algorithms work and might identify, that other state charts are not supported properly.
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7 Conclusion
In the following, we will give a short summary of the results of this thesis (cf. Section 7.1). In
Section 7.2, we discuss approaches, which are related to our family mining approach for state charts.
Furthermore, we discuss in Section 7.3 ideas, which should be addressed during future work in order
to further improve and evaluate our family mining approach for state charts.
7.1. Summary
In this thesis, we successfully applied the current family mining approach for block-based mod-
els [7] to state charts, in order to identify the commonalities and diﬀerences between compared
state charts. We addressed RG1 and RG2 by analyzing the diﬀerent state chart notations to identify
the used state chart elements and the diﬀerences and commonalities between them. With these
results in mind, we created a common meta-model representation for all analyzed notations. Fur-
thermore, we compared the identity of block-based model elements with the identity of state chart
elements. This comparison not only helps us to better understand the diﬀerences between these
two model types, but also to easier adapt the algorithms for the comparison. During this analysis,
we also identified, which properties of state chart elements influence the overall functionality and
have to be considered during the comparison.
We addressed RG3 by describing our approach to adapt the diﬀerent phases of our current fam-
ily mining algorithm for block-based models to state charts (i.e., the AdaptedFaMine algorithm).
During this adaption, we introduced new algorithms to compare transitions with each other, which
were not considered for the comparison of block-based models, since they only enable the data flow
between the blocks, but do not add any functionality. In addition, we created algorithms to compare
regions with each other. These regions enable parallel execution of functionality in state charts and
also are not part of block-based models. Beside adapting the existing algorithms for the Comparing
Phase and the Matching Phase, we created new algorithms to merge the mining results during the
Merging Phase into a final 150% state chart.
Furthermore, we discussed and realized a new compare algorithm (the ImprovedFaMine algo-
rithm) when processing RG4. This algorithm takes advantage of the fact, that transitions have an
own identity in state charts and contribute to their functionality. Thus, we were able to reduce the
overall number of compare elements by comparing these transitions and infer the correct matching
of the states by comparing and matching the transitions’ target states.
After explaining our current implementation for both algorithms, we addressed RG5 by evaluating
our results using the state charts from the BCS SPL case study [16] and executing our algorithms on a
representative subset of these models. This evaluation showed for most cases that both algorithms
create correct results, which correspond to the human intuition. However, in certain cases the algo-
rithms do not identify all variability correctly, because our fully automated family mining approach
has limitations compared to the human mind. Thus, the approach does not correctly identify the
variability of regions in all situations and might identify them as alternatives, as it tries to match all
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elements from the base state chart to elements from the compare state chart. However, in certain
situations it could be more sensible to create two optional regions, instead of regarding them as
alternatives to each other.
Overall, the evaluation showed for RG6, that regarding runtime, number of created and kept com-
pare elements, and conflicts during the Matching Phase the ImprovedFaMine algorithm performs
better than the AdaptedFaMine algorithm, while creating the same mining results. Thus, the Im-
provedFaMine algorithm takes advantage of the discussed state chart characteristics and compares
state charts more eﬃciently than the AdaptedFaMine algorithm. During the evaluation, we also
identified, that both algorithms scale well for the selected cases from the BCS SPL case study, since
the relation of compared elements to the overall runtime follows for both algorithms a linear trend.
7.2. Related Work
Stephan et al. [23] survey methods and applications of diﬀerent model comparison approaches and
only list the approach by Nejati et al. [14] for state chart comparison methods. Nejati et al. [14] de-
scribe an approach to match state charts with each other and merge the results into a single state
chart. This approach is fairly similar to ours, since it uses heuristics for static and dynamic at-
tributes to compare state chart states with each other. However, the approach by Nejati et al. [14]
follows a diﬀerent goal and only merges the state charts and adds limited information about the
contained variability.
Although the approach by Nejati et al. [14] automatically compares, matches, and merges state
charts, it provides limited information about mandatory, alternative, or optional elements, since it
does not identify their variability between the compared state charts, but represents merged states as
tuples (a, b), where a is a state from the base state chart and b the corresponding matched partner
from the compare state chart. Consequently, there is no information about the relation of these
tuples regarding the variability (e.g., whether they represent alternative or mandatory states). In
addition, this approach only annotates for transitions, which are not contained in both variants,
from which state chart they were merged into the final result, but does not directly add variability
information. These annotations can be mapped to optional transition elements, but cannot be used
to identify possible alternative transitions.
Furthermore, the approach has certain limitations compared to ours. For example, Nejati et al. [14]
have to transform parallel states in the equivalent non-parallel notation in Figure 7.1. As we can see,
the parallel state in Figure 7.1a is transformed to the non-parallel representation in Figure 7.1b by
using interleaving and creating intermediate states to represent the parallel execution in a quasi-
parallel notation. In Figure 7.1b the states x and y from Figure 7.1a are transformed to a single state
xy. The states x’ and y’ are represented accordingly. In addition the states x’y and xy’ are created,
which are used as intermediate states during the interleaved execution. If a is regarded as the “first”
event during this execution, the path xy→ x’y→ x’y’ is taken and for b as the “first” event the
path xy→ xy’→ x’y’ is taken.
This transformation does not scale, as r2 path combinations are created, where r is the number of
parallel regions. In addition, this transformation alters the original representation of parallel states
and, thus, might distort the results created during the Comparing Phase. In contrast, our approach
can natively process these parallel states without transformations and also supports parallel states
with a larger number of regions.
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Figure 7.1.: Transformation for parallel states, taken from [14]
Furthermore, we argue, that the tuple representation of merged states used by Nejati et al. [14]
might be applicable for comparisons between two state charts, but does not scale for comparisons
of multiple state charts since the states would contain increasing numbers of elements.
In addition, the approach by Nejati et al. [14] uses a total function for the comparison of states.
This approach might be less eﬃcient compared to our family mining algorithm, since all states
from the compared state charts are compared with each other, whereas our approach reduces the
set of possible combinations. On the other hand, Nejati et al. [14] do not create compare elements
for transitions, but directly derive their variability from the matched states.
Overall, we argue, that the approach by Nejati et al. [14] is not applicable for us, as it does not
provide proper variability information and has to use transformations to process parallel states,
which might distort the created results.
Rubin et al. [20] describe the formal foundation for a parameterizable and configurable frame-
work, which allows to mine feature diagrams from a range of diﬀerent model types, including state
charts. Rubin et al. [20] describe a special merge-in operator, which merges diﬀerent individual prod-
ucts into a single product line containing a distinct feature for each merged model. Furthermore,
Rubin et al. [20] proof, that their approach is able to exactly generate the input models from the
mined alternative features. The described operator does not allow to generate new product variants
from the mined information, since it merges the variability between the compared models into one
model and annotates the parts, which belong to the diﬀerent features.
We argue, that our approach could also be used to create feature models with the same alterna-
tive features as the approach by Rubin et al. [20]. During our Merging Phase, we could annotate for
all non-mandatory parts from which state chart they were merged into the final state chart and,
thus, automatically create the same annotations for the alternative features as Rubin et al. [20]. The
approach by Rubin et al. [20] on the other hand, could also be adapted to create family models by us-
ing the parts common to all features as mandatory elements and comparing the mined features with
each other to identify the alternative and optional parts. However, Rubin et al. [20] only describe a for-
mal foundation for their feature mining approach and do not explain all algorithms for a concrete
implementation. Hence, we cannot easily adopt it for our purposes.
Beside the two presented approaches, also work by Frank et al. [3] exists, which describes how state
charts can be integrated into a common behavioral model view. Therefor, they split their approach
into the integration of the static models (i.e., structural parts as types and attributes), which is used
to identify and solve naming conflicts between the elements, and the integration of the dynamic
models (i.e., the actual behavior defined by the state charts), which merges the state charts. After
solving the identified naming conflicts a so-called state relationship graph is created. This graph shows
the common functionality of the compared state charts by using diﬀerent relationship operators.
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Afterwards, the created state relationship graphs are used to merge the common states into single
states and merging the additional states into a final state chart.
The approach by Frank et al. [3] diﬀers from ours, since their goal is the integration of state charts
into a single view. Consequently, they do not annotate the elements in the final state chart with
information about the variability between the state charts, but create a single state chart, which
contains the integrated view. In contrast, we are interested in the variability of the diﬀerent state
chart elements and argue, that the approach by Frank et al. [3] is not applicable for us.
Sabetzadeh et al. [22] present the idea of a relationship-driven framework, that could be used to
merge compared models and show an example for the comparison of state charts. Sabetzadeh et
al. [22] argue, that relationships should be treated as first-class artifacts (i.e., as objects containing
the information about the relationships) during the merging of models, which helps to present the
matched elements in diﬀerent ways. Users can compare a set of models and manually define these
relationship artifacts for them. Consequently, this framework allows to analyze diﬀerent matchings
between the considered models and to select the combination, which captures the human intuition
best. This combination is passed to the merging algorithm, which creates the final merged model.
We agree with Sabetzadeh et al. [22], that this approach is only applicable for small models, because
manually analyzing large models is a tedious and complex task, as the user looses the overview over
the compared models and correctly matching the elements might get impossible. Consequently,
this approach is not applicable for us, since we want to automatically mine the variability informa-
tion of large models. On the other hand, we agree with Sabetzadeh et al. [22], that such a framework
is useful to present the final results of an automatic mining process to the user. Analyzing the pre-
sented results, the user might be able to better understand the relations between the models and to
improve the created results by manually fixing incorrect relationships.
Rubin et al. [19, 21] describe an approach to compare and merge multiple models with each other.
Their approach is fairly similar to ours, but they pursue a diﬀerent idea. In contrast to our ap-
proach, this approach does not compare only two models at a time, but uses n-tuples to compare all
considered n models simultaneously. Thus, at every point in the execution the whole picture of all
n models is considered and not only a subset of the models (e.g., two models, as in our approach).
Rubin et al. [19, 21] call this approach the N-Way Model Merging. The advantage of this approach
is, that global results are created, which might be more accurate than the results of approaches,
that compare and merge the same models step by step (e.g., our approach). Disadvantage of the
approach is its runtime, since Rubin et al. [19, 21] show that their N-Way Model Merging approach
can be reduced to weighted set packing and, thus is an NP-hard problem.
7.3. Future Work
In order to improve the results created by our family mining approach for state charts, certain issues
have to be addressed. Furthermore, our family mining approach for state charts should be further
evaluated, in order to improve the created results and to investigate its performance and scalability
compared to other approaches.
7.3.1. Address the Identified Issue
First of all, the issue regarding the correct identification of the variability of regions (cf. Subsec-
tion 6.6.1) should be further investigated. As already discussed, the fully automatic family mining
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Figure 7.2.: Leading and trailing optional elements
approach seems to fail for this situation. A semi-automatic solution with user interaction is most
likely to create correct results. Although such a solution would break with the idea of a fully auto-
matic family mining approach, we argue that it is more desirable to have more user interaction and
correct results, rather than a fully automatic approach and incorrect results.
7.3.2. Address Special Cases in the Variability Identification
In addition, we should consider the improvements realized by Jockusch [9] for our block-based
family mining algorithm. Jockusch [9] realized additional algorithms to handle certain special cases
in the identification of variability. First of all, Jockusch [9] developed algorithms to detect optional
leading and trailing elements for the data flow. In Figure 7.2a, we present a comparison, which
shows these problematic elements. When comparing the two models M1 and M2, our current family
mining algorithm matches the blocks (a,d), (b,a), and (c,b) as alternatives, because it processes
the data flow sequentially from the start to the end. However, the human intuition would expect
the result in Figure 7.2b, which matches the blocks (a,a) and (b,b) as mandatory elements and
identifies the blocks c and d as leading and trailing optional elements. By virtually splitting the
models in so-called windows (i.e., smaller sub-models) and moving them along the data flow, the
algorithms of Jockusch [9] identify these elements correctly.
Besides, Jockusch [9] is able to identify model parts, that were encapsulated during their clone-
and-own phase within a subsystem and moved from their hierarchy level to another hierarchy level.
In Figure 7.3a, we present an example for blocks that are moved across hierarchy levels. For this
example, our current family mining algorithm matches the blocks (a,d), (e,a), and (c,b) as
alternatives and does not consider the blocks in the hierarchical block e. The improved algorithm
by Jockusch [9] uses the windows from the previous example and moves them across the hierarchies
to identify such blocks. In Figure 7.3b, we present the expected result, which correctly matches the
blocks a and b, that were moved across the hierarchy levels by introducing an additional subsystem.
Our current family mining algorithm also lacks support for so-called bridges. These bridges repre-
sent optional blocks, which were added between two other blocks. In Figure 7.4a, we present how our
current family mining algorithm treats these bridges. As we can see, it correctly matches the blocks
(a,a), but identifies the blocks (b,d) as alternatives and the blocks c and d as optional elements.
However, the human intuition would expect a result as in Figure 7.4b, where the blocks (a,a) and
(d,d) are matched and the blocks b and c are identified as optional elements. Jockusch [9] identi-
fies these bridges correctly by using the same window ideas as before and aggregating the gathered
information for an overall image.
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Figure 7.3.: Detecting blocks across hierarchy levels
All three special cases should be considered in future work to improve the family mining of state
charts, since they represent realistic modifications of state charts, which were created using clone-
and-own approaches.
7.3.3. Create an Improved Family Model Representation
In addition, we should further investigate family model representations to find a suitable represen-
tation to export our family mining results. As discussed in Section 4.5, this is not a trivial task and
diﬀerent aspects regarding usability, readability, and accuracy have to be considered. Important is
that developers can easily use the representation for their analysis (i.e., the usability should be intu-
itive) and understand the represented results without much eﬀort (i.e., the results are presented in a
readable way). However, the presentation of the results should not be abstracted to much, in order to
be as accurate as possible, because otherwise important information might get lost. Consequently,
we have to find a trade-oﬀ between an accurate and simple representation.
7.3.4. Evaluation
As discussed in Section 6.7, further evaluation should be conducted with state charts from other
case studies and diﬀerent settings to investigate the results created by our algorithms. During this
evaluation, we might identify further issues, which should be addressed in future improvements of
the algorithms. A starting point is to evaluate all 2-tuple combinations of the 18 models from the
BCS SPL case study and to create combinations with more than two models (e.g., 3-tuples). Beside
further evaluating our approach with the state charts from the BCS SPL case study and taking other
a b c dM1
M2 a d
(a) Incorrect result
a b c dM1
M2 a d
(b) Correct result
Figure 7.4.: Detecting optional elements between other blocks
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case studies into account, we could utilize a generator to randomly generate state charts with dif-
ferent sizes, which are related to each other. With these artificially generated state charts, we would
be able to control certain important parameters, which influence the relation of the created state
charts. Possible parameters could be the size of the compared state charts (i.e., to further evaluate
the scalability of our algorithms and whether the relation of the compared elements to the overall
runtime still follows a linear trend for larger models), the number of small variation points in the
generated state charts (i.e., to further evaluate, whether our algorithms correctly identify all con-
tained variability), and the degree of relation between the generated state charts (i.e., to investigate,
how good the algorithms perform for state charts, which are diﬀering a lot).
7.3.5. Compare with other Approaches
As discussed in Section 7.2, the approach by Rubin et al. [20] can be adapted to create family models
and our approach can be used to mine the same features as the approach by Rubin et al. [20]. In fu-
ture work, it could be interesting to identify, whether our approach for family mining of state charts
is somehow related with the formal foundations by Rubin et al. [20] and whether the approaches
are able to create the same family models and feature models after adapting them to the discussed
ideas. Consequently, we might be able to transfer their proof to our family mining approach and
show, that we are able to generate the exact input state charts from the generated feature models
and family models, respectively.
7.3.6. Compare with N-Way Model Merging
A special case in related work is the N-Way Model Merging approach by Rubin et al. [19, 21]. As
discussed in Section 7.2, this approach has certain advantages and disadvantages compared to our
approach, as it creates the mined results by comparing all models at the same time and not only
two models as our family mining approach. During future work, it could be interesting to compare
our approach with the N-Way Model Merging approach by Rubin et al. [19, 21], in order to identify,
how these approaches perform compared to each other. For example, the correctness of the results
should be compared, since taking all models into account, when comparing them, might produce
better results than only comparing two models at a time. Furthermore, the runtime is an important
measure, since the approach by Rubin et al. [19, 21] is NP-hard. Thus, depending on the number of
compared models and their size, this approach might fail to create a result, or might at least be
slower than our approach.
7.3.7. Adapt Ideas from other Approaches
In Section 4.3, we discussed that our approach might not be able to directly match compare elements
during the Matching Phase because of ambiguous elements. In these cases, our approach needs as-
sistance by a decision wizard to solve these conflicts. We argue, that the framework by Sabetzadeh
et al. [22], which we discussed in Section 7.2, could be used to present conflicts of ambiguous ele-
ments to the user. By showing all elements, which were matched by then (i.e., using the compare
elements as first-class artifacts), the user could be able to manually decide how the conflict can be
solved best. Another idea could be to first run the automatic decision wizard and show the possible
solution for the conflict to the user. This way, the user can interfere with the automatic decision
wizard to fix possible incorrect solutions before they are applied.
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A Appendix
This chapter contains the appendix of this thesis and provides further information on certain topics.
A.1. Used Key Values for ParameterizedElements
In Table A.1, we show a list of all Strings, that are used as keys for parameters in the Parameterized-
Element class. The footnotes indicate, which parameters are used for which classes implementing
the ParameterizedElement class. This list should be checked, before introducing new parameters
to prevent conflicts and overriding parameters, that were previously set. The KEY_VARIABILITY pa-
rameter stores the variability, which is assigned to states, regions, and transitions. All parameters
starting with KEY_VARIABILITY_COUNT store counters, which store the number of mandatory, alter-
native, and optional elements of a certain state chart element (i.e., states, regions, and transitions)
in a model. The KEY_GROUP parameter and KEY_GROUP_VARIABILITY are used to store the group
number of alternative groups and their variability (i.e., if they are optional or not).
Name Used String
KEY_VARIABILITY1, 2, 3 “variability”
KEY_VARIABILITY_COUNT_STATE_MANDATORY4 “variability_count_state_mandatory”
KEY_VARIABILITY_COUNT_STATE_ALTERNATIVE4 “variability_count_state_alternative”
KEY_VARIABILITY_COUNT_STATE_OPTIONAL4 “variability_count_state_optional”
KEY_VARIABILITY_COUNT_REGION_MANDATORY4 “variability_count_region_mandatory”
KEY_VARIABILITY_COUNT_REGION_ALTERNATIVE4 “variability_count_region_alternative”
KEY_VARIABILITY_COUNT_REGION_OPTIONAL4 “variability_count_region_optional”
KEY_VARIABILITY_COUNT_TRANSITION_MANDATORY4 “variability_count_transition_mandatory”
KEY_VARIABILITY_COUNT_TRANSITION_ALTERNATIVE4 “variability_count_transition_alternative”
KEY_VARIABILITY_COUNT_TRANSITION_OPTIONAL4 “variability_count_transition_optional”
KEY_GROUP1, 2, 3 “Group”
KEY_GROUP_VARIABILITY1, 2, 3 “GroupVariability”
1 Assigned to State objects
2 Assigned to Region objects
3 Assigned to Transition objects
4 Assigned to StateChart objects
Table A.1.: A list of all Strings used for parameters in ParameterizedElements
A.2. Used Key Values for Metrics
In Table A.2, we present a summary of all key values, which are used in the abstract Metric class.
Besides, we show a number, which shows the create method, that needs to implement this weight.
These numbers, the corresponding creation methods, and a short explanation for them can be
found in Table A.3.
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Key value Explanation Method #
STATE_STATIC_NAME Weight for the state name 1
STATE_STATIC_START_STATE Weight for the “initial state” property 1
STATE_STATIC_END_STATE Weight for the “end state” property 1
STATE_STATIC_PARALLEL_STATE Weight for the “parallel state” property 1
STATE_STATIC_HIERARCHY_DISTANCE Weight for the calculated hierarchy distance 1
STATE_STATIC_NEIGHBOR Weight for the similarity of the neighbors 1
STATE_STATIC_STEREOTYPE Weight for the stereotype of the state 1
STATE_DYNAMIC_HISTORY_STATE Weight for the “history state” property 2
STATE_DYNAMIC_DEPENDENT_ON Weight for the dependent on actions 2
STATE_DYNAMIC_TRIGGERED Weight for the triggered actions 2
STATE_DYNAMIC_TRIGGERING_CHANGE Weight for the triggering change actions 2
STATE_NEIGHBORHOOD_NEIGHBOR_SIMILARITY Weight for the similarity of all neighbors 3
in the neighborhood
STATE_NEIGHBORHOOD_INTERFACE_SIMILARITY Weight for the similarity of the compared interfaces 3
STATE_NEIGHBOR_NAME Weight for the names of compared neighbors 4
STATE_NEIGHBOR_ACTIONS Weight for the actions of compared neighbors 4
TRANSITION_STATIC_NAME Weight for the transition name 5
TRANSITION_STATIC_STEREOTYPE Weight for the stereotype of the transition 5
TRANSITION_DYNAMIC_TRANSITION_LABEL Weight for the similarity of transition labels 6
TRANSITION_DYNAMIC_TYPE Weight for the “transition type” property 6
TRANSITION_DYNAMIC_PRIORITY Weight for the transition priority 6
TRANSITION_LABEL_EVENT Weight for the events 7
TRANSITION_LABEL_CONDITION Weight for the conditions 7
TRANSITION_LABEL_CONDITION_ACTION Weight for the condition actions 7
TRANSITION_LABEL_TRANSITION_ACTION Weight for the transition actions 7
REGION_SUBSTATE Weight for all region sub-states 8
REGION_SUBTRANSITION Weight for all region sub-transitions 8
STATE_STATIC Weight for all static state attributes 9
STATE_DYNAMIC Weight for all dynamic state attributes 9
TRANSITION_STATIC Weight for all static transition attributes 10
TRANSITION_DYNAMIC Weight for all dynamic transition attributes 10
Table A.2.: A list of all key values for metrics
Method # Name Explanation
1 createStateStaticElementsMap() Provides the weights for the static state attributes
2 createStateDynamicElementsMap() Provides the weights for the dynamic state attributes
3 createNeighborhoodInterfaceElementsMap() Provides the weights to compare the interfaces of states
4 createStateNeighborElementsMap() Provides the weights for the comparison of state neighbors
5 createTransitionStaticElementsMap() Provides the weights for the static transition attributes
6 createTransitionDynamicElementsMap() Provides the weights for the dynamic transition attributes
7 createTransitionLabelElementsMap() Provides the weights to compare labels with each other
8 createRegionSubElementsWeightsMap() Provides the weights for the states and transitions in regions
9 createStateWeightsMap() Provides the weights for static and dynamic state parts
10 createTransitionWeightsMap() Provides the weights for static and dynamic transition parts
Table A.3.: A list with all metric creation methods and their number in Table A.2
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A.3. Graphics of the BCS SPL case study
In Subsection 6.1.2, we already presented the graphics for the fine granular and large variation points
of the BCS SPL case study. In this section, we present the remaining graphics of the 150% state chart
for the BCS SPL case study, which do not contain any variation points.
EM_heating
heating_onheating_off
em_too_cold/heating = true;
tm(30000)/heating = false;
StatechartOfEM_heati g
Page 16 of 20
Figure A.1.: Contents of the EM_heating state in the BCS SPL case study
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Figure A.2.: Contents of the RCK_CAP state in the BCS SPL case study
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Figure A.3.: Contents of the RCK_SF state in the BCS SPL case study
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174 A.3. Graphics of the BCS SPL case study
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Figure A.7.: Contents of the LED_CLS state in the BCS SPL case study
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Figure A.8.: Contents of the LED_EM state in the BCS SPL case study
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Figure A.9.: Contents of the LED_EM_heating state in the BCS SPL case study
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Figure A.10.: Contents of the LED_FP state in the BCS SPL case study
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A.4. Overview over the Product Configurations of the BCS
SPL case study
In Table A.4, we present the overview over the product configurations of the BCS SPL case study, taken
from [11]. This table helps with the analysis of the diﬀerent state chart variants for these products.
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